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Preface 
On August 24th 2016, two earthquakes struck the Apennine re- 

gions of central Italy, killing 247 people and causing heavy damage in 
buildings and monuments in the vast area around the epicenter. 
The first 6.2-magnitude quake hit 100 km northeast of Rome at 3:36 
a.m. local time, while a second 5.4-magnitude quake followed at 4:33 
a.m. 
Other earthquakes followed in the months of October 2016 and  Jan-
uary  2017,  in  a  quite  unusual  sequence  that added damage to 
the already devastated towns and their cultural heritage. 
Amatrice, a small town of about 2,600, was the worst hit by the quake.  
The village of Accumoli and Pescara del Tronto, in the Marches region 
bordering Umbria, were particularly affected as well, due to their 
closeness to the epicenter.  
Even  residents  in  Rome,  some  100  km  away  from  the epicenter, 
were woken up by the quakes, which were felt in most of central Italy. 
These unfortunate events underlined even more the need of devot-
ing targeted studies to our cultural heritage. 
These studies play an essential role in developing reliable strategies 
for managing the structural safety of monuments, with the ambi-
tious goal of controlling and reducing the dynamic effects that 
could damage the monuments and their related cultural heritage. 
Since 2000, a DISS group participated by Italian Universities, ENEA, 
INGV, SSCOL of Rome, SDR of Tokyo,   organized   four internatio-
nal   workshops   to promote the sharing of knowledge, methodolo-
gies and objectives in this field. 
The actual 5th edition was organized inside Roma Tre University, 
with the Universities of Rome la Sapienza  and L’Aquila. 
The revised Proceedings will become freely downloadable. 
The submitting for Scopus indicization will happen, we rest waiting 
for the editorial Elsevier meeting, which happens once in the year. 
A new qualification opportunity appears for the editorial collection, 
for all the past editions and for the future. 
Analogously to the past editions, this Workshop was completed by: 
- two days of tests inside Colosseum, by courtesy of the Direction, 
with large participation, 
- one day of post-conference tour in the city of Rome, from Spagna 
place, to ancient roman rests, to medieval churches, to Ghetto. 
 
Rome, October 19th 2017.          The Organizing Committee 





1 Sapienza University of Rome, Italy. 
2 Polytechnic University of Bari, Italy. 
3 So.Tel, Rome, Italy. 
4 Archaeological Park of the Colosseum, Rome, Italy. 9 
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Abstract 

On the Flavian Amphitheater, widely known as the Colosseum, in 

Rome, Italy, a state-of-the-art monitoring system based on wireless sen-

sors has been active for 6 years for the continuous “trigger-free” dy-

namic monitoring. The monitoring system is meant to capture the dy-

namic features of the Monument and to stabilize its statistics during a 

significantly ample period of time, in view of the passage of the tunnel 

boring machine that will excavate two tunnels of the new subway line 

nearby the foundations. Because there is serious concern that the Mon-

ument might suffer some damage, these statistics will be used as a basis 

for comparison to the vibrations induced during the construction works. 

The monitoring system, composed of wireless accelerometers located 

at the top portion of the North façade of the Monument, has allowed to 

study the features of the recorded vibrations, beyond the usually con-

sidered peaks. A discussion on the data collected during two years of 

monitoring is presented, with focus on statistical representations of the 

dynamic response, such as fractiles of the peak accelerations, which are 

considered to be meaningful and synthetic indicators of the effects in-

duced on the Monument by external actions of both natural and man- 

made nature. 
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1.  The Flavian Amphiteatre (Colosseum) 

 
The Flavian Amphitheatre, one of the most widely known mon-

uments of the Roman civilization, develops with an elliptical plan 

measuring 188 x 156 m, about 50 m high and, according to historical 

sources, able to accommodate from 45,000 to 70,000 spectators (Fig-

ure 1). It has three floors consisting of 80 arches separated by col-

umns; the fourth floor, taller than the other three, consisted of a contin-

uous masonry wall opened by 40 windows. 

 
 

Figure 1. Internal view of the Colosseum from the north wall. 
 

2.  Vibration Thresholds 

 
Assessing the effects of short-term vibrations due to construction ac-

tivities or the consequences of long-term vibrations caused by traffic is 

very important for the preservation of cultural heritage. An operative 

approach for evaluating the effects of ambient vibrations based on ex-

perimental measurements is a useful tool when a new infrastructure is 

being built and it can support strategic decisions for the elaboration of 

transportation plans at the urban level. Therefore, an overview is here 

presented of existing studies, guidelines and codes that provide perti-

nent information existing proposed thresholds, i.e. limit values that, if 
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complied with, damage due to ambient vibrations is not likely to occur. 

On the basis of such overview, the selection of threshold values for the 

Flavian Amphitheater is discussed. 

 

2.1. The European Limits 

 
DIN 4150-3 [1] provides guideline values based on velocity meas-

urements to be used in the assessment of the effects due to, both, short-

term and long-term vibrations on buildings under preservation orders. 

Threshold values for short-term vibrations are listed in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Vibration criteria for short-term vibrations from DIN 4150-3 

 

Frequency range [Hz] 
PCPV [mm/s] 

at the foundation 

PCPV [mm/s] 

at highest floor 

1-10 3  
8 10-50 3-8 

50-100 8-10 

 

In-between values of the limit PCPV can be computed by linear in-

terpolation. At frequencies above 100 Hz, the threshold value at 100 

Hz may be used as minimum value. The PCPV for the vertical com-

ponent of the floor velocity should be lower than 20 mm/s. When con-

sidering long-term vibrations, the velocity in the horizontal plane of 

highest floor has to be less than 2.5 mm/s. No guideline value is 

available for the vertical component of long-term vibrations. 

The standard SN 640312 a [2] (see Table 2) applies to vibrations due 

to blasting, construction operations, and vehicle and rail traffic, with 

frequency content larger than 8 Hz. 

 
Table 2. Vibration criteria for short-term vibrations from SN 640312 

 

Exposure 
PPV [mm/s] 

8 Hz-30 Hz 30 Hz-60 Hz 60 Hz-150 Hz 

Occasional Between 7.5 and 15 Between 10 and 20 Between 15 and 30 

Frequent Between 3 and 6 Between 4 and 8 Between 6 and 12 

Continuous Between 1.5 and 3 Between 2 and 4 Between 3 and 6 

 

Both DIN 4150-3 [1] and SN 640312 a [2] are included in the Italian 

standard UNI 9916 [3]. On reviewing DIN 4150-3 [1], the Italian  

standard UNI 9916 [3] suggests an upper threshold value for the vertical 

component of long-term vibrations equal to 10 mm/s. 
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An interesting case study deals with the construction of the Vienna 

underground railways and the adopted measures to protect the St. Ste-

ven’s Cathedral [4]. For construction operations, the upper vibration 

limit was put at an acceleration equal to 0.20 m/s2. For continuous and 

occasional loading, the identified thresholds were 0.02 m/s2 and 0.05 

m/s2, respectively. Observations of these limits proved adequate. It 

has not clearly indicated, however, if these limits apply to any compo-

nent of the acceleration or to the module of the resultant vector. 

 

2.2. Limits Worldwide 

 
Figure 2 shows a comparison of different limits defined in differ-

ent codes and sources [5-15], where it can be seen that all values are 

ap- proximately in the same order of magnitude and that they are very 

similar when comparing short- and long-term vibrations. 

The effects of both long-term and short-term vibrations on the Colos-

seum deserve special attention, especially in view of the construction 

of the third underground metro line of the city. A critical task is con-

cerned with the selection of suitable threshold values to assess potential 

negative effects due to ambient vibrations. 
 

 
Figure 2. Limits in terms of PPV (in mm/s) from different codes and sources. 
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DIN 4150-3 [1] is the most popular standard in this field and its use is 

also covered by the Italian standard UNI 9916 [3]. Therefore, it is con-

sidered as a useful reference. Conclusions drawn for protecting the St. 

Steven’s Cathedral [4] are interesting as well, because they were 

elaborated on a very similar case study. Finally, the allowable veloci-

ties indicated by the recent Chinese National Code [12] are worth of se-

rious consideration, specifically those relevant to National level mon-

uments. 

 

3.  The Wireless Monitoring System Installed on the Colosseum 

 
The monitoring system that has been deployed at the Colosseum is 

S-SHM (So.Tel Structural Health Monitoring), the high performance 

dynamic structural monitoring system developed by So.Tel srl, based 

on a wireless network that ensures reliable and high data rate commu-

nication between the sensor nodes measuring the vibrations of the struc-

ture and the network coordinator that collects all the sensor measure-

ments. The network coordinator is directly connected to a server that 

makes the sensor data available to remote users through the Internet for 

visualization and offline analysis. 

The system installed at the Colosseum includes four terminals with ac-

celerometers that have been installed on the internal façade of the north 

side in a symmetric position with respect to the axis of the Monument. 

Figure 3 visualizes the position of the sensors. Sensors S0, S1 and S2 

are radially oriented, while sensor S3 is vertical. 

 
Figure 3. Position of the sensors installed on the north wall. 
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4.  Preliminary Results on a Biannual Basis 

 
The system has been operating without interruption since January 

2014. It acquires 6,307,200,000 samples per year per sensor, which cor- 

responds to an amount of data approximately equal to 9 GB/year per 

sensor. Preliminary results regarding a full year of recordings on the 

Monument’s response and the associate thresholds cannot be based on 

maxima only. In fact, appropriate fractiles of the maxima have proven 

to be more meaningful from the statistical standpoint. In the following, 

some considerations are developed as to the distributions of fractiles of 

maxima during the years 2014-15 for each one of the four sensors. 

Figure 4 shows the cumulative distribution of biannual maxima in 

terms of acceleration recorded at the four sensors, where it can be 

observed that maxima are quite disperse. This makes defining the 

maxima difficult, since each one corresponds to a given fractiles. The 

question relates to the significance of maxima corresponding to ex-

tremely high fractiles: such high values, even though they actually 

occurred during the two years, have negligible statistical significance, 

so one would be tempted to neglect them and to consider lower frac-

tiles, having a better statistical significance. 

 
Figure 4. Cumulative distribution of biannual acceleration max (m/s2) in 2014-15. 
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Figure 5. Fractiles of biannual maxima of acceleration (m/s2) in four sensors. 

 
The question is now how to identify the reference fractiles so to evalu-

ate the corresponding acceleration value. It is for example considered 

that long-term peak vibrations can be made to correspond to a 50% frac-

tiles, that is the average of the peaks over the period considered. As for 

the maxima of the peak values, having excluded the absolute maxima, 

it is interesting to evaluate the difference of upper fractiles values. Fig- 

ure 5 compares the 99%, 99.9% and 99.99% fractiles values for the 

max- ima of the four sensors. 

In order to choose the most significant fractile, one should consider that 

99% fractile excludes about 88 hours of data per year, 99.9% fractile 

excludes about 9 hours of data per year, while 99.99% fractiles excludes 

52 minutes of data per year. Considering that 1% of the measurements 

might as well be affected by either transmission errors or exceptional 

events (i.e., lightning, impacts from falling debris or birds, etc.), it was 

considered that the 99% fractiles of the maxima could be considered as 

a reasonable reference statistic to be compared to the corresponding 

threshold relevant to short-term “construction” situations. 
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Figure 6. Yearly 99% fractile maxima. 

 

 
Figure 7. Yearly 50% fractile maxima. 

 

In this respect, Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the variation of the 99% 

and 50%, respectively, fractile maxima during the year. The twelve 

points represent the twelve months. 

In general, it can be observed that the acceleration values of sensor S1 

are larger than the others: this may be due to the low stiffening effect 

offered by the “Stern” buttress, on the right side of the north wall, which 

is tangent to the wall. The lower accelerations in sensor S0 indicate that 

the “Valadier” buttress, on the left side of the north wall, is more effec-

tive in that it follows the wall curvature and contributes an arching ef-

fect that increases stability. 

In the average, sensor S2 shows lower peaks, thus highlighting an ef-

fective contribution to the stiffness in the radial direction thanks to the 
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constraint offered by the anchoring system design by Canina in the 

1800’s. 

Sensor S3 shows the vertical component, which is highly correlated 

with the horizontal component of sensor S2, thus indicating a coupling 

between horizontal and vertical oscillations. This could be a result of 

off-vertical (tilting) displacements. 

By taking the biannual maxima of the two fractiles considered (Fig-

ure 8), it can be observed that the 50% fractiles, representing common 

peak vibration conditions, are above the threshold for “continuous” 

situations and almost all (except sensor S1) below the threshold for 

“transient” situations. On the other hand, the 99% fractiles, represent-

ing unusual peak vibration conditions, are below the threshold for 

“construction” situations for as regards the sensors placed along the 

north wall, while they are above the same threshold, almost doubling 

it, for as regards the sensors placed near the two buttresses. This show 

that the latter were conceived to offer a balancing thrust to the arches 

adjacent to the collapsed portion of the wall, but that they are not ef-

fective for reduction of strong vibrations. This may cause some 

concerns when a Tunnel Boring Machine will excavate the two tun-

nels near the foundations of the Colosseum. Extreme care will have to 

be exerted to prevent damage in the portions of the wall near the two 

buttresses. 

 
Figure 8. Biannual 50% and 99% fractile maxima compared to common thresholds. 
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5. Conclusions 

 
The “Soprintendenza speciale per il Colosseo” (Special Superintend-

ence for the Colosseum) has decided to monitor the behavior of the 

Flavian Amphitheater (Rome, Italy) also in order to quantify the ef-

fects of long-term and short-term vibrations. This task has become 

even more urgent after the construction of the third subway line of the 

city was planned to pass at a mere 20 m from the foundations of the 

monument. The project uses S-SHM (So.Tel Structural Health Moni-

toring), a high performance dynamic structural monitoring system de-

veloped by So.Tel srl, based on a wireless network that ensures relia-

ble and high data rate communication between sensor nodes and the 

network coordinator that collects all sensor data. The network coordi-

nator is directly connected to a server that makes the sensor data 

available to remote users through the Internet for visualization and of-

fline analysis. 

The use of the wireless medium instead of wires enables optimization 

of installation costs, great flexibility in the positioning of the sensors, 

and small impact on the aesthetics of the structure. 

Structural monitoring of the Colosseum is designed to capture and rec-

ord the data produced by the accelerometers installed on the monument, 

to give experimental support to strategies for its conservation and for 

determination of acceptable levels of road traffic and the subway, which 

affects the dynamic behavior of this world-renowned Monument. A 

practical problem that was dealt with was to identify meaningful 

threshold values for the acceleration that, if complied with, will not 

damage the building structure. Given the unicity of the Monument, it 

was considered not to refer to code-given thresholds, which have 

been calibrated for regular buildings. 

In order to have an idea of the order of magnitude of such thresholds, 

this study reviewed existing criteria to assess the effects of ambient vi- 

brations on heritage buildings. It is useful to highlight that these criteria 

were identified on the basis of empirical observations, and thus final 

values (and differences among the proposals) strongly depend on the 

selected buildings (type and condition, foundation, soil, etc.). Notwith- 

standing their operative usefulness, the use of such vibration criteria has 

important limitations, the most important one being the lack of  a  
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statistical definition of the demand. A more rational use of this 

approach, therefore, requires additional and deeper investigations. 

The system is being extended with four additional sensors that will be 

installed in the south/east/west side of the monument to gain insights 

on the overall behavior of the Monument before and during the passage 

of the Tunnel Boring Machine, but also, when the new line is com-

pleted, on the joint effects deriving from the vibrations transmitted by 

the two metro lines crossing under it. 
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for Earthquakes at Central Italy 
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Abstract 

  On the earthquake sequence in central Italy from August 24, 2016, 

here investigates many aspects from the viewpoint of earthquake disas-

ter prevention with opened strong motion records. Additionally the 

other earthquake sequence in central Italy from September 26, 1997 was 

also investigated. As a result, it is cleared that EEW, Earthquake Early 

Warning, can get a time margin from a few seconds to 10 seconds at the 

best. It is extremely important for making not so long time margin of 

EEW to make advance preparation as ensuring safety zone and to carry 

out evacuation training. On the source location which is one of the 

earthquake information to determine the damaged area, it can be fixed 

a few seconds after the first earthquake detection. And the source of the 

maximum earthquake motion is investigated and it is confirmed that it 

can be possibly determined within 30 seconds after the first detection. 

Additionally a severe damage is estimated around the area of fault rup-

ture. Judgement whether near the fault or not can be adopted the size of 

the permanent deformation of the crust, and this permanent deformation 

can be estimated from double integration of the observed acceleration 

waveform. This knowledge is considered to support an available quick 

response to determine the damaged area immediately after an earth-

quake occurrence. From the result of the microtremor measurement af-

ter the 1997 earthquake, the anti-seismicity of the structure as resi-

dences is estimated to have important effect. Here reinforcement 

against earthquakes must be emphasized to be the most important for 

the earthquake disaster prevention. 
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1.  Introduction 
 

  In September 1997, a Mw 6.0 Earthquake occurred at central Italy 

and Basilica di San Francesco in Assisi suffered damage as collapsing 

a part of the ceiling. This basilica had been attacked by a relative large 

foreshock nine hours before and suffered damage as falling down of the 

mural paintings. During the investigation of the damage situation by 

cultural property officials, the main shock attacked this basilica. There 

was some villages completely damaged in the epicentral area by these 

earthquakes, and the damage situation was similar to that caused by the 

earthquakes in central Italy after August 2016. A microtremor measure-

ment was conducted in November 1997 at villages in the epicentral 

area. The result suggested that the dynamic characteristics of the struc-

tures were the main cause of the damage although there was a certain 

level of relation between the ground condition and the damage. In case 

of the series of the damage earthquakes in 2016, catastrophic damage 

was caused in Amatrice, a little far from the epicenter, although no sig-

nificant damage was caused in Norcia, almost same distance from the 

epicenter as Amatrice. It was cleared that structures in Norcia have been 

enhanced earthquake safety by seismic reinforcement following the 

past experience, and it indicates clearly that the enhancing the earth-

quake safety has a profound effect for reducing the earthquake damage. 

After that, the largest event occurred close to Norcia and caused serious 

damage for Norcia. However most of the local people had understood 

the characteristics that large earthquakes always come in sequence in 

central Italy and had already evacuated, so it is reported that the human 

suffering was relative few. Here considers on the earthquake disaster 

prevention with opened strong motion records, specifically, as earth-

quake early warning simulation for the time margin against sudden 

earthquakes, quick determination of the epicenter for rapid damage es-

timation, process of seismic intensity or calculation of the scale of the 

crustal deformation. 

 

2.  Realtime seismic intensity and the alarm timing 
 

2.1. On the realtime seismic intensity 
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  The realtime seismic intensity, RI, can be summarized as following. 

The realtime seismic intensity is physically an index relating to the ca-

pacity of supplying earthquake energy and defined as follows 

([2],[4],[5]); 

 

𝑅𝐼 = log(𝑃𝐷) + 6.4 

𝑃𝐷 = 𝒂 ∙ 𝒗 
 

  Here, 𝒂  and 𝒗  are acceleration vector and velocity vector of the 

earthquake motion on the ground surface, respectively, and an operator, 

” ∙ “, indicates inner product. The constant term is put to fit RI to instru-

mental seismic intensity by JMA, Japan Meteorological Agency, and 

defined when the both vector are in MKS unit (m/s2, m/s). In case of 

the unit in Gal (cm/s2) and kine (cm/s) for both vectors, the constant 

term will be 2.4. Also, the instrumental seismic intensity by JMA is 

derived from an acceleration waveform of 60 seconds after earthquake 

detection aiming to fit the past earthquake intensity scale based on the 

feeling of human. Although this index is an artificial index basically 

derived from the maximum acceleration with the predominant fre-

quency and other items with more than 60 seconds after the earthquake 

detection, it has been entrenched as an instrumental seismic intensity in 

Japan. 

  Power Density PD in W/kg is a power density of an earthquake mo-

tion and defined as an earthquake motion power acting on a unit mass. 

Following the definition, a large seismic intensity means that there is a 

potential leading to destruction with supplying large energy with an ob-

ject in absorbing easily energy as resonance. It is important to under-

stand this index as one of the indices measuring the earthquake motion 

on the context of the earthquake damage, as acceleration relating to 

force, velocity relating to strain or energy, or displacement relating to 

deformation. 

  The seismic intensity corresponding to a power density PD = 1 W/kg 

is 6.4 for RI or 10.6 for MMI. Additionally, a human activity can also 

be expressed with PD. A basal metabolism of a human body is said to 

be about 1 W/kg and an activity metabolism transiently reaches around 

10 W/kg during exercise as swimming or football. In case of a flat 

house, the mass act an earthquake load seems to be about 5 tons at the 

roof and it corresponds to a body weight of 70 persons when assuming 
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70 kg for one person. For this house, the power of the earthquake mo-

tion of seismic intensity 6.4 is same as the power when 70 persons ex-

ercise in 1 W/kg. A motion of 1 W/kg is equal to a motion bringing up 

the human body itself to 10 cm per second. 

  So, the physical meaning of RI 6.4 is an earthquake motion having a 

potential to supply a power as bringing up this house to 10 cm per sec-

ond. When an earthquake motion of RI 6.4 acts in this house for one 

second, the act earthquake motion energy is equivalent of a potential 

energy for 10 cm and a velocity corresponding to the motion becomes 

considerably large as 1.4 m/s. It can be easily imagined that the house 

absorbing this energy faces collapse if it is not constructed firm enough. 

This maximum energy can be supplied by the earthquake motion of RI 

6.4 even for one second. The longer acts, the larger a power supplied. 

A vulnerable structure will be collapsed if the structure receives directly 

this earthquake energy. 

  It is found to avoid collapse that the countermeasures are required as 

proofing of a structure against large deformation energy (earthquake 

resistant), avoiding resonance (vibration control), converting supplied 

power to the other as heat immediately before causing strain energy (vi-

bration damper), or avoid transmitting the earthquake motion to a struc-

ture (seismic isolation). 

  Because the realtime intensity RI with physical background is quite 

characteristic of sudden increase from a level of microtremor when an 

earthquake motion arrives, it can steadily detect an earthquake and it is 

easy to read certainly the detection time. And RI is expected to have 

high affinity to the other intensities based on the human feeling. Here 

makes various considerations using these characteristics. 

  Also, conversion from RI to MMI, the Modified Mercalli Intensity, 

uses a following formula ([7]). 

 

𝑀𝑀𝐼 = 𝑅𝐼 ×
11

7
+ 0.5 

 

2.2. Variation of the realtime intensity RI and timing of issuing alarm 

in central Italy 
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  Seismic motion records of some strong motion observatories at epi-

central area of following events are overviewed from the realtime in-

tensity RI using the opened strong motion record by Italian strong mo-

tion observation network ITACA (http://itaca.mi.ingv.it/ItacaNet/). 

 

#1: A Mw 6.0 and depth 8.1 km earthquake on August 24, 2016, 

caused catastrophic collapse for Amatrice and other village. 

#2: A Mw 5.9 and depth 7.5 km earthquake on October 26, 2016, 

caused damage around Visso and other village. 

#3: A Mw 6.5 and depth 9.4 km earthquake on October 30, 2016, 

caused damage around Norcia and other town. 

#4: A Mw 6.0 and depth 5.7 km main shock (#4m) and a Mw 5.7 

and depth 5.7 km foreshock (#4f) on September 26, 1997, 

caused damage as partially falling down of the mural paintings 

of Basilica di San Francesco in Assisi by Event #4f and as col-

lapsing two parts of the ceiling of the basilica with damage for 

villages around the epicentral area by Event #4m 9 hours later. 

(All magnitude Mw and depth are estimated by INGV.) 

 

  Figure 1 shows the distribution of these epicenters and strong motion 

observatories for this analysis. 

  Figures 2 to 5 show change in time of the realtime intensity RI based 

on strong motion records of these earthquakes. Because the recorded 

ASS

AMT

NRC

#4m

#4f

#1

#2

#3

AQV

GBP

RM33

CNE

0   10   20  30  40   50km

Figure 1. Location of epicenters and strong motion observatories described 

in this paper. 
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time seems to be almost exact except the 1997 earthquakes, these fig-

ures show the change of the realtime intensity RI to the absolute time. 

All the figures are for 25 seconds length to compare a sharpness of ris-

ing and other items for each other. In case of the 1997 earthquakes, the 

absolute time is uncertain and the record did not include the P wave 

initial motion for most of the station. 

  So the starting time of the record is estimated as dividing a hypo-

central distance by the S wave velocity assuming 3.5 km/s and then 

subtracting a time between the recording starting time and the S wave 

arriving time. In this way, the changing situation of the realtime inten-

sity RI at each station is indicated on the time scale in the same manner, 

and it is possible to compare with all the diagrams. 

  The sharpness of rising the realtime intensity RI is not quite differ 

from the events or the stations. Of course the sharpness of rising is kept 

till large seismic intensity in case of a large earthquake and is kept till 

only small seismic intensity at distant stations. Therefore, a rise some-

times becomes gradual in appearance because the sharp rising is buried 

in noise depending on the noise level. This means, it is necessary to 

notice that there is a possibility to include serious misunderstandings 

for evaluation of the distance with sharpness of the rising.  

  In these figures, there are long thin downdraft arrows as the time of 

earthquake detection, short fat updraft arrows as the arrival time of S-

Figure 2. Change of the realtime seismic intensity at some sites with the timing 

of P-wave warning (long downward arrows, pink band emphasizing the first 

alarm) based on FREQL simulation for Event #1 
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wave, short fat downdraft arrows as the arrival time of maximum seis-

mic intensity, and green and orange horizontal lines as the level of the 

seismic intensity RI 4 and RI 5. Earthquake damage begins experien-

tially to be caused by more than the seismic intensity RI 5 in Japan.   

 

 

 

Figure 3. Change of the realtime seismic intensity at some sites and the timing 

of P-wave warning (long downward arrows, pink band emphasizing the first 

alarm) based on FREQL simulation for Event #2 
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Figure 4. Change of the realtime seismic intensity at some sites and the timing 

of P-wave warning (long downward arrows, red character and arrow empha-

sizing the first alarm) based on FREQL simulation for Event #3 
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The level of the seismic intensity RI 5 is indicated as a danger level, and 

also RI 4 is indicated as a warning level. Additionally the MMI scale is 

indicated in the right side of the figures for reference. 

  Event #3 was observed at many sites over the seismic intensity RI 5 

and its duration time was long. The other events have a few sites over 

RI 5 and their duration time is short. From a viewpoint of the destructive 

energy, Event #3 is quite larger than the others and this agrees that Mw 

6.5 for Event #3 is the maximum value among the all analyzed earth-

quakes. 

  In case of Event #4m, the realtime intensity RI increased gradually 

at the site GBP and the earthquake motion continues accordingly for a 

long time. It is estimated that an earthquake motion with long natural 

period may grow gradually in surface ground. However common struc-

tures will not resonance with this long period earthquake motion, it may 

be necessary for a structure with long natural frequency as a high rise 

building to notice about resonance. 

  Onsite alarm has about 2 to 5 seconds between issuing alarm and 

arrival of maximum motion for each station. There is the potential to 

extend this time up to about 10 seconds in the damaged area excepting 

a first few sites if these stations can be connected via network and the 

alarm at the first detection site can be participated. A time margin at 

damaged area caused by earthquake sequence in central Italy is a few 

Figure 5. Change of the realtime seismic intensity at some sites and  the timing 

of P-wave warning (long downward arrows , pink band emphasizing the alarm 

at Assisi) based on FREQL simulation for Event #4m 
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to 10 seconds anyway at most, and it is necessary for making valuable 

to take applicable countermeasures of hardware as constructing safety 

zone and to carry out the evacuation training. It must be anew empha-

sized that to ensure the earthquake resistance is basic of the earthquake 

disaster prevention. 

  The realtime seismic intensity sometimes suddenly increases after 

the earthquake motion arrival, or sometimes changes as divided for 

some small part with sharp but small rising. It is estimated that the 

change of realtime seismic intensity is corresponding to slip situation 

of a fault. Anyway it will be important for the earthquake disaster pre-

vention to make residences tenacious avoiding sudden collapse. 

  Event #1 caused catastrophic damage for Amatrice. The maximum 

realtime seismic intensity RI was 5.7 corresponding to MMI 9.5 from a 

strong motion record at a station AMT close to Amatrice, and this is a 

relatively serious situation as possibly suffering some sort of damage in 

Japan. AMT is the nearest site to epicenter of INGV with epicentral 

distance 8.5 km. At the second nearest site NRC with epicentral dis-

tance 15.3 km, RI was 5.3 corresponding to MMI 8.8, and it was small 

a lot for that of AMT. It is said that there was little damage as no death 

at that village Norcia. Earthquake retrofit had been conducted there and 

this seems to be the effect of the work in addition to lower RI than AMT. 

  Seismic capacity of structures may vary considerably for areas in 

Italy. It seems that it is important for Italy remaining a lot of traditional 

old structures to grasp the vulnerability of structures individually and 

make a suitable reinforcement as well as to grasp the ground character-

istics. There should be an urgent need to proceed a health investigation 

of structures utilizing the microtremor measurement and then establish 

the proper aseismic reinforcement. 

 

3.  Distance attenuation of maximum acceleration 
 

  Figures 7 to 11 show maximum acceleration of each earthquakes 

against each epicentral distance. An orange line indicates the accelera-

tion at the base ground estimated from strong motion records along the 

first bullet train Tokaido Shinkansen line in Japan. 

  This is an estimation of acceleration considering two kinds of atten-

uation as geometric and distance (or inner) attenuation as followings: 

A = 𝐴0 × 𝑒−𝛼Δ/Δ𝑛 
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  Assuming n=0.5 from geometric attenuation of the surface wave, the 

constants are defined statistically from earthquakes recorded by SMAC 

type seismometer installed for Shinkansen line, then the relationship 

between the constants and magnitude for many events, and finally the 

formula below can be obtained ([1]). Also, the term log10(Δ + ℎ), here 

h is depth in km, is used instead of log10 Δ not only to avoid the ab-

normity at the epicentral area (Δ ≒ 0 km) but also to take account of 

depth effect. Additionally, the maximum acceleration of this formula 

has characteristics same as the waveform recorded by the SMAC type 

seismometer, corresponding to 5HzPGA. 

 
log10 𝐴 = 0.168 × 𝑀 − 0.5 × log10(Δ + ℎ) − 0.0551 × 10−0.156𝑀 × Δ + 1.86 

 

Figure 6 shows the attenuation curve of 5HzPGA of the Kumamoto 

earthquake (Mw 7.0, h=12km) at the central Kyushu island of Japan on 

April 16, 2016. Blue and orange dots in this figure indicate 5HzPGA 

observed on the ground surface and under the ground at least 100 m 

depth, respectively. The acceleration value derived from the formula 

above corresponds to a lower limit of 5HzPGA on the surface ground 

shown as the orange curve. 

  On the other hand, PGA becomes significantly larger than 5HzPGA 

in general. Nevertheless, the distance attenuation situation of observed 

PGA in Italy shown in Figures 7 to 11 indicates that 5HzPGA derived 

from the formula above becomes quite larger than the lower limit of the 

observed PGA. Thus, it is confirmed that PGA in Italy is quite smaller 

than 5HzPGA in Japan. This smaller maximum acceleration than that 

commonly in Japan suggests that the ground in Italy is considerably 

harder than that in Japan. 

  Therefore, the PGA attenuation curve corresponding to the lower 

limit of observed PGA in Italy was tried to be derived with arranging 

the damping term of the formula above. Although the formula above 

assumes the geometric attenuation of the surface wave, the attenuation 

situation of PGA in Italy is seems to be proper to apply a geometric 

attenuation of the body wave. So the constant 0.5 of the formula above 

is changed for 1.0. The formula below is derived after a simple trial and 

error process on the constant and the inner attenuation effect for the 

lower limit of PGA. 
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log10 𝐴 = 0.168 × 𝑀 − 1.0 × log10(Δ + ℎ) − 0.04 × 10−0.156𝑀 × Δ + 1.90 

 

 

  Distance attenuation diagram of PGA for each earthquake indicates 

both attenuation curves in Figures 7 to 11. Estimated PGA from above 

formula can be confirmed to provide approximately the lower limit of 

observed PGA for each earthquake.  

 

  Evaluating the lower limit of each earthquake as the maximum ac-

celeration at the base ground, the amplification factor of the maximum 

acceleration is calculated for each sites. This result is compared with 

the site classification of EC8, Euro Code 8, or the amplification factor 

derived from HVSR, H/V spectral ratio, of strong motion records as 

Figures 12 and 13. 

  Although there is not much correlation between EC8 site classifica-

tion and estimated amplification factor, the estimated amplification fac-

tor clearly correlates with that derived from HVSR.  

  Apparent amplification factor of the maximum acceleration com-

monly differs from the amplification factor as so-called site character-

istics. However it is not completely unrelated, it must show some rela-

tionship. Figure 12 shows this and suggests the amplification factor es-

timated from HVSR is reasonable. 
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  Here, although it is not paid much attention, it must be noticed that 

uncorrelated condition between H and V is a precondition in case of 

discussion on a peak of HVSR about the predominant frequency. 

 

4.  A permanent displacement and a vibration displacement de-

rived from the double integration of the strong motion records 
 

  Here considers the displacement derived from the double integration 

of the strong motion records. This displacement includes a permanent 

displacement of crust caused by a fault motion and a vibration motion. 

Because a fault slips around 1 m with a Mw 6 class earthquake, a per-

manent displacement corresponding to this fault motion and a vibration 

displacement caused by a propagation of an earthquake motion are ob-

served near the fault. 

  Nonlinear behavior of a ground sometimes can be found depending 

on the largeness of a strain on the ground. It is also possible to decide a 

positional relationship roughly between the fault and observation point 

from the largeness of the permanent displacement. Additionally, this 

displacement is expected to be utilized for judgement of damage occur-

rence because the permanent displacement becomes more than some 

tens cm in case of the site close to the fault. 

     Figures 14 and 15 show displacement records at some sites for each 

events, and locus on the map for Event #3, respectively. The permanent 

displacement was small less than 10 cm for Events #1 and #2, and it 

seems that the observation stations did not locate close to the epicenter. 

Event #3 caused a permanent displacement of 40 cm at Norcia and it 

suggests that this site locates close to the epicenter. 
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In addition, the permanent displacement of this earthquake moves to 

east at the eastern side and to west at the western side, and it shows the 

characteristics of the fault motion at this area. This permanent displace-

ment agrees with an observation result of GPS and it is expected that 

the double integration of a strong motion record can grasp the proper 

displacement nearly in realtime in case of the displacement at least more 

than 10 cm. It will be available for the disaster prevention if the dam-

aged area can be determined quickly. 

 

5.  Quick estimation of the epicenter for the damaged area deter-

mination 
 

  Information of an epicenter of occurred earthquake is important to 

determine the damaged area. Although the epicenter is commonly the 

starting point of fault rupture and it mostly differs from an area concen-

trating damage, it has already been known that the location of the epi-

center can be determined with fairly quickness and accuracy if obser-

vation points are installed properly. On the other hand, a source of the 

earthquake wave causing the maximum motion, hereafter “Max source”, 

is expected to have good correlation with the damaged area. Here con-

siders that how quick the epicenter, the starting point of the fault, and 

the Max source are determined for Events #1 to #3 given accurate ab-

solute time. 

  Calculation of an epicenter is to fix five unknowns as the coordina-

tion X, Y and Z of the epicenter, the origin time and the wave propaga-

tion velocity using the time of commencement of each station by the 

least squares method. Here the wave propagation velocity is given as 

known and the rounded coordination of the first detection site is set as 

initial value. The result is given as a value within a predetermined error 

as 0.5 km after repeatedly calculation. The starting point of the fault 

rupture uses the P wave rising time as the rising of the realtime seismic 

intensity. Additionally, the P wave propagation velocity is set 6 km/s. 

Estimation of the Max source uses a time of maximum realtime seismic 

intensity, and earlier time is used if the maximum value is observed 

repeatedly. The wave propagation velocity for the Max source estima-

tion is basically set to 4 km/s and decreased in step of 0.1 km/s with 

lower limit of 3.5 km/s.  

  Figures 16 to 18 show the result of calculation as mentioned above. 
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And Tables 1 to 3 list the appearance time of the P wave and the maxi-

mum value. Tables 4 to 6 list the results of estimated hypocenter and 

that by INGV and USGS. 
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arrival time

site AMT NRC TERO RM33 SPD AQV FOC

N (degree) 42.6325 42.7925 42.62279 42.50898 42.515099 42.377102 43.026299

E (degree) 13.2866 13.0964 13.60393 13.21452 13.371 13.3439 12.8965

p-time 34.80 35.70 37.60 36.80 36.90 39.03 40.45 

max-time 38.40 42.10 45.80 42.50 44.60 47.30 50.00 

note: times are lapse time in seconds from 2016/08/24, 01:31:00

Table 1. Appearance time of the P wave and the maximum RI at strong motion 

sites for Event #1 

arrival time

site NOR MCV FOC CNE PRE NRC CMI

N (degree) 42.792442 42.993401 43.0263 42.894402 42.879299 42.792543 42.850399

E (degree) 13.092422 13.0013 12.896506 13.1528 13.0334 13.096475 13.0928

p-time 9.23 9.28 10.86 7.34 8.56 9.20 8.34 

max-time 13.80 13.20 16.10 11.00 12.10 13.70 12.50 

note: times are lapse time in seconds from 2016/10/26, 19:18:00

Table 2. Appearance time of the P wave and the maximum RI at strong motion 

sites for Event #2 

arrival time
site NRC NOR PRE T1216 CSC T1244 MCV ACC T1201 MNF ACT CLF T1299 FOC AMT TRE PCB NCR

N (degree) 42.7925 42.7924 42.8793 42.8907 42.7191 42.7570 42.9934 42.6960 42.6573 43.0597 42.7713 43.0367 42.6342 43.0263 42.6325 42.8765 42.5580 43.1116 

E (degree) 13.0965 13.0924 13.0334 13.0190 13.0123 13.2978 13.0013 13.2420 13.2508 13.1845 13.4125 12.9204 13.2822 12.8965 13.2866 12.7358 13.3380 12.7847 

p-time 19.68 19.71 20.03 22.25 21.17 21.41 21.71 21.71 22.44 22.47 22.31 23.08 22.98 23.07 23.19 23.62 24.39 25.11 

max-time 25.30 30.00 27.90 28.20 31.30 28.20 27.90 29.80 30.50 29.20 30.00 33.90 31.10 31.40 31.30 39.30 34.10 37.10 

note: times are lapse time in seconds from 2016/10/30, 06:40:00

Table 3. Appearance time of the P wave and the maximum RI at strong motion 

sites for Event #3 

Figure 18. Quick estimation results of the hypocenter and Max source with 

hypocenter estimation by INGV for Event #3. A number after colon means 

depth in km.  
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source parameter cf.

estimated by SDR SDR SDR SDR INVG USGS

hypocenter hypocenter Max source Max source hypocenter hypocenter

site number/ Mw 5 7 5 7 M6.0 M6.2

N (degree) 42.722 42.717 42.690 42.692 42.698 42.714 

E (degree) 13.275 13.274 13.246 13.238 13.234 13.172 

depth in km 9.6 9.6 8.2 6.2 8.1 10.0 

origin time 32.5 32.5 38.9 38.6 32.0 

assumed v vp=6km/s vp=6km/s vs=3.7km/s vs=3.8km/s

note: times are lapse time in seconds from 2016/08/24, 01:31:00

Table 4. Estimated hypocenter and Max source with the hypocenter by INGV 

and USGS for Event #1 

Table 5. Estimated hypocenter and Max source with the hypocenter by INGV for 

Event #2 
source parameter cf.

estimated by SDR SDR SDR SDR INGV

hypocenter hypocenter Max source Max source hypocenter

site number/ Mw 5 6 5 6 Mw 5.9

N (degree) 42.918 42.917 42.926 42.921 42.9087

E (degree) 13.156 13.154 13.125 13.123 13.1288

depth in km 2.7 2.5 3.0 2.2 7.5 

origin time 6.7 6.8 9.7 9.8 6.0 

assumed v vp=6km/s vp=6km/s vs=3.7km/s vs=3.6km/s

note1: times are lapse time in seconds from 2016/10/26, 19:18:00

note2: NOR and NRC are considered as one site because they are closed for each other.

source parameter cf.

estimated by SDR SDR SDR SDR INGV

hypocenter hypocenter Max source Max source hypocenter

site number/ Mw 5 17 15 17 Mw 6.5

N (degree) 42.839 42.845 42.875 42.889 42.840 

E (degree) 13.117 13.125 13.202 13.243 13.110 

depth in km 5.9 5.1 3.9 10.0 9.4 

origin time 18.3 18.4 25.9 25.4 18.0 

assumed v vp=6km/s vp=6km/s vs=3.6km/s vs=3.5km/s

note1: times are lapse time in seconds from 2016/10/30, 06:40:00

note2: NOR and NRC are considered as one site because they are closed for each other.

Table 6. Estimated hypocenter and Max source with the hypocenter by INGV for 

Event #3 
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  It is confirmed from the result of calculation that the hypocenter as 

the starting point of the fault rupture can be determined with wave arri-

val time of the first five sites with considerable accuracy. From this re-

sult, it is expected to determine correctly the location of the starting 

point of the fault rapture with the first five sites of detecting an event, 

of course although it is depends on the relationship between the epicen-

ter and the observation stations. In case of Event #1, the fifth station 

detected the earthquake motion 2.1 seconds after the detection of the 

first station on the time series. Because it takes less than 0.1 seconds for 

the calculation of the hypocenter, it is possible to determine the correct 

location of the hypocenter in a little over two seconds after first detec-

tion under a situation gathering entire data in realtime. It was 1.89 sec-

onds and 1.73 seconds after the first detection to get the detection time 

of the whole five stations for Events #2 and #3, respectively. Therefore, 

it is expected that the hypocenter as the starting point of the fault rapture 

can be determined about two seconds after the first earthquake detection 

for this central Italy earthquake sequence. And the magnitude of the 

earthquake will be able to be estimated immediately after the hypocen-

ter determination.  

  On the Max source, it is determined with the data of five or seven 

stations for Event #1 assuming the wave propagation velocity as 3.7 or 

3.8 km/s. Although it seems that it requires certain time to confirm the 

appearance time of the maximum realtime seismic intensity, assuming 

the required time as 10 seconds, the Max source will be determined 21.0 

or 25.2 seconds later from the first detecting with fixing the appearance 

time of the maximum realtime seismic intensity. Similarly, the appear-

ance time of the five or six stations were fixed 16.3 or 18.8 seconds and 

the Max source was estimated with the wave propagation velocity of 

3.7 or 3.6 km/s for Event #2. In case of Event #3, after fixing the ap-

pearance time of 17 stations, the Max source was determined at about 

10 km north-east of the epicenter with the wave propagation velocity of 

3.5 km/s. The time of determination seemed to be about 30 seconds 

after the first detection time. This Max source locates at the northern 

edge of a seismic gap of aftershocks about 10 km east from the epicenter 

as shown in Figure 19. If the seismic gap of aftershocks corresponds to 

the rupture zone of the main shock, it is reasonable that the maximum 

earthquake energy is ejected from the location of the Max source. This 

means that the Max source agrees with the seismic gap of aftershocks 

and the validity of the Max source is suggested. An extension of the 
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damage around the Max source is concerned and it will be necessary to 

verify with the actual situation of damage. 

  It was found that the hypocenter can be determined accurately within 

a few seconds after the first earthquake detection as the rough infor-

mation to determine the damaged area. The Max source considered to 

have relation to the damage concentrated area, and the time for deter-

mination may require about 30 seconds. The Max source will be utilized 

as a trigger information of an immediate response by a local department 

on disaster prevention, although it is late information as an alarm for 

the damaged area. For this purpose, it is necessary to keep considering 

about the relationship between the Max source and damaged area or the 

promptness of estimation. 
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6.  Relationship between damage and earthquake response char-

acteristics of ground and structures 
 

  Here describes the result of the microtremor measurement on Sep-

tember 1997 after Event #4 ([3]). The target area of this measurement 

was at and around Basilica di San Francesco in Assisi collapsed as fall-

ing down of ceilings and some damaged villages. 

  At the basilica, microtremor was measured at totally three points as 

the floor around the entrance of the lower and upper church and on the  

remained ceiling backward of the collapsed ceiling near the entrance.  

A two-story residence was also measured at one points on the first floor. 

These measurements were conducted individually and not simultaneous 

at ground and buildings. 

  Figure 20 shows the location of the microtremor measurement on the 

ground with damage situation roughly around the point. Figure 21 is 

H/V spectrum derived from the measured microtremor. 

Figure 22 shows Kg value derived from the peak frequency and its 

peak value, amplification factor, of H/V spectrum. However the dam-

age of buildings tends to be caused at the area with large Kg value, the 

value is 10 strain/Gal at most and is not so large than usual it is con-

cerned that significant non-linearity of ground must be caused by con-

siderably large earthquake motion and it is estimated that the amplifi-

cation effect of the earthquake motion is also not so large. Therefore, it 

seems that the damage occurrence depends considerably on the anti-

seismicity of the building itself. 
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  The earthquake response characteristics of the damaged basilica and 

non-damaged residence using microtremor are shown in Figures 23 and 

24. Table 7 is Kb value for buildings and Kb value is one of K values 

derived from the earthquake response characteristics above. The earth-

quake motion at the ground surface was estimated from the record as 
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150 Gal at Assisi and 100 Gal around the residence considered as the 

base ground. Although the drift angle is estimated large as 1/100 at the 

basilica from the Kb value, it is small as 1/500 at most for the residence. 

It agrees that the ceiling of the basilica was collapsed but the residence 

was almost no damage. 
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Figure 23. Earthquake response characteristics of damaged basilica 
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The affection of the softness of the ground has usually been regarded 

for the building damage and grasping the characteristics of it has been 

concentrated. However the characteristics of ground in central Italy are 

generally fine. Of course the amplification characteristics of ground by 

earthquake motion is important, but it seems to be more important to 

grasp the anti-seismicity of buildings exactly and to take proper coun-

termeasures. 

     It is considered to be important for public places as church to publi-

cize the way of response against earthquake. The damage of buildings 

as collapse of the ceilings must be occurred at the portion with different 

deformation, which is the portion concentrating the strain. 

  In case of Basilica di San Francesco in Assisi, the main axis of the 

structure is east-west direction and there is intersection of the entrance 

wall and the altar at the both side of the axis. So the structure between 

the entrance and the altar can swing easier to north-south direction than 

east-west direction. There are buttresses for reinforcement against this 

Basilica di San Francesco at Assisi 2-story house at Annifo

Fn (Hz) 2 6

A 12 9
H (m) 12 3

Kb (strain/Gal) 63 21

2.5

20

Note: Kb=2500A/Fn2/H/p2 , see [8] in detail.

7

Table 7. Kb-value, natural frequency and amplification factor for structures  
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motion. It is clear from the result of the microtremor measurement that 

the structure can nevertheless swing easy in north-south direction. Be-

cause the both side around the altar and the entrance is difficult to swing 

in north-south direction, it is estimated that the strain was concentrated 

at this portion and then it caused the collapse. Thus, there are two dan-

gerous points at the basilica and the collapse occurred at these points. 

  This kind of weak points will be found in the other many structures. 

It is considered that it will be possible to decrease human suffering by 

earthquake with setting a safety zone against the unexpected avoiding 

these weak points. Of course the function of the safety zone will be 

advanced with positive safeguard. 

  It is also important to clearly specify the safety zone to avoid evacu-

ation wrongly for the dangerous area against the people noticing earth-

quake quickly and activating evacuation by alarms. 

  Although the ideal countermeasure is to increase the anti-seismicity 

of structures against expected damage, it will be possible to save a lot 

of human losses if it will be possible to take countermeasures to extend 

as much the time till collapsing a structure, even in case with difficulty 

to take the ideal countermeasure. Taking countermeasures for anti-seis-

micity and setting or constructing the safety zone are felt as urgent need. 

  Especially for places as churches or theaters people gathering, it is 

urgent task to take countermeasures against falling objects and it is re-

quired to inform dangerous area as changing structure and to take coun-

termeasures in anticipation of the collapse. 

 

7.  Conclusions 
 

  Here investigates on the earthquake disaster prevention with strong 

motion records in view of damage situation of the earthquake sequence 

in central Italy from August 24, 2016. The result can be concluded as 

follows. 

  Although onsite EEW can be issued around one second after earth-

quake detection, time margin of it is only a few seconds before arrival 

of a large earthquake motion possibly causing damage in epicentral area 

with severe damage. However there are few countermeasures with such 

short time margin, it is important to prepare an effective way to survive 

and train it. It is also important to find out accurately vulnerable struc-
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tures and to make them anti-seismic. It will make the time before suf-

fering damage short and make such short time margin effective even if 

the damage cannot be avoided. 

  It is necessary to grasp properly the damaged area for quick rescue 

activity of suffered people. The hypocenter as a starting point of fault 

rupture or the magnitude of an earthquake can be determined properly 

about a few seconds after the first earthquake detection under the cur-

rent distribution of strong motion observatories. However the hypocen-

ter is only a starting point of fault rupture, it may discrepant from the 

area with severe damage in case of a large earthquake. So, here inves-

tigates how quick and proper the Max source and a crustal deformation 

caused by an earthquake can be estimated. As a result, the Max source 

can be determined within about 30 seconds, depending on a case. The 

permanent deformation can be also grasped with double integration of 

the observed waveform in a few minutes later. Therefore, it is expected 

whether an observation point locates close to the fault or not is cleared 

a few minutes after the first earthquake detection. 

  This research uses opened strong motion records. This kind of infor-

mation are extremly important and useful for disaster prevention. In-

stalling at least one observation station for each municipality seems to 

wake that the response after the earthquake dramatically quick and 

proper. Additionally at least important facilities would be installed own 

seismometer to grasp it vulnerability or to respond rationally after an 

earthquake. 
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Abstract 

  In the last twenty years, the leaning Tower of Pisa has undergone 

many interventions in order to stop the increase of the inclination. 

These works, which concluded in 2002, have changed the static and 

dynamic characteristics of the soil underlying the Tower. 

The results of the dynamic identification based on the strong ground 

motion recorded by the monitoring network of the Tower allowed to 

identify the modal frequencies of the main vibration modes. On the 

base of these results, a sensitivity analysis and a subsequent model up-

dating permitted to calibrate the dynamic impedances at the base of 

the simplified numerical model, thus bringing to the definition of a 

numerical model including soil-structure interaction. 

The results of the dynamic analyses performed using the seismic input 

evaluated on the ground surface are presented and discussed. 
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1.  Introduction 
 

The Bell Tower of Piazza del Duomo in Pisa (Italy) was built dur-

ing a period of about two hundred years. In fact, its construction began 

in 1173 and was completed only in 1370, with the construction of the 

belfry. The periods of construction are summarized in Fig.1 (a).  

The total height of the Tower is equal to 58.4 m from the base 

foundation and its cross-section is ring-shaped, with an external diam-

eter equal to 19.6 meters at the base. The current tilt of the structure is 

about 5.5° in the N-S direction (≈5 m from the vertical) [1]. The esti-

mated weight of the Tower is 14.453 tons and the height of the center 

of mass from the base foundation is 22.6 m, as indicated in Fig.1 (b).  

The last abrupt increase of the inclination in the history of the 

Tower was due to the dig of the Catino (Italian word for basin) in 

1838 by Alessandro della Gherardesca. 

 

 
Figure 1. (a) Side view of the Tower of Pisa with indication of the years of construc-

tion and the definition of the levels (Ordine) (b) cross section of the Tower with in-

dication of the position of the center of mass. 
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In the last thirty years the Tower was the object of a series of inter-

ventions which had the purpose to stop the movement of the monu-

ment. In fact, the inclination was reduced by around 0.5° as conse-

quence of stabilization works which began with a temporary stabiliza-

tion intervention in 1993 with the pose of lead ingots to stabilize the 

Tower. 

The actual inclination comes from the final works of under-

excavation, made on the soil of Piazza del Duomo between 1999 and 

2001. Fig.2 shows a picture of the inclined boreholes used to realize 

the underexcavation. 

The response of the Tower under earthquake was first studied by 

Grandori and Faccioli [2], who presented the results of dynamic anal-

yses performed on a simplified finite element (FE) model of the Tow-

er in which the seismic input was defined in terms of response spec-

trum. As regards the experimental assessment of the monument, the 

modal parameters were identified by ISMES [3] from forced vibra-

tions due to a vibrodyne. 

In the light of the modifications underwent by the soil underlying 

the Tower, based on the fact that the Tower inclination makes it a par-

ticularly vulnerable structure, the need exists to study its behavior in 

dynamic conditions. In this study, a synthesis of the results obtained in 

the last years under the agreement between the Department of Archi-

tecture of Roma Tre university and the Opera della Primaziale Pisana 

[4][5][6][7] is presented. 

 

 

2.  Experimental seismic response 
 

The Tower is equipped with a network of accelerometers designat-

ed for continuous seismic monitoring. The available seismic records 

were analyzed using different tools, such as Fast Fourier Transform 

(FFT), Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWS) and Wavelet Cross 

Spectrum (WCS). The CWT of the seismic response of the Tower 

recorded at S2 during a 2012 seismic event is shown in Fig. 4. The 

analyses have allowed the identification of the frequencies of the first 

four modes of the Tower. The first two are bending modes in N-S and 

E-W direction, respectively, both with a frequency close to 1 Hz. The 

third is a vertical mode with a frequency about 3 Hz. It is interesting 
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to remark that the only evidence in the literature about the vertical 

mode of the monument is given by Nakamura [8].  

 

3.  Seismic input and site response analysis 
 

Seismic hazard assessment has been performed by combining a 

probabilistic approach (PSHA) and a deterministic one (DSHA). SP96 

[9] and AB10 [10] Ground Motion Predictive Equations (GMPE) have 

been selected. Uniform Hazard Spectra (UHS) on rock were computed 

for return periods (RPs) equal to 130 years and 500 years. These val-

ues are based on the correlations between MCS intensity and RP, al-

ready used by Grandori and Faccioli. Disaggregation results were used 

to look for controlling earthquakes. Based on the Italian seismic cata-

logue CPTI15 [11], it was possible to find two controlling earth-

quakes: a M 5.15 seismic event with Repi=19 km has been selected 

for 130 years RP (Livorno 1742) whereas a M 5.71 earthquake with 

Repi=21 km (Orciano Pisano 1846) has been considered for 500 years 

RP, and they are related to MCS intensities VI and VII, respectively. 

The target response spectrum for EC8 class B site was evaluated by 

means of the Akkar and Bommer GMPE, including the subsoil term of 

the equation depending on the Vs,30 value of the site. Eight accelero-

grams were selected for each RP from the European Strong Motion 

Database [12], considering 5<M<5.5 for 130 years RP and 5.3<M<6.2 

for 500 years RP. The selected components of the horizontal accelero-

grams have been scaled in such a way that the average spectrum of 

each set of accelerograms well approximates the target spectrum for 

Soil B. This task has been accomplished using In-Spector software 

[13]. The scaling was made in the range of the fundamental periods 

0.3 s-1.1 s in order to take into account the periods of the first two 

bending modes (about 1 s) and that of the third mode (about 0.3 s), 

thus obtaining the proper scale factor SF for each record. In order to 

obtain the vertical time histories on Soil B, each original vertical rec-

ord taken from ESMD database was scaled with the corresponding SF 

(see Fig. 2). 
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Figure 2. Spectrum-compatible horizontal acceleration time histories for EC8 Soil 

B with 500 years RP: horizontal (left) and vertical (right) components 

 

The subsoil of the Tower area was proposed by Viggiani and Pepe 

[14] and it takes into account all the geotechnical investigations made 

in the past. According to this study, three distinct horizons can be dis-

tinguished: A (sandy and clayey silt), B (marine clays) and C (dense 

sand), which can be further subdivided into the lithotypes described in 

Table 1. Thickness and unit weight for each lithotype were assumed 

according to the data reported in Viggiani and Pepe. The assumed 

shear wave velocity profile is based on the outcomes of the 2D seis-

mic array analysis, described in [7]. However, it should be pointed out 

that this profile satisfactorily matches the VS values measured by other 

geophysical tests in the upper part (SDMT tests carried out in 2015 up 

to 40 m and a 65 m deep cross-hole test in 1999). According to the VS 

profile, the seismic bedrock (VS>800 m/s) is not localized in the ex-

plored depth range because VS=500 m/s is reached in the lower sand 

(horizon C). For this reason, considering the uncertainties in the VS 

profile at higher depth, the input motion for site response analyses was 

defined at EC8 class B soil (instead of rock conditions), as mentioned 

above. Regarding the nonlinear properties, most of lithotypes were 

characterized based on the resonant column (RC) tests. 

The geotechnical parameters of A1 lithotype, for which no cyclic 

data were available, are described in [7] and the corresponding results 

are reported in Fig.3 (left) in terms of normalized secant shear modu-

lus and damping ratio variation as function of the shear strain ampli-

tude (G/G0- and D- curves).  
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Figure 3. G/G0 and D curves obtained through DSDSS test on S4-C2 sample for A1 

lithotype (left); input and output average response spectra obtained from equivalent 

linear site response analyses carried out for 500 years Return period; average am-

plification function between seismic bedrock and soil surface is also reported 

(right). 

 

Because of the lack of experimental data, literature curves obtained 

for similar soils were employed for remaining lithotypes [16][17]. Site 

response analyses were carried out with the 1D frequency domain 

equivalent linear STRATA code [18]. The results for a return period 

of 500 years are reported in Fig. 3 (right) in terms of horizontal accel-

eration response spectra computed at ground surface (averaged over 

all input motions applied). Average input spectrum at seismic bedrock 

and nonlinear amplification function between seismic bedrock and soil 

surface are also reported for comparison. Moderate amplification phe-

nomena take place in the medium-to-long periods with a maximum 

amplification ratio slightly higher than 2 around 1.2 s, where the cor-

responding average spectral accelerations are about 0.2g. Spectral ac-

celerations as high as 0.5-0.6g (as average) are achieved at the ground 

surface in the 0.2-0.4 s period range. 
 

 

4.  Soil-structure interaction 

 

A simplified FE stick model was built considering the inclination 

of the Tower in the N-S direction. It consists of 14 elements and 16 

nodes, with 6 degrees of freedom per node. For each story of the 

Tower, the coordinates of the centroid were defined according to the 

work by Macchi and Ghelfi [19]. For each centroid, 3 translational 
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masses and 3 rotational masses were defined. Geometric parameters 

were taken from the work by Grandori and Faccioli.  

Three translational springs and rotational springs were assigned at 

the base of the model. Table 2 shows the comparison between the re-

sults of the modal analysis and the frequencies obtained experimental-

ly. First, a sensitivity analysis was performed with the purpose to 

identify the most suitable shear modulus G of the soil which allowed 

to obtain analytical results which were similar to the experimental 

ones. With the value of G=95 GPa it was possible to find a satisfacto-

ry agreement between experimental and numerical results. Therefore, 

it was used as the reference level to find the optimal values of the dy-

namic impedances by varying ±20% of the impedance value obtained  

 

It is possible to observe that, for a nominal value of G=77 GPa, the 

frequencies obtained by considering the foundation alone and the 

foundation with the "Catino" are 0.873 Hz and 0.884 Hz, respectively. 

A sensitivity analysis based on the modulus G has been performed 

to look for a better agreement with the experimental evidences. A sat-

isfactory result was found for G=95 GPa, which leads to a natural fre-

quency equal to 0.958 Hz for the first and the second (bending) mode 

whereas the frequency calculated for the vertical mode was found 

equal to 3.12 Hz. The model updating has been performed on the ele-

ments of the impedance matrix of the foundations in order to obtain an 

improved agreement between the natural frequencies estimated exper-

imentally and those obtained from the modal analysis.   

 
Table 2. Comparison between numerical and experimental frequencies before and 

after model updating 

Exp. mode 
Exp. freq. 

(Hz) 
Model updating 

Bending N-S 0.958 Hz 0.950 Hz 

Bending E-W 1.025 Hz 1.025 Hz 

Vertical 2.98 Hz 2.964 Hz 

Torsional 6.29 Hz 6.294 Hz 
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The seismic input in terms of mean response spectrum of the selected 

and scaled accelerograms was used to perform preliminary response 

spectrum analysis. The results are compared with those obtained for 

the static case in Table 3. The static bending moment at the base is 

equal to 283 MNm. 

It is worth noting that while the moment at the base produced by the 

seismic load with a return period of 130 years is lower than the static 

one, the moment obtained for a return period of 500 years is consider-

ably larger. 

 
Table 3. Comparison between numerical and experimental frequencies before and 

after model updating 
Load Bending moment at the base [MNm] 

Dead 283 

Seismic  - mean 130 years 228 

Seismic  - mean 500 years 421 

 

 

5.  Conclusions 

 

This study presented some preliminary results and recent advances 

on the numerical and experimental characterization of the dynamic 

behavior of the leaning Tower of Pisa, together with an updated defi-

nition of the seismic input. The definition of the seismic input on EC8 

Soil class B was presented in terms of accelerograms obtained by 

means of a hybrid approach which combines probabilistic and deter-

ministic approaches for two return periods, namely 130 and 500 years. 

The subsoil model built on the base of literature parameters and new 

tests was used to perform a site response analysis and to obtain the 

seismic input at the ground surface. The results of experimental identi-

fication together with the geophysical and geotechnical parameters of 

the soil were used to calibrate the foundation impedances of a simpli-

fied finite element model. Preliminary results in terms of bending 

moment at the base are reported in this work, highlighting the im-

portance to study the response of the Tower including the interaction 

between soil and structure. 
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Preliminary approach to vibrations’ reduction  

of monuments  
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Abstract 

The future structural damages may be produced by ambient vibra- 

tions and possible earthquakes. In between August 2016 and January 

2017, many earthquakes struck the Apennine regions of central Italy, 

killing 247 people and causing heavy damage in buildings and mon-

uments in the vast area around the epicenter, with the maximum mag-

nitude over Mw 6.0. Unfortunately, the cultural heritage suffered 

similar damages for all the earthquakes in the past. The proposed 

studies play an essential role in developing reliable strategies for 

managing the structural safety of monuments. The informatics devel-

opment of the third millennium allows the present trial about the dy-

namic effects by the use of devices like isolators and dampers. No 

numerical conclusion is exposed about advantage or disadvantage of 

dampers introduction. 
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1. Introduction 

 
The historical monuments are built with stone walls, which have low 

tensile strength, then they suffer significant damages by seismic ac-

tions, not high too. 

The modern technologies would allow the vulnerability reduction 

of the monument: 

a) but they cannot be employed for the elevation, for the necessi-

ty to save the historical technology; 

b) perhaps, a trial could be spent about the analysis with a cut under 

foundations, where isolators and/or dampers are placed. 

 
2. The model 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The model, 3D DISS F.E. 
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Figure 2. Analytical cyan Check-Points of the northern wall. 

The proposed model DISS is represented in Figure 1; it is with 3D FE 

having soil-monument interaction. 

The outer wall is shown in Figure 2; the surface is represented as a 

chess-board, where different elasticity modules were assumed in each 

cell; the analytical checks were performed in the cyan elements. 

 
2.1. The modal assurance criterion for elevation 

 
The classical scientific methodology is proposed, with two intercon 

nected processes: 1) tests oriented to analytical use, 2) analyses to ob- 

tain a numerical model apt to reproduce faithfully the experimental 

behavior. 

Only the analytical-experimental comparison may assure the relia- 

bility of the process. 

By crossing n analytical and experimental modes, the modal assu- 

rance criterion [1] is verified through a matrix with the same order; 

the perfect consistency is attained with all  1 on principal diagonal,  0 

out and identical frequencies; for each mode, the error is the com-

plement to unity on principal diagonal; and in the model: 

1) proposed [5], (with 500.000 d.o.f., 700 elasticity modules, Ray- 

leigh damping) n. 7 elevation modes are considered, with errors 

very low with respect to 2) since 2013 (Table 3 on page 66); such 

errors could approach 5%, through the proposed tests; the problem 

may run on a good  PC; 

2) fixed at the basis [4], with 4 materials, the first 6 modes are con- 

sidered (Table VII, Page 1118), the errors about the first 2 modes are 

acceptable (they correspond to clamped behavior of buttresses), then 

they grow up, and they are not easily improvable; 

3) on shaking table [3], many different materials could not be used, 

the errors are similar to 2); besides this too many scale factors interact 

between them (geometrical, mechanical, dynamic, granulometric), and 

difficulties are produced on returning to the real behavior; the meas- 
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urements could be difficult; the requested numerous model variations 

are not allowed. 

 

3. Decoupling 

 
The seismic isolation consists in inserting support devices with low 

horizontal stiffness under the foundations. The natural period due to 

the isolators’ elasticity becomes over 2 secs, with the decoupling of 

monument movement with respect to the soil. For the upper structure: 

a) the absolute accelerations are decreased, 

b) the relative displacements with respect the soil are increased; 

c) the oscillations are slow,  like a rigid body, its behavior is linear 

elastic, with heavy earthquakes too. 

The realization of isolators is simple and the intervention is not inva- 

sive for the monument [6÷13]. 

 
4. A new seismic isolation structure for existing buildings 

 
A discontinuity between the foundations and the soil is created by 

means of the insertion of horizontal pipes and the positioning of isola- 

tion devices at their horizontal diametric plane. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Isolation system for existing buildings: 

a) longitudinal and transversal sections; b) typical pipe element. 
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In order to facilitate the successive operations, the pieces of pipe have 

a particular shape and are composed by two portions, the lower and 

the upper cylindrical sectors, respectively, which are connected by 

means of removable elements. 

Then the building is separated from the surrounding soil in order to al- 

low the horizontal displacements required by the isolation system. So 

the structure is seismically isolated but not interested by interventions 

that could modify its architectural characteristics.  

It is worth reminding that the solution presents the advantages that the 

building and its architectural aspect are not changed and so are the un- 

derground levels; this is a very important requirement for historical 

and monumental structures [11]. 

 

5. The devices for isolators and dampers 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Numbering of N. 409 devices, with analytical check-points in green. 
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In the past, the monument suffered different earthquakes, the stronger 

was on 1349 corresponding to the modified Mercalli intensity VIII, 

and unfortunately the remote risk of a reply exists. 

If the target is the monument surviving under strong actions at bed- 

rock, we m u s t  find an efficient mitigation system, so that the mon-

ument behavior rests linear elastic. At the devices level, the centroids 

of vertical loads and devicess are distant less than 1 m. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5. S-N Vertical section, with relative and absolute displacements. 

 

5.1 Equivalent shear stiffness for isolators 

 

We are referred to isolators proposed in [12]. 

Geq=G0 x(2.86 −3.88γ＋2.90γ2 −1.02 γ3 ＋0.136 γ4) (1) 

with [0.1≤γ≤ 2.7]; G0 =0.620; eq. shear modulus at γ＝1. 0 

Heq=Heq0 ×(0.9150 ＋0.2364γ−0.1804γ2 ＋0.02902 γ3) (2) 

where Heq0=0.240; equivalent damping ratio at γ＝1. 0 

u =u0 x(0.9028 ＋0.2711γ−0.2083γ2 ＋0.03421γ3)      (3)  

u0=0.408; function giving ratio of characteristic strength to maximum 

shear force of a loop at γ=1. 0 

Based on above equations, each shear properties shall be determined 

by the following equation. 

Equivalent shear stiffness: Keq = Geq x A/H Eq. damping ratio： 

Heq =Δ W/(2 π・Keq δ2) 
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Figure 6. Shear load vs shear displacement.  Figure 7. Equivalent shear stiffness, with          

Isotropic Hardening. 

 
Figure 8. a) Octagonal element; b) Principal Stresses for γ=2.7 : 

c) σ1= 3.30 MPa, ε1=123%; d) τ=2.99 MPa, vs γ=2.7; e) Q vs δ. 
 

For the single isolator: 

a) in Figure 6 appears a schematic law could be assumed for shear  

load vs shear displacement, as in Figure 6, with K1, K2 and QD; 
b) in Figure 7, the isostropic hardening is shown; 

c) in figure 8, the octagonal model appears. 

 
6. The fluid viscous dampers 

 
The fluid viscous dampers have an appropriate hydraulic circuit per- 

mits the dissipation of  Energy [2]. The typical resulting force-speed 

constitutive bond is not linear: 

F=Cvα + Kx, 

where F is the force, C is the damping constant, v is the speed,  

α=0.15; the force (K x) has the function of recentering the damper. 
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Figure 9. Force-displacement cycles of a fluid viscous damper. 

 

7. Rayleigh damping for the model 

 
For the material of isolators, the Rayleigh damping factors are defined 

in order to have 0.05 at frequencies 1. and 10. Hz, with: 

C = α M + β K;                       α = 0.471;                   β = 0.004 

 

8. External dynamic actions 

 
We admit that the simple oscillator is subjected  

to a time history of accelerations; at the generic  

time t the system configuration will be as in  

Figure 10. The motion equation is: 

M (ü+üG) + C ů + K u=0 

Which is equivalent to: M ü + C ů + Ku= -M üG 

The bedrock recalled by rules is a soil layer  

enough deepen and enough stiff in order to  

consider constant the accelerations.  Figure 10. Simple oscillator. 

The seismic  input  has  three components along three axis (X,Y,Z) 

(E-W, N-S, vertical). The true effects are obtained by the actions 

due to the absolute accelerations (ü+üG).        
 

8.1 Input GBP 1997 
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Table 1. Maximum acceleration components for GBP. 

Direction |a|MAX 
MAXtTRUE 

MAXtSHIFTED 

EW +95.894 16.850 6.635 

NS -93.082 16.870 6.650 

Z - 65.902 24.220 14.010 

 cm/sec2
 sec sec 

 
The significant values a >0.1|a|MAX  are present in the reduced inter-

val Δt=10.21÷64.31 sec, with shifted time (t-10.21). 

The strong motion at GBP of the event on 26th September 1997 is 

considered of interest [13], its accelerogram components were down-

loaded from Itaca. 

Time: 09:40:24, Latitude: 43.0310, Longitude: 12.8620, Depth: 

5.7 km, MW: 6.0, ML: 5.8, Station: Gubbio Piana, interval Δt=0.005, 

Du- ration: 100.005 sec, Units: cm/s2, PGA= 95.893513 cm/s2  in 

EW direction,  time  PGA:  16.850  sec,  created  by  “Dipartimen-

to  della Protezione Civile”, Italy. The maximum values are shown in 

Table 1. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Accelerograms recorded at 

Gubbio Piana on September 26th 1997. 

 

 

 

8.2 Input NRC 2016 

 
Table 2. Maximum acceleration components for NRC. 

 

Direction |a|MAX 
MAXtTRUE 

MAXtSHIFTED 

EW +476.4279 12.320 4.875 

NS +365.0509 16.515 9.070 

Z - 367.5286 12.570 5.125 

 cm/sec2
 sec sec 
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        Figure  12.  Accelerograms recorded  at 

Norcia on October 30th 2016. 

 

 

The strong motion at GBP of the event on 30th  October 2016 is 

considered of interest [13], its accelerogram components were down-

loaded from Itaca. 

Time: 06:40:18, Latitude: 42.8322, Longitude: 13.1107, Depth: 

9.2 km, MW: 6.5, ML: 6.1, Station: Norcia, interval Δt=0.005, Dura-

tion:  

50.0 sec, Units: cm/s2, PGA= 476.427926 cm/s2 in EW direction, 

time PGA: 12.320 sec, created by “Dipartimento della Protezione 

Civile” in Italy. The maximum values are collected in Table 2. 

The significant values a >0.1|a|MAX  are present in the reduced inter-

val Δt=7.445÷25.750  sec, with shifted time (t-7.445). 

 
9. Control in the walls 
 

Then, we arrive to the analytical knowledge, as in Figure 13, everywhere 

in this model, of: 

a) the gravity stress ZσG, 

b) the stresses range due to ambient vibrations and earthquakes 

η=|ΔZσG/ZσG|MAX 

Under strong actions, the soil will suffer the nonlinear behavior; but the 

analysis of the 3D DISS FFEE model could be performed for both mini- 

mum and maximum soil characteristics. 

Actually the mechanical characteristics have rough accuracy, due 

to incomplete tests. 

Intentionally, we do not precise the used characteristics for isolators 

and dampers; actually, we are not looking for the best solution. 
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Figure 13 . Uniaxial stress-strain relationship for walls. 

 
9.1. Typical analytical results due to earthquake action 

 
On between the possible check points of Figure 2, in Figure 14 the 

zone of effective checks are shown: a) bot elements, b) top nodes. 

 
Figure 14. Outer wall checks: a) bot elements stresses at pillars #34, #40, #54; 

b) top nodes accelerations at pillars #34, #54, #57. 

 
9.2. Output for GBP 1997 
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Then, we show the qualitative analytical results in the Figures: 

15, 16) relative displacements and velocities for the central device, 

in directions x, y; wi th  a natural period T=2.25 secs >2 secs;  

17) the central damper cycles, in directions x, y, z; 

18) the isolator cycles, in directions x, y; 

19) bot vert stresses in the pillars #34, #40, #54, |Z/Z|M< 5%, 

20) the accelerations around the pillars #34 radial, #54 vertical,  

#57 tangential, on the summit; 

21) x abs displacements at bedrock, bot and top central isolator; 

22) y abs displacements at bedrock, bot and top central isolator; 

23) radial top absolute displacements at pillar #40, and buttresses. 

 
Figure 15. Relative displacements in the central device. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16. Relative velocities in the central device. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 17. Cycles in the central damper. 
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Figure 18. Cycles in the central isolator. 

 

Figure 19. Bot |Z/Z|M in the pillars #34, #40, #54. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20. Top accelerations at the pillars #34R, #54Z, #57T. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21. X displacements at: bedrock, bot and top of central device. 
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Figure 22. Y displacements at: bedrock, bot and top of central device. 

 
Figure 23. Radial top displacements at pillar #40, and buttresses. 

 
9.3. Output for NRC 2016 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24. Relative displacements in the central device. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25. Relative velocities in the central device. 
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Figure 26. Cycles in the central damper 

 

Figure 27. Bot |Z/Z|M in the pillar #434, #40 and #54. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28. Top accelerations at the pillars #34R, #54Z, #57T. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29. X displacements at: bedrock, bot and top of central device. 
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Figure 30. Y displacements at: bedrock, bot and top of central device. 

 
Figure 31. Radial top  displacements at pillar #40, and buttresses. 

 
Then, we show the qualitative analytical results due to NRC 2016 in 

the following Figures: 

24, 25) relative displacements and velocities for the central device, in 

directions x, y and z; with a natural period T=2.25 secs >2 secs; 

26) damper cycles, in directions x, y, z; 

27) for the pillars bot #34, #40, #54, |Z/Z|M <10%, everywhere; 

28) the accelerations around the pillars #34 radial, #54 vertical, #57 

tangential, on the summit; 

29) x absolute displacements at bedrock, bot and top of central device; 

30) y absolute displacements at bedrock, bot and top of central device; 

31) radial top absolute displacements at pillar #40, and buttresses. 

 

10. Conclusions 

 
For  such  model,  further  dynamic  tests  are  requested  inside  the 

monument too, for: 

1) completing the map of elasticity modules; 

2) producing the map of damping coefficients; 

3) permanent recording in 50 points from the depth of 100 m un-

der the place to the monument summit. 
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The model will be defined by looking for a consistency around 

95% between the analytical and experimental behaviors, by modifying 

the elasticity modules and the damping coefficients. 

With such dynamic characterization, the reliability of the model is as-

sured, and we could perform: 

4) the check of the structure in its actual condition; 

5) eventual projects to improve vulnerability. 

Here, we performed many analyses, with different actions by trains 

and earthquakes, and different mechanical characteristics of isolators 

and dampers, used together and separate. 

The actual results have the unique purpose to show the analytical 

opportunity offered by computers in the third millenium; they arrive to 

qualitative values because the tests are incomplete, and anyway a 

large interest would be apt for the deepening. 

No conclusion about the opportunity of dampers is shown here. 

The proposed seismic mitigation methodology is already applied for 

steel skyscrapers in countries having strong earthquakes. 
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3D limit analysis of Hall I in the Baths of Diocletian 
Carlo Baggio1, Silvia Santini1 

 

 

Abstract 

In Roman Baths the Romans employed groin vaults of great dimen-

sions, with maximum span more than 20 m; simple tools of structural 

analysis of ancient wide span vaulted halls are still lacking, due to geo-

metrical and material complexity. In this paper we study the collapse 

behavior, under horizontal static action, of a corner cross vault of the 

Baths of Diocletian in Rome (Hall I). In the present modeling, masonry 

is discretized as a system of interacting rigid bodies in no-tension and 

frictional contact. The computational code consists in a linear program-

ming approach which makes use of a series of optimization packages 

via lower and upper bound techniques of limit analysis. One more task 

of the proposed problem consists in a suitable description of the overall 

3D geometry, here afforded with a specific pre-processing approach. 
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1. Introduction 

 

  The Baths of Diocletian were the largest public baths in Rome, built 

from 298 to 306 A.D. on the northeast site of the Viminal Hill.  During 

the early middle age the site was abandoned and the constructions fell 

in ruins. 

During the course of many centuries after the fall of the roman em-

pire the buildings of the Baths underwent a gradual and progressive 

damage, the site became desolate, wasted and encumbered by ruins, as 

witnessed by a large number of drawings and engravings by sixteenth 

century landscapists and artists. 

In Italy, the building code [NTC, 2008] required historical analysis 

of existing masonry buildings as a pre-requisite for the design of struc-

tural conservation; this implies survey of resisting system, collecting 

data about transformation during life of building, often very long, re-

construction of special events, like seismic ones. This task was man-

aged by a historical reconstruction of the original vaulted system of the 

main body of the Baths, by research mainly devoted to collect historical 

images of ruined portion, trying to establish the sequence of collapses 

during XVI-XVII centuries (Nizzi & Baggio 2014). 

 

  
Fig 1 – Paulin 1890          Fig. 2 – Giovannoli 1616 

 

The structural system of the main body of the baths can be easily un-

derstood: larger central groin vaults are counteracted by secondary, pe-

ripheral barrel and groin vaults which conduct the thrust action to but-

tresses and foundations. 

Nonetheless a number of questions arise: are the pillars of each vault 

able enough to resist to thrust or they need also aid from the adjacent 

walls? How can we measure the relative weakness of the partially ru-

ined vaults? 
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2. Limit analysis and collapse multiplier 

 

In view of the assessment of seismic vulnerability of the Baths as 

required by staff responsible for the monument the authors adopted a 

numerical procedure based on 3D standard limit analysis according to 

the Italian Code for masonry structures, in particular for historic ma-

sonry and monuments. The proposed procedure is based on a mechani-

cal model already discussed in previous work [Baggio & Trovalusci 

2000, 2016]. The main improving, with respect to the previous anal-

yses, concerns geometrical model, pre-processing and solution strate-

gies [Baggio & Santini 2017]. 

Stone masonry assemblages are described as systems of  N rigid 

prismatic blocks in no-tension and frictional interface through M plane 

contact surfaces. 

   u is the vector of the generalized blocks displacement;  

q is  the relative displacements and the relative rotations between 

blocks.  

The kinematic compatibility equations writes: 

  Bu=q 

where B is the kinematic matrix. 

q can be expressed as a linear combination of p elementary modes of 

collapse at each interface: 

  q = M 

with  unknowns of the problem. 

  f0 and fL are dead and live external actions. 

 

BTQ = f0 + fL         balance equation  

With  parameter governing the load increasing 

and Q vector of generalized contact stresses 

 = NTQ  0             yield domain 

T=0                         complementarity. 

 
Standard algebraic manipulations of the governing equations lead to the 
following mathematical  programming: 

determine min F()=    subjected to: 

(A0N)Tf0 + (A0N)TfL  - (AN)TQ2  0 

AM = 0 

T(A0M)TfL - 1 = 0  
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T
(A

0
N)

T
f
0 + 

T
(A

0
N)

T
f

L - 
T
(AN)

T
Q2 = 0 

where equations respectively represent the conditions of balance and 
yield domain, kinematic compatibility and flow rule, positive live work 
and finally complementarity in the unknowns   0,   0 and Q2; Q2 is 
the vector of statically undetermined internal actions. 
The solution of the problem is not unique but limited by an upper 

bound and a lower bound.  

By replacing friction  with dilatancy (fig. 3) it is possible to solve a 

linear problem in the frame of standard limit analysis  (M=N), searching 

for the upper bound (only) of the original non associated problem. 

The analysis can be performed by means of kinematic or static ap-

proach.  

In the first case, upper bound approach, the linear problem (LP) is writ-

ten as  

Determine min { = - 
T
(A

0
M)

T
f

0 } subjected to:  

AM  


T
(A

0
M)

T
f

L
  = 1   

with the unknowns ,   0.  QII  are obtained as dual unknowns from 
the optimization routine. 
In the second case, lower bound approach, the LP is  

Determine max {} subjected to:    

(AN)TQII + (A0N)TfL (A0N)Tf0  

      

with the unknowns QII,   0.   

In this second problem the kinematic unknowns   are obtained by the 

optimization routine as dual results.  
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Fig. 3 

 

3. Proposed procedure 

 

To test the procedure the collapse multiplier, c, of a simple cross 

vault was calculated in advance. 

Material of pillars and vaults is ‘opus caementicium’, that is a roman 

concrete made by an aggregate of tufa rubble stones and a hydraulic 

mortar of lime and pozzolana. It should be modeled properly as a con-

tinuum materials, with some resistance in tension, nevertheless the pro-

posed procedure succeeds in picking out the main characteristics of the 

behavior of a complex vaulted structure. 

 

Componente del cal-

cestruzzo 

Carico di 

Punta MPa 

Brasiliana 

MPa 

Tension re-

sist. 

MPa1 

Mattoni 

Tufo lionato 

Tufo giallo Tiberina 

Mattoni-malta 

T. lionato-malta 

T. giallo-malta 

Malta 

Resistenza media 

8.64 

3.63 

2.92 

1.84 

2.37 

1.58 

1.6-2.5 

3.79 

3.332 

0.82-1.603 

0.784 

/ 

/ 

/ 

0.95-1.092 

0.8-0.95 

2.66 

1.12 

0.9 

0.6 

0.7 

0.5 

0.75-1.58 

1.13 
1 dedotto dal rapporto 3.25:1 dal confronto delle prove a carico 

puntuale con quelle delle prove brasiliane 
2 Samuelli Ferretti 1997 
3 De Casa et alii 1999 
4 Nappi et alii 1979 
5 Samuelli Ferretti 1995; Giavarini et alii 2006 (Villa Adriana) 

Table 1 
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In taking into account vulnerability of ancient buildings which come 

to us almost always as incomplete, ruined structures, one of our first 

interest was devoted to quantify the relative weakness of partially in-

complete cross-vaults.  

In the following example piers dimensions are not sufficient to sus-

tain the thrust of the vault under the sole dead vertical load. 

Analyses carried out by introducing tendons show that the vaults 

became able to sustain vertical load and also some horizontal static ac-

tion. 

The insertion of tendons has a dual aspect: from the static point of 

view tendons counteract thrust of arches and vaults and keep equilib-

rium also under horizontal loads; from the kinematic point of view ten-

dons oblige the four pillars of a vault to overturn together, 

increasing the work of dead weight.  

 

 
 

  
Fig. 4  Cross vault with:  a) two gores - c = 0.116; b) three gores and  

horizontal action along x-axis - c = 0.104; c) three gores and  

horizontal action along y-axis - c = 0.094; d) complete vault -  c = 0.133. 
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The first analysis was performed on an incomplete cross vault in 

which two of the four gores are lacking (fig. 4a); the result in terms of 

collapse multiplier was c = 0.116. 

The mechanism plotted in fig. 4a involves the overturning of the 

four piers and an arch-like behavior of the two gores. In figg. 4b-4c are 

plotted results for other incomplete cross vaults. 

Finally in fig. 4d the mechanism of a complete cross vault is pre-

sented. 

The results, in terms of collapse multiplier, show that the complete 

groin vault is stronger than the ruined ones, as guessed in advance. 
 

4. Hall I 
 

The above described procedure can be applied to a real vault of the 

Baths: Hall I (fig. 5), a corner groin vault of the central construction 

(fig. 6).  

 

  

Fig. 5  Side photograph of Hall I  Fig. 6 Central body of the Baths 

 

The main difficulty in defining the geometrical model consists on a suit-

able description of the overall 3D assembly; setting up of a 3D mesh 

with non-trivial geometry becomes rapidly cumbersome and discourag-

ing without the help of a tool to simplify the task. To this aim, the au-

thors in the present work propose a procedure based on the following 

steps: 

- drawing of the vault geometry directly by using AutoCAD, mod-

eling each body or hexahedron as solid element and modeling 

each interface or joint as ‘region’, that is, as oriented plane sur-

face. Figure 7 illustrates the pillar joints (yellow), the abutment 

joints (magenta), the voussoir joints of the vaults (green and cyan) 
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and the rib joints (brown); note that the positive orientation of the 

local z-axis is represented by color, whereas the rear blank face 

represents the negative orientation; 

- exporting, from AutoCAD model, bodies and regions in a .SAT 

file which describes the topology of bodies by elementary sub-

entities: faces, coedges, edges, vertices and points; producing 

data for the analytical model input, by means of a FORTRAN 

procedure developed by the authors able to interpret the SAT da-

tabase. Data extracted by SAT file automatically generate coor-

dinates of the 8 vertices of each hexahedron, mass and center of 

mass of each body, dimensions, center and orientation of inter-

faces, preventing data errors and facilitating plotting.   

   

 
Fig. 7 

 

5. Numerical simulation 

 

As part of a research work devoted to assess the safety of the struc-

tures of the Baths with particular reference to seismic actions, the live 

external load, fL, is represented by horizontal body forces which stati-

cally simulate the seismic action. 

Hall I is rectangular in plan, so the orthogonal gores show different 

vault spans: 13.7 m the front span and 10.7 m the orthogonal one, with 

thickness of about 110 cm. The impost of the vault is 9.7 m above 

ground level. Dimensions of pillars in plan vary from 3.65 to 5.15 m.  

The assembly of a complete vault required 52 bodies or blocks of 

hexahedral shape and 92 quadrilateral contact faces. This means that in 
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case of upper bound approach the problem has 1288 kinematical un-

knowns  and 241 constraint equations, otherwise in case of lower 

bound approach the problem has 240 static unknowns QII, plus i.e. 

241 unknowns and 1288 constraint equations. Exchange between num-

ber of constraints and number of unknowns comes from the duality of 

the two approaches. 

Authors know by experience that the LP problem, even if it is linear 

or linearized, often encounters numerical difficulties in finding correct 

results; for this reason the number of units chosen to constitute the 

structure is limited, anyway the very restriction concerns the number of 

units used to model the gores, whereas the limited number of the pillar 

blocks doesn’t affect the result. Note that abutment units have been in-

serted in the model since these masses are able to counteract the thrust 

of the vaults and to stabilize the pillars with their load. At last, the model 

doesn’t take into account masonry walls of minor thickness resting be-

tween the bearing pillars. 

 

6. Solution strategy 

 

The real Achilles’ heel of the whole procedure are the minimization 

routines: more or less all of the attempted approaches showed to be in-

efficient in solving problems with a moderately large number of un-

knowns and constraints. 

We tested the ‘revised simplex method’ in IMSL MATH Library 

running in FORTRAN and a number of linear optimization routines in 

the MATLAB environment: these are ‘simplex’, ‘dual simplex’, ‘inte-

rior point legacy’ and ‘active set’ methods. 

All of the tested methods failed to reach a solution for the upper 

bound approach when calculating the optimal point for the complete 

model. 

It appeared that the numerical problem was beyond the capacity of 

all the tested optimization programs. This fact is worthy of discussion.   

The simplex method, pretty well known and easy to understand 

from a theoretical point of view, fails to find a starting point, named 

‘feasible point’, to begin search of the optimal solution and give a warn-

ing: ‘infeasible problem’; moreover warns about the ‘strictness of 

equality constraints’.  
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Really, the upper bound approach introduces in the algorithm equal-

ity constraints, which complicates the finding of a starting ‘feasible 

point’. 

So we reverted to use the lower bound technique where there are a 

greater number of constraint equations but these are inequality con-

straints, so less stringent than in the first case. Finally, an explanation 

of the difficulties encountered by numerical problem may depend also 

on the real complexity of the problem; as will be seen below the col-

lapse mechanism activates many faces of the yield domain at the same 

time, due to the static indeterminacy of the structure, because of a 

largely greater number of joints with respect to the number of bodies. 

 

7. Result of analysis 

 

The analysis of the complete model in Figure 8 shows a collapse 

mechanism involving the overturning of the four pillars, showing a tri-

dimensional behavior far from in-plane behavior of arches. 

A conclusion can also be drawn regarding the safety assessment of 

the Hall I in the Baths; according to Italian Seismic Code, spectral ac-

celeration required in comparison with the calculated collapse multi-

plier c should vary from 0.12 to 0.20, depending on the accepted return 

period of the expected earthquake. The complete cross vault analyzed 

(c = 0.284) is able to withstand future quakes without need to insert 

steel tie rods or other strengthening apparatus.  

 

 
 

Fig. 8  Axonometric and front view of the collapse mechanism; c = 0.284 
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8. Temporary conclusions 

 

Despite the fact that roman masonry should not be represented by 

assemblies of blocks but as a continuum material, the proposed ap-

proach succeeds in quantifying relative weakness of partially ruined 

cross vaults. Collapse multiplier of the cross vault of  Hall I, moreover,  

represents a key element in view of  assessment of the seismic safety of  

this type of building. 

 

 

 
Fig. 9         Fig. 10 

 

9. Future work 

 

Minor improvements can be foreseen: 

- analysis of foundation settlements as yet done in 2D models 

(fig.9) 

- introduction of a moderate or random tension resistance in the 

material (opus caementicium) 

- a modification of the simplex algorithm to overcome numerical 

difficulties. 

Major improvements might come from dynamic tests. The only vi-

brational data we have until now are referred to octagonal hall (see fig. 

10), that is another building of the Baths exposed to heavy road traffic 

and near to a subway line. 

The Baths are also involved in the European project STORM (Safe-

guarding Cultural Heritage through Technical Organisational Re-

sources Management). We hope to use STORM results (monitoring of 

the Hall I) to get experimental vibration measures to use in a FEM 
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model and have a sound base for a real seismic assessment of the Hall 

in the frame of SHM methodology. 

 

 
Fig. 11 – Octagonal hall: autospectrum 
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Structural Assessment of Andron-A Building at 

Labraunda Antic City 
Ugurhan Akyuz1, Baris Erdil2 

 

 

Abstract 

  This paper presents and illustrates the results of numerical analysis 

methodology focused to measure and monitor weak vibrations affect-

ing buildings, produced by railway traffic. The analysis method pro-

poses the use of two different three-dimensional models connected 

functionally. The first model, a “wagons-track” multi-bodies model 

analysis based, instantaneously provides the strengths in the rail-

sleeper connections created by the transit of wagons/trains, which vary 

according to load and use. These strengths are the input for the second 

model, finite element analysis based, which evaluates the vibrations of 

the “soil-structure” interaction. Motion [s(t), v(t), a(t)] and tensorial 

[ε(t), σ(t )] characteristics for all the nodes and elements of the models 

can be used to extract the vibration characteristics and, in the future, to 

carry out the earthquake analysis. The results are presented and dis-

cussed. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Labraunda is a sanctuary site dated to the 4th century BC. The site 

is located in ancient Caria, in south-western Turkey, on the Latmos 

Mountains (Figure 1). It is considered as one of Caria’s most im-

portant sanctuaries with its well-preserved and impressive architectur-

al remains and many Greek inscriptions found. It seems that at that pe-

riod Labraunda did not belong to any city thus it must have been an 

independent shrine and a pilgrimage place ruled by its priests and be-

longing to the inhabitants of the surrounding villages. 

 
Figure 1 Labraunda sacred area and location of Andron A (from Google Earth) 

 

Andron A building is located to southeast of the excavated area 

which measures about 211 meters in north-south direction, and 238 

meters in east-west direction (Figure 1). Andron A, serving as a dining 

hall during the sacred festivals held in ancient times, is one of the 

most important buildings of the archaeological site of Labraunda. 

Andron-A is the only building surviving on the site (only the 

walls survived, roof was totally lost), thus it should be preserved. To-

day Andron A embraces many conservation problems in different na-

ture and scales. Due to these problems the building becomes more and 

more vulnerable. In order to overcome these problems a Protocol is 

signed between the IFEA and METU consisting of the preparation of 

“Labraunda Andron A Restoration Project”. By this Protocol the 

measurements, documentation, diagnosis, analytical studies and labor-
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atory analyses necessary for the protection of Andron A were done. 

several alternatives were investigated in the light of experimental re-

sults and guidelines available in the literature to increase the stiffness 

of the south wall which is the most vulnerable one in the building.  

 

2. Andron-A Building 
 

2.1 Geometric Properties 

 

Andron A building covers an area of 12.5 m x 22.3 m. The north 

and south structural walls have a length of 20.8 m and they are sup-

ported by east and west walls as shown in Figure 2. Both east and 

west walls are almost 12 m long but the west wall has a niche placed 

at the center which projects to the outside 1.2 m. The heights of the 

walls are variable today due to partial collapse, the height of the south 

wall reaches up to 9 m, while it is only 5.8 m for the north wall.  

 
Figure 2 3D view and plan view of Andron A 

EAST

WALL
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The walls of the building are constructed as double-wythe cut 

stones of gneiss without mortar and infill. The outer and inner 

wythe of the walls do not have clamps or any other binding mate-

rials and the two wythes are bound to each other by means of header 

stones. The header stones do not follow a regular course in the walls 

and are mainly placed above or below the window openings (Figure 

3). The thickness of the walls varies between 0.80-1.00 meters except 

the entrance (east) wall which has a thickness of 1.80 meters.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
Figure 3 Wall section of the building and header stone 

 

2.2 Material Properties 

 

There are serious deteriorations take place in the gneiss stones 

which have been physically broken down along foliation planes, frac-

tures and compositional discontinuities. To measure the properties of 

the stones, several block samples having no archaeological value were 

selected. They were cut into cubes (7cm x 7cm x 7cm) and tested in 

accordance with ISRM and TS699 at the Engineering Geology Labor-

atory of the Department of Geological Engineering at METU. The test 

results reveal that the rock has high unit weight but relatively low uni-

axial compressive strength is measured due to the presence of foliation 

(banding) within the samples (Table 1). Nevertheless, field perfor-

Header 

stone 
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mance of the stones is quite good especially where good drainage 

conditions exist. In practice, opening of foliation/banding of the gneiss 

may be observed due to deterioration with time.  

 
Table 1. Properties of the gneiss 

Properties Average 

Unit weight-dry, (kN/m3) 25.2 

Modulus of elasticity, (GPa) 20.0 

Uniaxial compressive strength-dry, (MPa) 32.7 

Uniaxial tensile strength, (MPa) 3.39 

 

2.3 Structural Condition of the Building 

 

Structural damages visualized in Andron A are classified as mate-

rial loss, block loss, separation, slippage, rotation, bulging and out-of-

plane displacement. Due to the separation at the top of the east façade, 

entry connection between the orthogonal walls is lost. Two beams at 

the top of the door were lost. Moreover, in the south window exterior 

and interior lintels were cracked. Material losses and separations are 

also observed in this façade. Collapsed blocks lean on exterior wythe 

of the northern wall. The upper parts of this wall fell down. Similarly, 

in the west wall the upper stones are not present.  

Figure 4 South wall of Andron-A building 

 

At the north part of the west façade the collapse and the mate-

rial  loss is more serious.  
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Although the building faces those structural problems in all its 

walls, the mostly damaged part is the south wall and almost 30% of 

this wall is lost today. The main loss was due to branches of a tree 

penetrating into the wall (between the wythes of the wall). With the 

growing branches, the exterior wythe of the south wall was forced out-

of-plane, separated from the interior wall and finally collapsed partial-

ly. In the collapsed upper part, the existing stones are rotated and are 

structurally unstable which may cause injuries in an undesired inci-

dent. There is an excessive out-of-plane deformation at the exterior 

wythe of this wall which causes slippage of the header stones in both 

interior and exterior wythes (Figure 4). The slippage is also visible in 

Figure 3 in which inner and outer wythes displaced in opposite direc-

tion.  Bulging between the two windows at the left of the south wall is 

also a problem endangering the unity of the upper part (Figure 4).  

 

3. Structural Modeling 
 

Based on the architectural measurements and drawings, a 3D finite 

element model of the building was created utilizing SAP2000 v14 

Structural Analysis Program [29] (Figure 5). Macro-modeling ap-

proach has been followed and the walls were modeled using the de-

fault 8-node solid elements considering the material properties given 

in Table 1. An observation borehole was excavated, and it is seen that 

the foundation of south wall is approximately 4 meters below the 

ground level. Thus, in the analysis it is assumed that the building is 

fixed to the ground. 

Since header stones create connection via only friction which 

highly depends on the weight above them, losing some wall parts and 

experiencing excessive deformations is assumed to decrease the effi-

ciency of the header stones considerably. Therefore, loss in the contact 

area is measured for some header stones and it was found that approx-

imately 30-50% of the contact was lost. Taking the collapsed part and 

the fallen stones which reduce the weight above header stones into ac-

count, to be on the safe side it was assumed that 60% loss is possible 

in the load transfer.  

Although the gneiss has a modulus of elasticity of about 20 GPa, 

this does not represent the wall in global aspect because the wall is not 

constructed from a single stone element rather it consists of several 

stone layers. Firstly, analysis was carried on 2.5 GPa, but later in order 
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to increase the level of safety during the analyses considering 

strengthening, modulus of elasticity was reduced to 1.5 GPa. The loss 

in the friction capacity of header stones is simulated via defining a re-

duced stiffness which is assumed to be only 40% of the main wall el-

ements.  

 

Header Stones

 

a) 3D view b) Plan view 

Figure 5 3D Finite element model of the building 

 

3.1. Modal Analysis 

 

Natural vibration periods of Andron. The first three modes are given 

in Figure 6. In the first mode the natural vibration period is found to 

be 0.28 s (for E=1.5 GPa T1=0.38 s) and it is seen that the right part of 

the south wall is active in this mode. As for the second mode (T2=0.23 

s for E=2.5 GPa and T2=0.32 s for E=1.5 GPa), the left part of the 

south wall is active. North wall becomes active in the third mode 

(T3=0.13 s for E=2.5 GPa and T3=0.19 s for E=1.5 GPa).  

   

a) First mode b) Second mode c) Third mode 

Figure 6 Deformed shapes in three modes 

 

The main problem of the building is observed to be the out-of-plane 

movement under possible seismic forces acting north-south direction. 

Out-of-plane displacements of the two segments (right and left) of the 

south wall are seen clearly in Figure 7. Since the unsupported length 
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of the south wall is great and this wall is the tallest one in the building, 

it experiences higher displacements.  

 
Figure 7 Out-of-plane movement and possible global collapse mechanisms 

 

4. Improving the Structural Condition  
 

Improving the structural condition of a historic monument, follow-

ing aspects should be considered according to the international con-

servation principles and criteria [32-41]: the aim should be to safe-

guard, no change in lay-out or decoration is allowed, no intervention 

changing the relations of mass and color is allowed, preserving and 

revealing the aesthetic and historic value of the monument should be 

the main aim of the restoration. In this case, the question is how the 

strengthening should be and how much intervention must be done for 

conservation purposes. Based on the principles stated in the interna-

tional documents on the conservation of archaeological and architec-

tural heritage, the principles and criteria for the restoration of Andron 

A are defined as minimum intervention, reversibility, re-treatability, 
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sustainability, authenticity, spirit of place, integrity, safety and stabil-

ity. Basically, two alternatives were proposed: 

 Confinement 

 Supports by steel frames 

 

4.1 Confining  
 

 

 

a) Confinement by channel profiles  

 

 

a) Confinement by channel profiles  
Figure 8 Confinement of the south wall. 

 

The aim of this method is to keep interior and exterior wythes of 

the south wall in contact and increase the out-of-plane stiffness of the 

wall by means of stiff steel profiles. Firstly those profiles are placed at 

each face of the south wall and then they are connected to each other 

by means of steel bolts placed inside the wall and lateral steel braces 
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placed at the face of the wall as shown in Figure 8. With all of these 

elements and connections a stiff grid is constructed.   

Two alternative steel profiles were studied in this case: Channel 

profiles and IPE profiles. In the first alternative, confinement was 

done by channel profiles as shown in Figure 8. Several analyses were 

performed regarding the effective number of channel profiles and their 

sizes. Confinement with channel profiles was found to require more 

profiles and they cover the external façade which directly affects the 

“image” of the structure. Therefore, in order to reduce the number of 

profiles at the external façade, IPE sections were utilized as an 

alternative. Again both exterior and interior walls are strengthened 

with IPE profiles which are connected to each other by means of steel 

bolts placed inside walls and lateral braces placed outside of the walls 

(Figure 8). 

 

4.2 Supports by steel frames 

 

The aim of the this alternative was to increase the out-of-plane 

stiffness of the wall by utilizing frame elements placed inside the 

building. Since the wall leans towards south, placing the frames inside 

and not connecting to the wall will not provide any strength and. If 

only the interior wythe of the wall is attached to the frames, in this 

case frames will only hold the interior wythe and because the header 

stones have slipped already and lost a great portion of their friction 

capacity, they will not prevent the separation. Therefore in order to 

provide stiffness to the wall and prevent the out-of-plane 

deformations, both wythes should be connected to the frames. Figure 

9 shows the schematic view of this method. This method considers the 

most complex design and detailing to use the least destructive 

technique and not to intervene the “image” of the building. Figure 9.b 

shows the view from the entrance point at the site and it is found that 

steel frames were barely seen by a visitor. As a final intervention, 

collapsed parts of the wall were reconstructed and rotated stone blocks 

were aligned to their original position as shown in Figure 9.b.  
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a) Schematic view of steel elements b) Strengthened building 

Steel Plate

Gneiss stone block

Gneiss stone blockGneiss stone block

Steel plate

Steel plate

Steel plate

Steel plate

Gneiss stone block

Steel plate

Gneiss stone block

Steel plate

 
c) Steel plate locations at the exterior façade 

Figure 9 Steel elements and their view in the building 

 

5. Results and Conclusion 

 

From the modal analysis it was found since the structure has no 

roof, each wall has its own vibration characteristics and being the 

highest and the longest one, south wall dominates the first two 

modes.Response spectrum analysis showed that tensile stresses in the 

south wall may be higher than their capacity.  

Andron-A building in Labraunda is the most beatiful monument at 

the site. Altgough there were some earthquakes happened in the last 

70 years, the historic fotographs proves that the monument stays as it 

is during this period. Therefore the strengthening of the monument 

might be seen unnecessary. To prevent any casualties risk prone part 

of the monument should be closed to the visitors. On the other hand, if 

a strengthening is requested it should not be forgetten that 

strengthening application considering the the spirit of place and 
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authenticity, reversibility, retreatability and  sustainability is the one 

of the best solutions.  
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under seismic action 
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Abstract 

Masonry vaults are undoubtedly among the most representative ele-

ments of worldwide cultural heritage. Despite their structural capacity 

under gravitational loads, validated by the very existence of the build-

ings today, recent seismic events have shown how masonry vaults are 

particularly vulnerable to horizontal actions. On this regard, the present 

paper is aimed at illustrating the seismic behaviour of two essential 

structural topologies, namely arch and cross vault. Based on limit anal-

yses, particular attention is paid to the failure mechanisms of these two 

elements and to possible analogies. Results are also compared to evi-

dences from seismic damages and laboratory experiments available in 

literature. 

                                                 
1 Postdoctoral Research Fellow, Department of Structural Engineering and 

Geotechnics, Sapienza University of Rome, Faculty of Engineering 
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1. Introduction  

 

Clay brick, stone and masonry vaults are diffused all over the world 

with almost seven thousand years of history [1]. Representing probably 

the first form of permanent dwellings in the prehistory (e.g. the beehive 

houses in the Middle East), the vaults assumed a religious and political 

symbolism that have likewise developed over time. The Arch of Con-

stantine, Baths of Caracalla and Pantheon are a few examples of im-

pressive vaults built by Romans. During the Middle Ages, the construc-

tion of vaults was strongly influenced by economic and technological 

aspects (e.g. as enduring substitutes to the easy inflammable timber 

beams and floors) reaching a level of beauty and technological perfec-

tion that still impresses the modern observer [2]. 

However, despite the relevance and the long-lasting history of 

vaults, which clearly indicates some sort of consolidated design pro-

cess, in ancient times, the workmanship followed what would be pres-

ently defined as “a rudimentary scientific approach”, i.e. trial-and-error 

and experience, giving birth to the so-called rules of thumb. According 

to the classical idea of beauty founded on numerical proportions, until 

the end of the 18th century, these rules were made up by simple geomet-

rical definitions with notable results. In fact, as long as strength is not 

involved, the theory of proportions provides correct outcomes [3]. 

Nevertheless, the rules of thumb addressed only dead loads. The first 

reference to seismic behaviour of vaults is found in the Naturalis His-

toria (around 79 AD) by Pliny the Elder, who described small pozzo-

lana concrete vaults as the safest place in case of earthquake. Unfortu-

nately, the high seismic vulnerability of the masonry vaults soon re-

vealed itself. For instance, in 1909, following the catastrophic earth-

quake of Messina in 1908, an Italian Royal Decree, although in a lim-

ited territory, forbade their construction. 

Due to a growing interest in conservation of cultural heritage build-

ings, it is only in recent times that new attention is being paid to the 

seismic vulnerability of masonry constructions. In particular, the sys-

tematic collection of damage that occurred during strong Italian earth-

quakes in the last 40 years have emphasised the high vulnerability of 

vaulted structures, sometimes with incalculable loss in terms of cultural 

heritage. This proves how the seismic vulnerability of masonry vaulted 

structures is still an open and delicate issue in the conservation of his-

torical buildings. 
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In this regard, the present paper deals with the seismic behaviour of 

arches and groin vaults, considered as the simplest kind of masonry 

vaults. The latter, in particular, is obtained by the intersection at a right 

angle of two semi-circular barrel vaults. The goal of the research is ac-

complished through a phased study based on numerical analyses and 

experimental activities. 

 

2. Seismic damages for cross vaults 

 

According to the damage survey form for churches of 2006, called A-

DC Model [4], the most frequent cause of failure for cross vaults is rep-

resented by the movements of supports, i.e. abutments or walls either 

in translation or overturning displacement. Sometimes, instead, the 

damage is localized only at the vault, above all if it is very thin or in 

case of concentrated loads like pillars or large infill loads [5]. 

As reported in Figure 1, the mechanism labelled as M7 in the A-DC 

Model regards the longitudinal response of the central nave colonnade 

due to the in-plane shear action. Its remarkable lower stiffness with re-

spect to the external wall produces a differential translation of the two 

opposite sides of the vaults. This basically means shear action in the 

plane of the vault with the consequent presence of diagonal cracks.  

 

 

 
Figure 1. M7: longitudinal response of central nave colonnade [4,6] 
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This mechanism is strongly influenced by the presence of heavy 

vaults (large thickness or stone) or previous and invasive strengthening 

measures as a reinforced concrete layer on top of the vault. 

On the other hand, mechanisms M8, M9, M12, M18, M24 regard, 

respectively, the nave, lateral aisle, transept, apse (and presbytery) and 

chapels vaults (Figure 2). Also in this case, the shear action represents 

the main cause of the damage revealed by the severe crack pattern close 

to stiffer elements (triumphal arch or façade) or the detachment of the 

ribs. The presence of very flat or thin vaults, longer spans and concen-

trated loads sensibly increase the vulnerability of the vault. 

 

3. Masonry arch under impulse excitation 

 

The first part of the research is devoted to the analysis of a scaled 

arch assembled by dry-joint 3D printed voussoirs undergoing horizontal 

action (the reader is referred to [7] for further details). This study has a 

twofold goal: individuation of the failure mechanism following an im-

pulse signal and the experimental support for tuning a FE model imple-

mented in a commercially available software named DIANA [8]. 

In particular, given the susceptibility of rigid blocks to the base im-

pulse excitation [9,10], the experimental activities focused on the ca-

pacity of the arch undergoing windowed sine impulses with different 

frequency and amplitude. The signal has been obtained by means of a 

Bohman window applied to a three-cycle sine pulse (Figure 3). In order 

to avoid misleading results related to the manual assemblage of the 

specimen, each test was repeated three times (runs). 

The almost 70 runs provided significant results allowing assessing 

the typical failure mechanism, shown in Figure 4a. Conversely, Figure 

4b reports the characteristic failure mechanism following tilting tests 

and experimental results available in literature [10,11]. Comparing the 

two of them, two main differences are evident: the location of the hinge 

at the left spring and the overall failure direction, downward and on-

ward, respectively. This is due to the out-of-phase contribution of the 

windowed sine pulse (Figure 3), which led to a more complex response. 

The numerical analyses have been carried out considering rigid-in-

finitely resistant voussoirs and friction interface elements. In particular, 

a Coulomb friction interface has been adopted with cohesion, tensile 

strength and dilatancy set to zero. Friction angle and mass density were 

measured and set equal to 34° and 450 kg/m3, respectively. Figure 5 
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shows the ultimate displacement of one of the analyses: a very appre-

ciable match is evident with the failure mechanism of Figure 4a. 

 

 
Figure 2. Mechanisms M8, M9, M12, M18, M24 (nave, lateral aisle, transept, 

apse/presbytery and chapels respectively) [4] 

 
Figure 3. 1.3 g, 10 Hz pre-and post-windowed signal 

(dash-dot and black solid line, respectively) 

 

 
Figure 4. Comparison between windowed sine pulse (left) and 

tilting test mechanism (right) 
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Figure 5. FEM analysis of the arch: ultimate displacement, representation scale 1:1 

 

4. FEM analysis of groin vaults 

 

Once validated, the model was extended to the three-dimensional anal-

ysis of groin vaults. In particular, the analyses focused on the experi-

mental tests performed by Rossi and Co-workers [12,13] on 1:5 scaled 

vault. This specimen was built with dry-joint 3D printed blocks and the 

quasi-static tests regarded imposed displacements of the abutments and 

tilting analysis. The comparison between experimental activity and the 

numerical analyses discussed in the present work regard the failure 

mechanisms. In particular, the comparison is inherent the differential 

(imposed) displacement between two opposite sides of the vault, here-

inafter in-plane shear test, and the tilting test. 

Considering the former, the numerical results are compared with two 

pictures of the tests in Figure 7. The crack pattern correctly approaches 

the one provided by the experimental test along the diagonal. On the 

other hand, Figure 7 shows the comparison between the tilting test out-

comes and the numerical results. Again, no substantial differences are 

notable. Further comments on this matter are reported [14]. 

 

5. Limit analysis of groin vaults 

 

Finally, the results of a sensitivity analysis aimed at evaluating the 

influence of the geometrical parameters (namely, thickness, span, rise, 

height of the infill) on the failure mechanisms of groin vaults are pre-

sented. The author marginally developed the adopted code, originally 

from Milani et al. [15,16], which is written in Matlab according to the  

upper bound (kinematic theorem) of standard limit analysis (associa- 

ted flow rule). 

Furthermore, following the damage discussion presented in section 2, 

the influence of boundary conditions was also evaluated, namely,  
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Figure 6. In-plane shear test: FEM and experimental ultimate displacement [12,13] 

 

    

Figure 7. Tilting test: FEM and experimental ultimate displacement [12,13] 
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Figure 8. Schematization of the main mechanisms for simply supported vault 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Schematization of the main mechanisms for in-plane shear action 
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simply supported (with fixed corners) and in-plane shear (allowing dif-

ferential displacement between two opposite sides).According to the 

wide range of input parameters adopted in the sensitivity analysis, and 

since the symmetry of the problem, the mechanisms for simply sup-

ported vault are basically in-plane, thus with strong similarity with the 

seismic behaviour of masonry arches (Figure 8). On the other hand, 

given the three-dimensional behaviour of the vault in case of in-plane 

shear, a clear representation of the mechanisms were not possible and 

typical failures are reported in Figure 9, where bending or sliding move-

ments are more evident. For a deeper discussion on this matter, the 

reader is referred to [17]. 

 

6. Conclusions 

 

Considering the seismic analysis of masonry historical construction, 

usually belonging to cultural heritage buildings, the observation of the 

damages following horizontal loads is essential. The mechanisms re-

ported in the A-DC Model showed how the seismic behaviour of cross 

vaults is an open issue and more research is still requested in this field. 

In this regard, the analysis of a scaled dry-joint arch under an impulse 

signal is discussed and the differences with the well-known tilting test 

are stressed. This experimental activity represented an essential phase 

to develop a valuable expertise for further studies on masonry vaults. 

Besides the failure mechanism, the tests provided information for vali-

dating the in-plane FEM model, subsequently extended to the three-di-

mensional analysis of a groin vault. 

The following phase dealt with the numerical interpretation of a re-

cent experimental campaign (available in literature) on a scaled groin 

vault. In terms of catching the failure mechanism, no significant differ-

ences were notable between the experimental and numerical results, 

with an overall good matching of the crack pattern. 

On the other hand, with the aim of addressing general aspects on the 

seismic behaviour of groin vaults, conversely to the detailed models de-

scribed in the previous steps, a sensitive study based on standard limit 

analysis was performed. Although approximated, the quick analyses re-

garded two boundary conditions and a wide range of parameters, 

providing valuable results on the most frequent failure mechanisms of 

groin vaults. Strong analogies with the arch behaviour have been 

stressed. In this regard, a possible schematization by means of arch of 
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variable thickness and equivalent arch assemblage may be the subject 

for further studies oriented to the professional field. 
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Abstract 

  The dynamic characteristics of the vertical line at the pillar #40 of 

Colosseum from the 2013 measurement shows unexpectedly large 

change from the result of the 1998 measurement. A maintenance work 

for the floor and fences was done at 3F and 4F around the measurement 

point during summer of 2010, and it may be considered as one of the 

contributing factors. Meanwhile, it is difficult to lose the potential that 

it was caused by the statistical or physical fluctuation. So the 2015 re-

measurement was conducted to investigate the change situation of the 

dynamic characteristics. The vertical lines not only at the pillar #40, but 

also at the pillars #44 and #37 were measured and compared with the 

result of the 1998 measurement. As a result, there becomes a high pos-

sibility that the maintenance work in 2010 causes the change of the dy-

namic characteristics. Additionally in 2015, microtremor was measured 

from the top to 15m beneath of the western buttress Valadier. The dy-

namic characteristics through the ground to the top were estimated com-

bined with the measured data between 2F and GF in 1998, and as a 

result, it is quantitatively confirmed that the edge of the buttress Vala-

dier is one of the weakest points. 
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1.  Introduction 
 

  The vertical line at the pillar #40 of Colosseum shows unexpectedly 

large change of the dynamic characteristics from the result of the 2013 

measurement at GF to 4F as the re-measurement of the 1998 dense mi-

crotremor measurement before 15 years. A maintenance work for the 

floor and fences was done at 3F and 4F around the measurement point 

during summer of 2010, and it may be considered as one of the contrib-

uting factors. Meanwhile, it is difficult to lose the potential that it was 

caused by the statistical or physical fluctuation.  

  So the 2015 re-measurement was conducted to investigate the 

change situation of the dynamic characteristics. The vertical lines not 

only at the pillar #40, but also at the pillars #44 and #37 were measured 

and compared with the result of the 1998 measurement. 

  Additionally, microtremor was also measured around the top of the 

western buttress Valadier.  

  The date of the past measurement at and around Colosseum is listed 

below. 

 

[The date and the target of the measurement] 

Preliminary measurement: some measurement points at BF, GF and 1F 

on November 22, 1997 ([1]) 

1st full-scale measurement: measurement at each floor of three rings at 

every five pillars on July 6-7, 1998 ([2]) 

Extra measurement: surrounding ground on March 21, 2010 ([3]) 

2nd measurement: underground measurement points and the vertical 

line at the pillar #40 on December 13, 2013 ([6]), and southern 

and western ground on December 15, 2013 ([7]) 

3rd measurement: pillars #57 (partially), #44, #40 and #37 on Novem-

ber 11, 2015 (this article), and northern ground on November 

14, 2015 ([7]) 

 

2.  Background 
 

  At the time of DISS_13 on November 2013, some organizations con-

ducted microtremor measurement and other investigation of Colos-

seum. We investigated the earthquake motion characteristics of the ver-

tical line at the pillar #40 (hereinafter “the vertical line #40”) as the 
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center of the northern wall on Colosseum with microtremor measure-

ment. It is found that the predominant frequency shifted about 10% in 

maximum comparing with the result of the 1998 measurement.  

  Confirming the difference for the both measurement with the photo-

graphs, it was found that there is a change as a different appearance of 

the floor and fences at 3F and 4F. The work for changing the appearance 

of the floor and fences is estimated to be done between spring and au-

tumn of 2010. Among the change of the appearance, the change from a 

concentric floor joint to a radial floor joint is qualitatively harmonious 

to the change of the earthquake response characteristics cleared by the 

comparison between the both measurements.  

  Various kinds of the maintenance and management are estimated to 

be adopted in the future, and it is necessary to grasp quantitatively and 

precisely the impact to the dynamic characteristics of cultural heritage 

to avoid degradation of the heritages caused by the changing situation. 

Therefore it is desirable to perform regularly the dynamic characteris-

tics investigation, as same as the performing the maintenance work reg-

ularly.  

  Eventually it should be necessary to consolidate the systems of 

grasping the condition in realtime, and re-measurement was tentatively 

conducted in 2015 with adding some measurement points for the 2013 

measurement to grasp the change of condition from the 1998 measure-

ment. 

 

3.  Measurement in 2015 
 

  Figure 1 shows the overview of measurement points at Colosseum 

main body for the 2015 measurement. A part of the northern wall and 

the buttress Valadier around the pillar #57 are investigated. Figure 2 

shows the photographs of measurement point with its measuring condi-

tion. Figure 3 indicates the distribution of the points at the pillar #35, 

#37, #40, #44 and #45 on the cross-section. 

However the pillars #35, #40 and #45 were generally measured in 

1998, there was no floor at 4F of the pillar #35 and #45 and the meas-

urement was conducted at the pillar #37 and #44. In case of the meas-

urement in 2015, the measurement was conducted at the same location 

of the pillar, #37, #40 and #44, from 4F to GF. Measurement at the 

northern wall was conducted at 4F, 3F, 2F, 1F and GF, but the 2015 
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measurement was not conducted at 1F because of a commercial facili-

ties around the past measurement points.  

Figure 1. Measurement points in 2015 

Figure 2. Measurement points at the pillars #37, #40 and #44 in 2015 

4444 4044 3744

4434

4424

4404

4024

3704

3724

4034 3734

4004

4524
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Figure 3. Measurement points at the pillars on cross-section 

 

  On the other hand, the measurement point GF was set at slightly dif-

ferent for each measurement. It was the outside of the outmost column 

in 1998, the inside of the same column in 2013 and the deeper inside on 

the floor in 2015 because an entrance was constructed around the past 

points.  

  Figure 4 shows the reinforcement condition of the western buttress 

Valadier with distribution of the measurement points around the pillar 

#57 in 1998. Because the reinforced part of Valadier was cleaned in 

2015 with scaffold, the measurement was conducted using this scaffold.  

  At Valadier, during continuous measurement at the point 5754 on 

the top as the fixed measurement point, microtremor was recorded for 

five minutes at the points 57h4, 5744, and 5844 in series.  

  At the northern wall, during continuous measurement at the two 

points at 4F, 4044 for the pillar #40 and the point 4404 for the pillar 

#44, as the fixed measurement points, microtremor was recorded for 

five minutes at other measurement points including the fixed points in 

series.  

  Frequency analysis with FFT is adopted for measured data and then 

the transfer function till 4F based on GF and other items are derived. 
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Figure 4. Measurement points around the western buttress Valadier 

 

  For the pillar #57 of the western buttress Valadier, because it was 

able to measure only at the top and down below about 15m, totally three 

points in 2015, the transfer function based on GF for the vertical line at 

the pillar #57 through the ground to the top was estimated combined 

with the measured data between 2F and GF in 1998. 

 

4.  Comparison between the 2015 and past measurements 
 

4.1. Northern wall 

 

     Figures 5 to 11 are the transfer spectrum for transvers (T), radial (R) 

and vertical (V) directions of the vertical lines #37, #40 and #44. The 

left and right diagrams show the amplification characteristics and the 

phase difference characteristics against GF, respectively. These transfer 

spectra show several peaks at common frequencies for some of R, T 

and V directions and it suggests that they are interconnecting. The main 

peak frequencies of the R direction removing that of the T direction are 

put in order approximately as 1:3:5 based on the first 
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Figure 5. Transfer spectra between each floor and GF at the pillar #37 in 2015 
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Figure 6. Transfer spectra between each floor and GF at the pillar #40 in 2015 
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Figure 7. Transfer spectra between each floor and GF at the pillar #44 in 2015 

Figure 8. Transfer spectra between each floor and GF at the pillar #40 in 2013 
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Figure 9. Transfer spectra between each floor and GF at the pillar #35 in 1998 

Figure 10. Transfer spectra between each floor and GF at the pillar #40 in 1998 
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peak frequency 1.6 Hz. It suggests that this is a simple wave field as SH 

wave in a vertical cantilever. Each three vertical line shows similar 

spectrum shape for each direction. The spectrum corresponding to the 

vertical line #40 at the symmetry center shows rather simple shape than 

the other spectrum. The phase of the V direction of the vertical line #37 

becomes the opposite phase over 10 Hz against that of the other pillar, 

and it suggests the existence of a vibration as a rocking vibration on T-

V plane. 

  Figure 12 indicates the change of the predominant frequency against 

the measurement year for each vertical measurement line and for each 

direction. The predominant frequency becomes lower for the T direc-

tion of the vertical lines #37 and #40, becomes higher for the R and V 

direction of the vertical lines #37 and #40 and remains unchanged for 

each direction of the vertical line #44. The change of the frequency is 

10 % at a maximum. 

  Figure 13 shows the mode of the amplification factor at the predom-

inant frequency. Amplification factor for both T and R direction of the 

vertical line #40 was relatively small in 1998 and almost same in 2013 

and 2015. On the other hand, that of the vertical lines #37 and #44 at 

Figure 11. Transfer spectra between each floor and GF at the pillar #45 in 1998 
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both sides was smaller than that of the vertical line #40 in 2015 in con-

trast to 1998. This makes an impression that the vibration is leveled for 

three vertical lines. In case of R direction, the amplification factor over 

2F became discontinuously large at the vertical lines #37 and #44 in 

1998, and becomes smooth for the changing situation till 2F in 2015. In 

case of the V direction, the amplification factor becomes larger at the 

vertical lines #37 and #44 at both sides than that of the vertical line #40, 

and it suggests the existence of a rotation motion along the T-V plane 

with considering the phase characteristics mentioned above.  
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  Kb value is an index to estimate roughly a strain with multiplying to 

the earthquake acceleration ([2]). Figure 14 shows the Kb value of the 

columns or the wall for each floor derived from the estimated vibration 

mode. The strain becomes larger mostly at 2F for the T direction. On 

the other hand, for the R direction, it was small at the central vertical 

line #40 and considerably large at 2F of the vertical lines on the both 

side in 1998 and it becomes larger at the central vertical line #40 in 

2013. Kb value of the vertical line #40 in 2015 is almost same for that 

in 2013. Kb value of the R direction in 2015 becomes about 30 % more 

of that in 1998 at the wall of 3F at the central vertical line #40 same as 

in 2013, but it becomes significantly small at the column of 2F of the 

vertical lines on the both side where gives the maximum value in 1998. 

It is considered that the distribution of Kb value changes especially in 

the R direction after 1998.  

Amplification factor Amplification factor Amplification factor 

Figure 13. Mode shapes at predominant frequency 
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  Kb value was relatively small at the vertical line #40 in 1998 and a 

maximum of 70 strain/Gal at 3F, but that was large as 1.4 times (95 

strain/Gal) to 2 times (123 strain/Gal) against that of the vertical line 

#40 at 2F of the vertical lines #37 and #44 on the both side. However 

in 2015, although Kb value became considerably large as about 93 

strain/Gal at 3F of the central vertical line #40, the values became al-

most half as 65 strain/Gal in maximum for the vertical lines #37 and 

#44 on the both side, and Kb value seems to be leveled for each vertical 

line.  

  According to Kb value, there is a great change in the dynamic char-

acteristics between in 1998 and after 2013. However the value in 1998 

had been larger on the both side than that in the center, the value after 

2013 became larger in the center than that on the both side. Consequent 

change of the distribution or maximum value of Kb value was found for 
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each measurement point after 1998. However the value itself for each 

vertical line became modestly small and seems to be not a change for 

more dangerous, the distribution of Kb value is unknown in 2015 be-

cause of unable to measure at 2F. It is expected to measure completely.  

  As mentioned above, it is confirmed that the change of the dynamic 

characteristics caused by the maintenance work in 2010 can be almost 

certainly grasped as a result of the repeated measurement at the northern 

wall in 2013 and 2015. After this, it is expected to develop strategy to 

utilize the regular microtremor measurement for the maintenance. 

 

4.2. The buttress Valadier 

 

  Figure 15 indicates the amplification factor characteristics of the ver-

tical line #57 at the buttress Valadier from the top to 1F based on GF. 

The measurement in 2015 was conducted from the top to 4F, 15m be-

neath, along the pillar #57, and the measurement in 1998 conducted 

simultaneously at 2F and 1F of the pillar #57 and at 1F and GF of the 

pillar #59. The result of the T, R and V directions are figured and the 

peak at 1.25 Hz is commonly found on each direction. Figure 16 shows 

a vibration mode at this frequency. Although the vibration of 1.25 Hz 

is a vibration mainly caused by the R direction, coherence between the 

T and R direction components is extremely high as around 0.99 and it 

suggests that this vibration is including the T direction component. Kb 

value distribution derived from the result above is shown in Figure 17. 

Kb value is about 280 strain/Gal at the top for the T and V directions 

in maximum, and reaches over 500 strain/Gal in maximum around 4F 

for the R direction. It means that this part is vulnerable enough to reach 

a shear strain of 1/50 when acceleration value is about 40 Gal at ground 

surface (corresponding roughly to RI 4 or MMI 7) if the dynamic char-

acteristics is remained during a strong motion. It is expected that this 

large shear strain is not occurred in practical because of the non-linearly 

or other reasons, however the fact remains that the wall at upper buttress 

Valadier is weak point against earthquake motion. 
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Figure 18 shows the result of the measurement of the eastern but- 

tress Stern in 1998 at GF and 1F of the pillar #25, and 1F and 2F of the 

pillar #26, as the vertical line #25, although this part is not a measuring 

object in 2015. From the result of the measurement at the pillar #26 in 

1998, an amplification factor difference between 2F and 1F is approxi-

mately 4.8 times for the predominant frequency 1.025 Hz, and Kb value 

is derived as about 94 strain/Gal from this. This is larger than that as 

approximately 80 strain/Gal measured at 1F column of the vertical line 

#57 corresponding to the measurement point at the pillar #26. Not only 

the large Kb value but also the predominant frequency of the vertical 

line #25 as 1.025 Hz is lower than that of the vertical line #57 as 1.25 

Hz. It suggests that the part of the buttress Stern is more vulnerable. It 

is expected for the buttress Stern to take necessary countermeasures and 

reinforcements with investigating completely from the top to GF and 

making clear the vulnerability of this part same as the buttress Valadier. 

An elevator facility for visitors has been installed around the buttress 

Stern after the 1998 measurement and it is considered to be urgent to 

confirm the vulnerability with this new facility. 
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5.  Conclusion 

 

  Colosseum had been investigated preliminarily in winter of 1997 and 

practically in summer of 1998, and then the pillar #40 of the northern 

wall was re-measured in winter of 2013. As a result, an unexpectedly 

large change of the earthquake motion characteristics is found as the 

shift about 10 % of the predominant frequency and so on.  

The maintenance work between spring and autumn in 2010 is con-

cerned to be the reason. After this, we had a chance to measure again in 

2015. Consequently there was no significant difference between the re-

sult of the 2013 and 2015 measurements at the pillar #40, and difference 

between the result of the 1998 and 2015 measurements at the closed to 

the pillar #37 and #44. This means that the impact of the maintenance 

work in 2010 is likely to be found as the change of the dynamic char-

acteristics. We would like to suggest establishing a framework for a ra-

tional maintenance and management of a cultural heritage utilizing the 

result of the regular investigation as a material for the future.  

  In 2015, additional first measurement around the top of the outer 

wall was conducted at the pillar #57, the end of the buttress Valadier. 

Although the measurement was conducted only around the top because 

of time requirement, it is possible to obtain comfortable and reasonable 

transfer spectrum from the result of this measurement connecting that 

of the 1998 measurement. It is possible from this result to point out the 

vulnerability of the buttress Valadier. Meanwhile, comparing this result 

with the result measured up to 2F of the buttress Stern in 1998, it is hard 

to eliminate doubt that the buttress Stern is more vulnerable as pointed 

out after the measurement ([2]). 

Additionally, an elevator facility for visitors has been installed around 

the buttress Stern after the 1998 measurement and it is considered to be 

urgent to confirm the vulnerability with this new facility.   

  On the other hand, recently it is being revealed that the dynamic 

characteristics of structures demonstrates daily or seasonally variation 

and it is pointed out that there is a good correlation on the dynamic 

characteristics of structures between the daily or seasonally variation 

and temperature variation ([3]). According to [3], the change of the pre-

dominant frequency caused by these variations is mostly about 10 % 

and less than 20 % in maximum.  

  From the viewpoint of earthquake disaster prevention, it is necessary 

to reveal quantitatively the change why and how the reason. Although, 
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it is impossible for short time measurement to analyze even the daily 

variation as well as the seasonally variation, it is considered to investi-

gate from this aspect in the future. It seems to be also necessary for 

Colosseum to investigate with high-accuracy microtremor measure-

ment continuously to confirm the daily or seasonally change of the 

earthquake motion characteristics. This should be possible to grasp 

even the behavior of Colosseum itself precisely caused by the rather 

distanced damage earthquake. It is possible to establish rational coun-

termeasures from exposing the weakness with precise response analysis 

along with understanding the earthquake motion characteristics. It is 

expected to be a contribution for bequeathing the treasurable cultural 

heritage to posterity better. 
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Cultural Heritage’s monitoring with geomatic  

techniques 
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Abstract 

Nowadays, geomatic techniques can guarantee not only a precise 

and accurate survey for the documentation of historical heritage but 

also a solution to study its behaviour over time. In particular, remote 

sensing is able to acquire information of the object without the physi-

cal contact with it. It is considered a non-destructive analysis, so the 

state and materials of cultural heritage are not modified. 

This paper focuses on the use of remote sensing to support a monitor-

ing for the cultural heritage, considering both the building and the 

ground displacements, using relatively UAV photogrammetry and 

DInSAR techniques. 
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1. Introduction 

 

To guarantee the optimal documentation and conservation of heritage, 

two analysis are fundamentals:  

a) the maintenance of objects and architecture in their current 

state in order to preserve the authenticity, the materials and 

the quality [1]; 

b) the monitoring in order to prevent structural problems due to 

time or to disasters and to adopt the best techniques to go 

through restoration interventions. 

To support this aims, not only the structure must be examined but also 

the interaction between the ground and the structure itself would be 

considered.  

The geomatics techniques, when integrated amongst them, can 

guarantee a monitoring tool for the Cultural Heritage conservation. 

In particular, remote sensing are able to acquire information of the ob-

ject without the physical contact with it, thus it is considered a non-

destructive analysis and the information can be returned at building 

level (UAV photogrammetry and laser scanning, multi-hyperspectral 

analysis) and at the surrounding area (satellite analysis, such as Inter-

ferometry SAR, change detection with multi-hyperspectral images and 

so on…).  

It is opportune to consider that as monitoring we mean a "[...] periodic 

and systematic survey of parameters [...] through specific tools, in or-

der to control the situation or the trend of even complex systems". 

So any survey, with every technique, if repeated on the same object 

and comparing the results, allows monitoring. 

In the monitoring surveys it is particularly necessary to take care of: 

 the definition of a reference frame that is stable over time (and 

verified as such); 

 the design of the survey, (which takes into account the aims 

and the response to be given in relation to the phenomenon); 

 the evaluation of the precision actually reached in the survey 

(high or low, in order to understand the monitoring accuracy); 

 the processing of the acquired data (for the evaluation of the 

real significance of positions’ variations). 

An adequate and accurate design is necessary for every survey, with 

any proposed technique. Monitoring analysis can be referred to:  
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 a few well-materialized points carefully detected 'in the net-

work'; 

 discrete points selected from/by continuous surveys; 

 monitoring the progress of a very extensive surface at different 

times. 

 

In the first case, the techniques are fairly consolidated (but not yet 

completely defined), while in the other two cases the choice of hard-

ware and data processing techniques still seem to be optimized and 

analysed. 

Every measurement technique is chosen, data processing leads to ad-

justments (LS) and statistical analysis. The basic assumptions are: 

 

 the mathematical model consisting of functional and stochasti-

cal relations  

Ax = f +v; P o Σ 

where: 

- A: design matrix 

- X: vector of unknown parameters 

- P: weight matrix of observation 

- f: vector of observation 

- v: vector of residuals 

- Σ: covariance matrix 

 

 residual analysis, bias detection and relative precision of the 

points and identification of the minimum displacement d in a 

specific direction with a certain probability. 

 

First of all, it is necessary estimating the variation of coordinates d 

and then statistical tests can help in the deformation investigation as 

the error ellipsis 

 

d = x(t1) – x(t2)             ∑d = ∑(t1) – ∑(t2) 

 

This paper focuses on the description of two case studies to support a 

monitoring for the cultural heritage, considering both the building and 

the ground displacements, using different geomatic techniques.  
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In particular, the first case study concerns the use of UAV photo-

grammetry for the Collemaggio Basilica in L’Aquila and a monitoring 

application. 

The second case study is a work in progress in the Colosseum area us-

ing SAR interferometry for the deformation analysis.  

 

2. An overview of geomatic techniques 

 

In this paragraph, a brief description of the geomatic techniques used 

in two case studies are explained. 

 

2.1 Photogrammetry UAV 

 

The photogrammetry allows to obtain metric 3D model of the investi-

gated object starting from two or more photograms acquired with an 

optical sensor (digital cameras) according to the principle of stereo-

scopic vision [2]. The photogrammetry can be subdivided in aerial, 

terrestrial and UAV according to the position of the sensor that can be 

mounted on board of aerial, it can be used on the ground or could be 

on board of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV).  

UAV photogrammetry allow to obtain high-resolution data respect to 

the conventional aerial photogrammetry. In this way, it is possible to 

obtain the detailed 3D models over not accessible areas or even not 

visible at all.  

Additional advantages of the use of UAVs are presented below: 

•  Global operating cost reduction, in particular with respect to con-

ventional aerial photogrammetry;  

•  High repeatability and automation of the whole process;  

•  Reduced operating time;  

•   Ability to use different sensors simultaneously, depending on the 

type of the survey;  

•    Security: especially in the presence of seriously damaged build-

ings, using the UAV, the operator runs no risk at all, as all operations 

are remotely controlled [3]. 

In particular, these techniques resulted to be the most adequate tech-

nique for a complete and detailed reconstruction of sites with difficult 

access and low level of security [4] [5]. 
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2.2 SAR  

 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is an active, microwave and coherent 

radar remote sensing system: “active” because it emits radar waves to 

"illuminate" the scene to be detected; “microwave” because it oper-

ates in the electromagnetic spectrum microwaves field and “coherent” 

because it acquires both the amplitude data (modulo value) and the in-

formation associated with the sensor-target distance (phase value). 

Since it uses its own illumination and operates at microwave frequen-

cies, SAR provide images in daylight or at night and in nearly all 

weather conditions [6]. 

The operating principle is the same as radar systems: a device illumi-

nates the surrounding space with an electromagnetic wave which hit 

earth's surface. A phenomenon of disordered reflection (scattering) 

come back to the antenna. The device is able to identify the electro-

magnetic target and, by measuring the time delay between the trans-

mission and the receiving time, to evaluate the distance, locating it in 

the antenna pointing direction (direction of range). The directivity of 

the antenna used to transmit and receive the radar signal allows the 

object to be detected also in the other direction (azimuth direction) 

(Fig. 1). 

 
Figure 1: A SAR System from a satellite (Ferretti, 2007) 

2.2.1 SAR images 

 

A SAR image is a pixel array and it is given by the interaction of elec-

tromagnetic waves with the earth's surface. The radar signal can be re-

flected, diffused, absorbed and transmitted. The brightness of the pixel 

depends on the amount of energy reflected towards the antenna: light 

pixels correspond to an area characterized by a high backscatter sig-

nal, while dark areas of the image are associated with low reflectivity 
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values. Interpreting a radar image is not a straightforward task. In 

general, the higher the backscattered intensity, the rougher is the sur-

face being imaged [7]. Each pixel gives a complex number that carries 

amplitude and phase information about the microwave field backscat-

tered by all the scatterers (rocks, vegetation, buildings etc.) within the 

corresponding resolution cell projected on the ground. Different rows 

of the image are associated with different azimuth locations, whereas 

different columns indicate different slant range locations [8]. 

Some applications of great practical interest could be studied thanks to 

the coherence of SAR system, but, on the other hand, that causes the 

so-called "speckle”. Speckle is considered as a salt and pepper pattern 

due to the interference between the coherent returns from various scat-

terers on the surface [9]. Speckle has an impact on the quality and use-

fulness of detected SAR images. However, by taking more images of 

the same area at different times or from slightly different look angles, 

speckle can be reduced: averaging several images tends to cancel out 

the random amplitude variability and leave the uniform amplitude lev-

el unchanged [8]. 

2.2.2 SAR interferometry 

 

Interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) involves phase com-

parison of SAR images, gathered at different times with slightly dif-

ferent looking angles. It has the potential to detect millimetric target 

displacements along the sensor–target (LOS) direction [10]. 

Differential synthetic aperture radar interferometry (DInSAR) is a 

technique that has been successfully used for generating large-scale 

surface deformation maps on a dense grid (the displacement field be-

ing measured in the radar line of sight) and with a centimetre-to-

millimetre accuracy [11]. 

With DInSAR, an interferogram could be obtained using two images 

of the same area, by subtracting the phase of an image to that of the 

other. By choosing, for example, two images, a reference image, 

called master, is selected, and the other images, called slaves, are 

resampled on it. In this way, the same reference grid for all the pas-

sages of the satellite is ensured. 

The interferometric processing of the image can provide elevation 

maps and ground deformation.  
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To perform a DInSAR, the steps are in literature [8]. 

 

 
Figure 2: Sentinel-1 differential interferogram (08/04/2016 - 20/04/2016) of the Kumamoto 

earthquake [image credits: contains modified Copernicus Sentinel data (2016), processed by 

TRE ALTA-MIRA] 

 

What one sees in an interferogram (Figure 2) are phase cycles of 2π 

radians, usually represented by colour “fringes”. Phase delay is trans-

lated into distance by multiplying by −λ/4π where λ is the wavelength 

of the SAR system, typically 3.1 cm for X-band, 5.7 cm for C-band 

and 23.6 cm for L-band systems [12]. 

The next analysis is “time series interferometry”. The aim of this 

analysis is to measure mean velocities and incremental displacements. 

Time series could be done with different techniques, such as, for ex-

ample, PS (Persistent Scatterer) or SBAS (Small Baseline Subset Al-

gorithm). The first one takes into account “persistent scatterer” pixels, 

whose scattering characteristics remain stable in time and when 

viewed from different angles; the second one is an interferometric 

technique that generates maps of deformation average velocity and 

follows time evolution of single points displacements in the image. 

[13]. It considers many interferograms formed in the conventional 

way and inverting them to derive incremental displacements with time 

[12]. 

In these last years the DINSAR scenario has been characterised by a 

considerable technological development thanks to the “second genera-

tion” SAR sensors as CoSMO-Skymed and Sentinel 1 constellation. 
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Although operating at different frequencies and with variable ground 

resolution these sensors exhibit two common characteristics: a re-

duced revisit time (as small as few days) and an improved resolution 

(as small as a few meters and even less, in the spotlight mode) [14]. 

Monitoring of deformation phenomena affecting urban areas and man-

made structures is of key relevance for the preservation of the artistic, 

archaeological and architectural heritage. 

Several studies have been made to detect cultural heritage with SAR 

tecniques. In [15] an approach for the interpretation of PSInSAR™ 

and SqueeSAR™ datasets [16] [17] to monitor the condition of cul-

tural heritage assets and, in particular, to study the beneficial effects of 

restoration works, considering the archaeological heritage of the Pala-

tine and the Oppian Hills was developed. 

In [18] persistent scatterer interferometry processing with COSMO-

SkyMed StripMap HIMAGE time series to depict deformation of the 

historic centre of Rome, Italy, is used. 

In [19] a methodology to exploit PSI data for rapid mapping and de-

formation analysis over hilltop historic centres and rural sites, based 

on the results of feasibility tests performed on two case studies located 

in Tuscany, Central Italy is proposed. The capability of PSI technique 

to detect superficial deformation is demonstrated as indicators of on-

going deterioration phenomena or instability events. 

3. Case studies 

 

3.1 Santa Maria of Collemaggio  

 

In this case study the survey has been carried on with Aermatica S.p.a. 

and a specific quadcopter Anteos A2-Mini/B, a stable UAV equipped 

with a compact Canon S100 camera. 

Two flights have been planned with a vertical route and a horizontal 

acquisition for the church façades. Due to the particular structure of 

the Anteos A2-Mini/B, it is mandatory to apply a Field Of View 

(FOV) direction of 16,5° with respect to the horizontal direction in or-

der to exclude any part of the UAV in the photograms.  

For the first flight, the distance of the UAV from the facades has been 

of 30 m; a GSD (Ground Sample Distance) equal to 1 cm has been ob-
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tained thanks to the known camera parameters (focal length = 5,2 mm 

and sensor size = 7,6 x 5,7 mm). 

Applying the correction due to the oblique acquisition, the maximum 

and minimum variation of GSD is equal to 0.5 cm. In order to limit 

the effect of the oblique image, it is generally necessary to increase the 

overlap between images and to improve their redundancy [20]. Then, 

14 waypoints are obtained imposing an overlap of 90%.  

For the second flight, the narrow distance of the façade is the main is-

sue to plan with the same parameters of the first flight, the GSD is 

equal to 0,36 cm with variation of 0,1 cm for the oblique acquisition. 

291 images are planned to cover the entire church.  

In addition, 52 natural GCPs (Ground Control Points) easily identifia-

ble and distributed on the entire structure have been measured in a lo-

cal reference system. 

First of all, a reference network and the church’s façade were meas-

ured with GNSS technique in static mode and TS30 Total station; data 

elaboration and adjustment have given final coordinates of network’s 

points with r.m.s. of some mm. 

For the photogrammetric survey, the data elaboration was carried on 

in high resolution to highlight the particular motif in correspondence 

to the doors and rose windows of the Basilica with two different work 

project in Agisoft Photoscan [21]. In Figure 3, the final 3D model of 

the Basilica of Collemaggio. 

 

 
Figure 3. 3D model of Collemaggio church 

 

 

3.1.1 Photogrammetric point cloud compared to Total Station meas-

urements 

 

In this section, a detailed study to compare the photogrammetric point 

cloud with the Total Station’s results for monitoring aims is presented. 
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The analysis of the deformations on buildings and the measure of ver-

ticality can be obtained using a total station, which can guarantee huge 

precision and accuracy (less than 1 mm). A robust network of 63 

points was designed and measured with Leica TS30 total station, 

(Figure 4) in order to highlight the particular geometrical motif’s fa-

çade. The data acquired have been adjusted with Star*Net software 

achieving the final results with a r.m.s. of 0.3 mm on average. 

 

 
Figure 4. Points surveyed on the façade using the Leica TS30 total station. 

 

Discrete data from total station and continuous data from Agisoft have 

been imported into Cloud Compare, a dedicated software for analys-

ing the clouds of points (millions of points). This software has been 

chosen to enrich the time series with a powerful algorithm for the 

analysis of the clouds of points. For the aim of this paper, the change 

detection technique will be used to check the accuracy of the photo-

grammetric cloud. Since the two models are computed in different 

reference systems, the first step has been the registration of the UAV 

cloud in the “discrete” cloud system. This operation has been per-

formed choosing 8 points in common with both the models (Table 1). 
 

Table 1: Final RMS from alignment 
Final RMS: 0.0063 m 

A0 – R0 0.0060 m 

A1 – R1 0.0059 m 

A2 – R2 0.0077 m 

A3 – R3 0.0052 m 

A4 – R4 0.0061 m 

A5 – R5 0.0073 m 

A6 – R6 0,0065 

A7 – R7 0,0057 
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The comparison of clouds of points is performed basically in two 

ways: 
 

1. Considering displacements between corresponding points [22]; 

2. Measuring distances between clouds as in the change detection 

technique [23] based on surface local direction normal lines. 

 

A plane surface of comparison is preferred in particular in the second 

methodology. This is the main task of the M3C2 (Multiscale Model to 

Model Cloud Comparison). The main advantages of this algorithm are 

[24]:  

 the use of points instead of meshes; 

 the computation of local distances between clouds to account 

for variations in surface orientations; 

 the use of a “confidence interval” which takes into account the 

input error registration, the position uncertainty due to the in-

strument used and the surface roughness of the clouds in-

volved in the comparison.  

The analysis is performed on the so-called core points [25] placed in 

an area called “Region Of Interest”. The neighbour points are fitted 

with a plane and a normal line for each of these planes is estimated.   
 

The M3C2 algorithm acts in two steps: 
 

1. Generation of the normal lines (one for each core point) to the 

centre of a circle of a certain diameter (normal scale). The 

standard deviation of the distance of the points from the inter-

polated plane could be a measure of the surface roughness; 

2. Calculation of the distance LM3C2 along the normal within a 

cylinder with the normal scale as diameter connecting the 

clouds; 
 

Figure 5 shows the geometrical scheme of the algorithm (Ca is the ref-

erence cloud while Cb is the compared cloud). 
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Figure 5. Points surveyed on the façade using the Leica TS30 total station. 

 

In the following description, the total station cloud will be the refer-

ence cloud while the photogrammetric one will be the compared 

cloud.  

The reference cloud has been selected as core points. The entire refer-

ence cloud has been selected. A normal scale of 50 cm has been cho-

sen to take into account a minimum overlap between the circles gen-

erated around every core point.  

The M3C2 algorithm on Cloud Compare gives several informations as 

output: the standard deviation of the fit of a plane for each Core point 

(STD_cloud1); the same information for the compared cloud 

(STD_cloud2) and the LM3C2 (M3C2 distance) [26]. 

Figure 6 shows the results obtained as plots. 
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Figure 6: Standard deviations for the reference cloud, the photogrammetry cloud and results 

from the application of the M3C2 algorithm. 

 

The plots show that the standard deviation of the reference cloud is 

lower since the geometric distribution of points is regular and the 

plane that fits the compared cloud takes into account the architectonic 

elements in the façade. Table 2 shows the mean and standard devia-

tion of the planes.  

 

The model used to determine the distance could be an indicator of the 

accuracy for the photogrammetric cloud. Unfortunately, this technique 

could not be used to perform a precise monitoring (a precision of less 

than 1 mm is required). However, it could give a first indication of the 

damages after a catastrophic event. 
 

Table 2: Least square mean and standard deviation from the application of the M3C2  

algorithm. 
 

Mean (m) 
Standard 

Deviation (m) 

STD1_cloud 0.0001 0.0005 

STD2_cloud 0.0045 0.0014 

LM3C2 -0.0034 0.0106 
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Nevertheless, the algorithm gives good results for rough surface [24], 

the parameters have to be set up to deal with the architectonic com-

plexity. This will be the authors future prospect. 

 

3.2 Colosseum 

 

The project plans an interaction between geomatic techniques, and, 

above all, the DInSAR technique, to monitor the Flavian Amphithea-

tre, also known as the Colosseum.  

Many studies have already been performed in this area. In [27], ERS-

1/2 and ENVISAT data were studied, spanning the 1992–2010 time 

interval and they found out that this zone is not affected by significant 

subsidence phenomena, although it is founded on alluvial deposits. 

They experimented the SBAS approach to obtain the mean defor-

mation velocity map relevant to the Colosseum, considering, within 

the structure, several coherent points. The large part of these coherent 

pixels does not show any significant displacement effect, except for 

three isolated points. 

The project will focus on the use of Sentinel-1 and COSMO-SkyMed 

images. Sentinel-1 images have the advantage of being easily availa-

ble; COSMO-SkyMed images have a short revisiting time and a high-

er resolution. 

The aim is applying DInSAR techniques and time series analysis, to 

obtain mean deformation velocity maps. By adopting both PS and 

SBAS technique (previously mentioned), several points (Permanent 

scatterers) will be chosen within the Colosseum area and their dis-

placements will be displayed (Figure 7). The expected results for each 

point will be a graph in which displacement is a function of time (like 

Figure 8).  

The displacements are calculated along the LOS. The vertical and hor-

izontal components can be obtained when ascending and descending 

SAR data are available (e.g. [28]). This requires an independent pro-

cessing of the ascending and descending datasets [29]. The expected 

accuracies are of the order of the millimetre and to validate SAR re-

sults, the project is to use other geomatics techniques, such as GNSS 

or total station, to detect and match the results. 
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Figure 7: Detected points on Colosseum area 

 

 
Figure 8: Mean deformation velocity maps of a point 

 
4. Conclusions  

 

The article explores the synergy among the geomatics techniques 

(Figure 9) to achieve an adequate level of knowledge and precision on 

cultural heritage studies. 

Despite the fact that the studies are still work–in–progress, the report-

ed analysis show the potentialities of the modern surveying technolo-

gies to preserve country assets. These techniques can help heritage 

buildings to support the ordinary activities of noninvasive diagnosis 

and preservation of cultural heritage. 

 

 

(cm) 

(Years) 
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Figure 9: Integrated monitoring platform concept 
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Abstract 

  The principal results about numerous experimental dynamic tests 

performed in the past on Trajan and Marcus Aurelius columns in 

Rome. A results scatter appears; due to seismic damages suffered in 

the past, experimental asymmetric behaviors are found. The geometric 

dimensions of foundations are unknown. The dynamic characteriza-

tion is performed, on the basis of data at disposal, under hypothesis of 

a possible geometry of foundations. We take into account the seismic 

actions suffered by the columns during the earthquakes on central Ap-

pennino, principally in the days August 24th 2016 and October 30th 

2016. About the first action, the recordings in the zones Vasca Navale 

and Garbatella in Rome are known, on the ground in the directions 

EW, NS and vertical, where the soil has mechanical characteristics 

similar to the soil around the columns. These recordings are applied 

on the bases of the FFEE models of columns, amplified four times in 

advantage of safety; the compressive stresses in the columns are veri-

fied every time. Tests for the definition of geometric characteristics 

are necessary, and further dynamic tests are necessary, in order to ex-

press about the effective seismic vulnerability of the columns. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The memorials columns by Trajan and Marcus Aurelius (named TC 

and AC in the following) in Rome were completed with the same ty-

pology on 113 DC and 193 DC, respectively. The external cylindrical 

surface for both column has a long spiral sculpture developed up to 

200 m. Each column has a broken conic shape, it is constituted by 19 

cylindrical blocks in marble excavated to obtain 8 steps in an internal 

spiral stair, with approximate dimensions: 3.6 m for the external di-

ameter, high 1.52 m, as in Figures 1 and 2. The foundation soil of TC 

is stiffer than for AC. AC suffered serious damages for weather and 

earthquakes, and some restoration interviews were executed during 

the 16° century. Although TC was built before AC, it remains more 

close to its original characteristics. 

 
 

Figure 1. Mesh 3D TC, from SSE. Figure 2. Mesh 3D AC, from SSE. 
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2. Existing experimental tests  

 

Between th Authors: Clemente et al. [4]; Pau, Vestroni et al. [18], 

Bongiovanni, Clemente et al. [23, 27, 28]; Nakamura et al. [26] For 

the first vibration mode alone: 

a) a certain scatter of tests is observed, with the frequencies in the fol-

lowing intervals: AC) 1.22÷1.6 Hz; TC) 1.05÷1.59 Hz; 

b) the modal shapes are quite different between for [4] and [18]; 

asymmetric modal shapes are found by [23, 27, 28] and [26]. 

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the angular position of the particle 

for angle interval of 5°, pointing out the presence of preferred direc-

tions; angle and modulus of the particle motion show periodicity.  

  
a) AC displacements b) Distribuzton on AC 

Figure 3ab. Distribution of preferred displacements on the summit of AC. 

  
c) TC displacements d) Distribution on TC 

Figure 3cd. Distribution of preferred displacements on the summit of TC. 
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2.1. Column of Trajan 

 

  Figure 4 shows the vibration modes for [26]; according to the meas-

urements on the terrace, there is torsional vibration at the frequency 

range between 14 Hz and 19 Hz, and reaching maximum at 15.5 Hz. 

At other frequency range torsional vibration can not be recognized. At 

the range between 14 Hz and 19 Hz, the peak and the trough of the vi-

bration modes are interchanged intricately at each measuring points on 

the column body, and this phenomena may appear the effect of tor-

sional vibration. 

Figure 5 shows overlapped H/V of each point at TC; the predominant 

frequency of 1.5 Hz corresponds to the first order natural frequency of 

TC. The frequency of 5.59 Hz is found at all points, and it can be con-

sidered as the natural frequency for surface ground with about twice 

as amplification factor. 
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2.2. Column of Marcus Aurelius 
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Figure 6 shows the mode shapes of first to third order vibrations; 

large amplification is observed near the terrace for first order mode 

same as that of TC, and it seems to reflect the activity of people. The 

natural frequencies of longitudinal and torsional vibrations are esti-

mated 18.8 Hz and 9.1 Hz, respectively. From this the propagation ve-

locities are estimated 2300 m/s and 1100 m/s, respectively. The esti-

mated velocity of longitudinal vibration is more than 50 % lower than 

typical value, 4800 m/s.   

Figure 7 shows overlapped H/V spectral ratio of each measurement 

point. The first order vibration mode shape is similar to the result of 

the estimation from the H/V based on the discussion for TC.  

 

3. Analysis 

 

3.1 Dynamic characterization 

 

It is performed on models with soil-structure interaction as in Figures 

8a and 8b, The models are fixed at bedrock. The main results are: 
TCESOIL >  ACESOIL 

Figure 9 shows the geological map of Rome, with similar mechanical 

characteristics between: TC and Garbatella; AC and Vasca Navale. 
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Figure 8a. Vibration Modes of AC. 
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Figure 8b. Vibration Modes of TC. 
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Holocene Tiber Alluvial: prevailing clay, mud, sand, clay lenses like turf, and 

down gravel and sand. Pleistocene Alluvial middle-upper: prevailing gravel and 

sand with traces of mud and clay. 

 

Pleistocene, Pozzolane (volcanic facies): incoherent tuff, dark gray or violet,with 

good property of pozzolana, sometimes separated from a level of granular tuff. Yel-

low Concrete: semicoherent tuff, with like yellow color. Low Pozzolane: incoher-

ent tuff, violet or dark gray, with high pozzolana properties, enclosing granular tuff 

 

Pleistocene, Clay and sand from Sicily (sea facies): clay and mud, gray-green or 

yellow, from sea, clay like turf, yellow thin  clay, from river; red aeolian sand; 

rough yellow sand, like concrete, from river; rough gravel from delta or river, 

sometimes like concrete, travertine levels. 

 

Figure 9. Geological Map (by U. Ventriglia, M. Sciotti) in the zones of:  

a) columns in high side; b) corresponding recordings on 2016 in low side. 
http://www.provincia.roma.it/sites/default/files/carta%20geologica%20citta%20roma 
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3.2 External actions  

 

The simple oscillator is subjected to a time 

history of accelerations; at the generic time t2 

> t1 =0 the system configuration will be as in 

Figure 10. The motion equation is: 

M(ü+üG) + Ců + Ku=0 

Which is equivalent to:  

Mü + Ců + Ku= -MüG 

The the accelerations applied at ground, 

where the column is fixed. The Seismic Input 

has three components along three directions  

(E-W,N-S, vertical).  

Fig 10. Simple oscillator. 

 
 

3.3 Seismic actions 

 

The hypothesis of elastic linear behavior is adopted, which is verified, 

because between the marble blocks: a) the compressive stress is never 

lost, b) the friction is never overcome.  

The vertical compressive stress is verified in n. 4 points at the same 

level (N, E, S, W) and n. 3 levels. (Ground, middle height, roof) for 

TC and AC.  

The accelerations are checked in n. 4 points at the same level (N, E, S, 

W) at n. 3 levels (Ground, middle height, roof), in n. 4 faces (E, W, N, 

S) for TC and AC.  

 

3.3.1 Analysis 3D with amplified action recorded in Rome for AC 

 

The strong motion of the event on 30th October 2016, recorded in al-

luvial deposits of Tiber river corresponding to Vasca Navale of IN-

SEAN at University Roma Tre, very similar to those of AC column, as 

in Figure 9. In advantage of safety an amplification factor equal to 

four is considered. It is applied at ground level, with its components in 

directions EW, NS, vertical. But the maximum values are: 

aNSMAX=2.402 cm/sec2; aEWMAX=1.836 cm/sec2; aZMAX=0.912 

cm/sec2; at times tNS=183.152 sec; tEW=184.036 sec; tZ=166.044 sec.    
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The significant values |a|>0.1*aMAX|  are present in the reduced inter-

val Δt=20.757÷123.492 sec, where the time integration is performed, 

with n. 51367 steps.  

At middle height of the column, on the West face, it results the maxi-

mum value |(ΔσZ)MAX / GσZ|=0.00054/0.285=0.189% 

 

3.3.2 Analysis 3D with amplified action recorded in Rome for TC 

 

The strong motion of the event on 30th October 2016, recorded in 

voulcanic deposits of Garbatella, very similar to those of TC column, 

as in Figure 9. It is applied at ground level, with its components in di-

rections EW, NS, vertical. 

In advantage of safety an amplification factor equal to four is consid-

ered. The maximum actions correspond to: 

aNSMAX=51.69 cm/sec2; aEWMAX=45.34 cm/sec2; aZMAX= 19.53 

cm/sec2; at times tNS=42.288 sec; tEW=42.016 sec; tZ=24.960 sec.    

The significant values |a|>0.1*aMAX|  are present in the reduced inter-

val Δt=83.028÷495.768 sec, where the time integration is performed.  

At middle height of the column, on the North face, the maximum val-

ue is obtained  |(ΔσZ)MAX / GσZ|=0.017/0.422=4.04% 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

A too large scatter of tests is observed, for the first vibration mode 

alone, the interested Authors furnish the frequencies in the following 

intervals: AC) 1.22÷1.6 Hz; TC) 1.05÷1.59 Hz, and the modal shapes 

in NS and EW directions are quite different. 

The geometric relief of foundations is missing. 

Then, the numeric-experimental comparison between the vibrational 

modes is performed by assuming hypothesis of: a) possible geometry 

of foundations, b) possible experimental modes. 

During the seismic actions on October 30th 2016, recordings were 

performed on the ground in Rome, in the zones: a) Vasca Navale used 

for AC, b) Garbatella used for TC. 

With advantage of the safety, these actions were amplified with a co-

efficient 4, the actions are applied at the ground, and the columns are 

assumed fixed at such level. 
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Figure 11. Horizontal displacement between adjacent blocks for AC, 

at middle height, probably produced on 1349. 

 

About the vertical stresses (σZ), we have the following results: 

1) the values due to gravity alone are obtained (GσZ), in static condi-

tions, they act since 2000 years, then are safe values. 

2) the maximum absolute ratio is small (ΔσZ|MAX / GσZ)<5% then the 

material behavior rests elastic linear around (GσZ); 

3) from analyses, the most vulnerable zones of both columns are at 

middle height of them, the same zone of the real 8 cm horizontal dis-

location of AC in Figure 11, probably produced on 1349.   

The verifications would seem comfortable, under the important limita-

tion of unknown foundations geometry; now, it is not possible to give 

a definitive judgement about the effects of earthquakes on 2016 on 

AC and TC columns.  

All these aspects must be investigated in details to know the actual 

behavior of the columns and to analyze their reliability under medium 

and strong earthquakes in order to ensure its stability over time. Fur-
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ther tests for the geometry knowledge of foundations and for the dy-

namic behavior of the columns are indispensable. 
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Dynamic characterization of Colosseum foundations  

and surrounding soil 
Gino D’Ovidio (1) and Gianfranco Valente (1)  

 

 

Abstract 

  This paper illustrates a numerical model and experimental H/V 

method based, for dynamic characterization of Colosseum foundations 

and soil. 

This paper describes the attempt to estimate the physical property of 

the foundation concrete and surrounding ground of Colosseum by us-

ing the data comparison between micro-tremor H/V experimental 

method and numerical analysis.  

A series of microtremor measurements performed until 2015 at 

ground floor and surrounding ground of Colosseum were taken into 

account as experimental inputs in this study. 

Through an accurate process of convergence between experimental 

data and results of the finite elements of numerical model, the method 

allows to realize a real and in-depth structural characterization. 

The results highlight an acceptable approximation degree between 

numerical and experimental data; further model calibration steps and 

analyses are however necessary. 
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1.  Introduction 
   

  A series of measurements were performed by several authors in or-

der to monitor the Colosseum  structure. 

Since the measurement in 1998, the numbering system of the meas-

urement points is a combination of the pillar number 1 to 80 corre-

sponding to the 80 pillars from south in clockwise rotation, and the 

ring number 1 to 4 from inside to outside as Figure 1. For example, 

the point 5014 means the pillar number 50, the first floor and the ring 

number 4.  

A microtremor kind measurements performed until 2015 at ground 

floor and surrounding ground of Colosseum were taken into account 

as experimental inputs in this study. 

 
Figure 1. Radial section on RW50, Floor 1, Ring4; Point # 5014 

 

2.  Measurement points distribution 

 

The present study uses a model already elaborated by Authors and 

described in References [3÷7]. In view of the low level of excitation 

expected, the analysis was carried out under the hypothesis of lineari-

ty. Interaction with soil is taken into account in this study. Figures 2 to 

5 show the totally 87 microtremor measurement points at the ground 

floor or surrounding ground.  
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Figure 2. Hypogeum, Z=-6.50 m. (n.14 points).   

 
Figure 3. Measurement points on the ground around Colosseum and inside 

 hypogeum (N.11 points outside monument). 20-21 March 2010. after DISS_10. 

 
Figure 4. Measurement points from 1997 to 2013. 
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Figure 5. Measurement points in December 2015, after DISS_15. 

 

3. The H/V technique 

 

  As well know, the horizontal motion shows larger value than the 

vertical motion on the soft ground, the same motions are similar on 

the hard ground. The horizontal to vertical spectral ratio of micro-

tremor was confirmed is stable not depended on the measured time 

and season [1, 2].  

 

3.1. H/V by tests 

 

For Colosseum, many tests were performed in different times, since 

1987 to 2015. Figure 5 illustrates a top view distribution of test points 

around 15 to 25 m for CGN1 to CGN6 corresponding to the pillar 

number #40 to #46. The experimental results are shown in the papers 

[1 to 5] at n. 87 points, for principal frequencies, amplification factors, 

diagrams, etc.  

 

3.2. H/V by Analysis 

 

Figure 6 shows the H/V analytical diagrams corresponding to the tests 

carried out by Authors at 10 check zones, as follows: 

1) check points 1÷7, (from B1to B7) of hypogeum; 
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2) check points 8÷12, (BGC, BGE, BGN, BGW, BGS) of hypogeum; 

3) check points 13÷17(PDFE,PD1E,PD2E, PD3C, PDW4),hypogeum; 

4) check points 18÷23, (from G1 to G6) on the ground at SW; 

5) check points 24÷35, (from CG1 to CG12) at S of Colosseum; 

6) check points 36÷46, at the ground, on the ring n.2; 

7) check points 47÷62, on the ground, on the ring n.3; 

8) check points 63÷71, on the ground, on the ring n.4; 

9) check points 72÷76, (from ARG2 to ARG6) over Holocene; 

10) check points 77÷87, (from CGN01 to CGN11) North side. 

The agreement between tests and analyses is enough good, and it 

could be improved by performing further tests. 

 
   1   B4    1.15    1.12   32.30   30.3 

 
   2   B5    1.27    1.20   19.70  18.90 

 
   3   B6    1.42    0.95   36.90  49.70 

 
  4   B3    1.07    1.10   26.00   22.90 

 
   5   B1    1.22    1.44   29.70  32.20 

 
  6   B7    1.15    0.98   24.30   27.10 

 
   7   B2    1.15   1.15   33.50   12.00 

 
8   BGE    0.88    1.12   41.40   23.50 
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    9   BGC   1.34    1.22   10.30 43.3 

 
 10   BGW   0.81   0.95   33.30  25.1 

 
 11   BGN   0.90   1.17   25.40   41.4  

 12   BGS   1.17    0.78   19.00   35.7 

 
13  PDFE   1.22   1.51  27.50   21.30 

 
14  PD1E   1.22   1.61  10.20   32.40 

 
15  PD2E   1.54   1.76   11.50   44.60 

 
16  PD3C   0.78   1.68   10.50   41.90 

 
17  PD4W   1.25   1.32  45.90   46.40 

 
18   G1    1.42    1.37   16.30   17.70 

 
19   G2    1.17    1.12   49.70   49.70 

 
20   G3    1.05    1.42   29.80   11.20 
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21   G4    2.73    1.34   11.70   11.70 

 
22   G5    2.25    2.54   16.90   22.10 

 
23   G6    1.25    1.22   37.40   45.90 

 
24   CG1   0.95   2.10  15.40   27.80    

 
25   CG2   1.00   1.66   44.80  41.90 

 
26   CG3   1.15   1.25  15.50   25.90 

 
27   CG4   1.54   1.27  40.10   47.00 

 
28   CG5   1.54   1.78   23.10  49.70 

 
29   CG6   2.08   1.90  16.30   21.00 

 
30   CG7   1.12   2.00  12.50   10.90 

 
31   CG8   1.39   1.39  48.90   40.90 

 
32   CG9   0.95   1.07  35.70   38.40 
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33  CG10   1.10   1.54  33.20  33.30  

34  CG11   1.61   1.68  31.20  33.00 

 
35  CG12   1.51   1.93  30.40  33.70 

 
36  4014   1.27   1.25   20.10   30.00 

 
37   21G   1.20   1.20   22.90   22.90 

 
38  21UG   1.20   1.20  30.40  38.60 

 
39  2502   1.46   1.49   19.70   26.30 

 
40  3002   1.39   1.34   37.70   22.90 

 
41  3502   1.05   1.17   24.10   29.40 

 
42  4002   1.03   1.05   40.40   23.90 

 
 43  4502   1.12   1.03  45.40   38.50 

 
44  5002   1.05   0.95   46.70   43.60 
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45  5502   0.98   0.98   36.50   37.70 

 
46   GF2=8002   1.15   1.12   19.60   

 
47  0603   1.46   1.20   28.30   24.70 

 
48  1003   1.22   1.05   21.10   19.60 

 
49  1503   1.44   1.81   17.40   17.60 

 
50  2003   1.20   1.46   18.60   20.50 

 
51  2503   1.15   1.15   36.40   36.40 

 
52  3003   1.00   1.37   20.10   21.90 

 
53  3503   1.17   1.25   20.40   12.50 

 
54  4003   1.05   1.81   25.20   23.60 

 
55  4503   1.05   1.15   49.70   34.00 

 
56  5003   1.29   1.76   23.90   48.10 
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57  5503   1.00   1.56   14.90   48.20 

 
58   GF1    1.07   1.15  14.10   32.3 

 
59  6503   1.17   1.15   20.60   15.90 

 
60  7003   1.49   1.46   16.80   41.40 

 
61  7503   1.49   1.46   37.00   27.20 

 
62  8003   0.78   0.78   32.30   27.60 

 
63  2504   1.22   1.73   25.10   24.30 

 
64  3004   0.95   1.17   28.10   32.20 

 
65  3504   1.12   1.12   30.30   32.70 

 
66  4004   1.10   0.88   27.50   28.20 

 
67  4504   1.03   1.81   30.20   29.60 

 
68  5004   0.95   0.98   19.80   26.00 
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69  5504   1.12   1.00   20.00   22.40 

 
70  5904   1.00   1.05   33.10   33.30 

 
72  ARG2   2.15   3.52  37.00 37.00   

 
73  ARG3   1.51   1.54  35.00 35.00 

 
74  ARG4   3.25   1.59  33.00 33.00 

 
75  ARG5   2.12   2.17  37.00 37.00 

 
76  ARG6   3.56   3.69   37.00   37.00  
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Figure 6. Analytical H/V diagrams. 

 

The diagrams 70 and 71 are close between them; n.71 has the experi-

mental values: 6004, 0.88, 1.39, 33.30, 20.00. 

We use the following notations: East or radial in blue line, North or 

tangential in red line. The vertical lines represent the principal fre-

quencies obtained by tests. The values at the bottom of each diagram 

are: the point number and name, the two lower and higher principal 

frequencies by tests.  
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Fig 7. a) steepest descent d1; b) 3 trials, relative minimum; c) new s. descent d2. 

 

3.3. Tests and analyses comparison 

 

We take into account 87 measurement points and 4 principal frequen-

cies. About 500 materials were defined, for soil and foundations. 

The comparison between tests and analyses were performed, for: 

  
ikF_analysis, ikF_test  (i=1,..,N1=87), (k=1,..N3=4)    

 

The single scatter (ik) between analysis and tests is defined by: 

 

sik =  ikF_analysis - ikF_test / ikF_test,  

 

The objective function is defined by:  

 

Stot=i k (sik ) = f(E1 ,. Ej., EN2)  (j=1,..j..,N2=500) 

 

The minimization function is a mathematical programming problem, 

by giving a short increment to a single elasticity modulus Ej, the cor-

responding incremental ratio approaches the partial derivative: 

Stot/Ej   ∂Stot/ ∂Ej  

As illustrated in Figure 7a, the steepest descent direction is obtained, 

in the space with N2 dimensions, by using the direction cosines ( tj): 

tj /( Stot / Ej ) = const;  (tj)
2 = 1 

We compute the minimum value as in Figure 7b, there a new steepest 

descent direction is evaluated as in Figure 7c. We replied again the 

minimum research as in Figure 7b, and so again. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this paper an attempt to estimate the physical property of the foun-

dation concrete and surrounding ground of Colosseum using the com-

parison between H/V tests method based and finite element numerical 

model was presented.  
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The proposed method allows to realize a real and in-depth structural 

characterization. 

The obtained results are promising with an improved tolerance be-

tween numerical and experimental data obtained by other Authors; 

however further tests and analyses are needed. 
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Abstract 

Due to the frequency-dependency of soil-foundation impedances, 

the dynamic interaction analysis of linear and nonlinear systems in 

time domain according to the sub-structure approach requires the def-

inition of suitable Lumped Parameter Models (LPMs) with frequency 

independent parameters to simulate the soil-foundation compliance. 

This paper investigates effects on the superstructure response resulting 

from the use of different LPMs. In particular, consistent and simpli-

fied LPMs are considered and the linear response of single bridge 

piers founded on different pile foundations is studied. The effective-

ness of selected LPMs is evaluated using results obtained from a di-

rect approach in the frequency domain as benchmark. Results demon-

strate that simplified models can be sufficient in most cases to obtain a 

reliable prediction of the superstructure response.  
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1.  Introduction 
 

Dynamic Soil-Structure Interaction (SSI), usually neglected in the 

design practice, may have in some cases a significant impact on the 

seismic response of structures. Scenarios for which SSI should be tak-

en into account in the design are nowadays known in the literature; in 

these situations, seismic analyses may be performed by adopting the 

sub-structure approach, studying separately the soil-foundation system 

and the superstructure on compliant restraints. This approach allows 

the use of different formulations and numerical tools to study the re-

sponse of the two sub-domains (e.g. the use of dedicated software for 

structural analysis). The analysis of the soil-foundation system pro-

vides the complex-valued soil-foundation dynamic impedances, name-

ly the force-displacement relationships that define the foundation 

compliant restraints. However, since impedances are frequency-

dependent functions, they cannot be adopted directly in time domain 

inertial interaction analyses and suitable Lumped Parameter Models 

(LPMs) have to be introduced to reproduce the foundation dynamic 

behaviour. The accuracy of an LPM depends on its configuration and 

degrees of freedom. Different procedures have been developed in the 

literature to define LPMs; starting from a polynomial-fraction approx-

imation, some authors suggested systematic procedures that allow as-

sembling complex systems capable of approximating the impedances 

of soil-foundation systems characterized by multiple resonances. [e.g. 

1,2]. On the other hand, also simple models are available, developed 

starting from real physical systems, with the advantage of an easy im-

plementation in commercial finite element software for structural 

analysis [e.g. 3]. 

Depending on the impedances variability with frequency, a perfect 

fitting of the functions may require LPMs with many degrees of free-

dom (dof) and hidden nodes. However, in most situations, a higher ac-

curacy in fitting is not needed, and induces an unnecessary increase of 

the complexity of the problem to be solved. The higher the complexity 

of the system (e.g. the number of hidden dofs), the shorter the time 

steps that need to be used to accomplish stability conditions for solv-

ing the problem in time domain. Is the researcher task to look for the 
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best fitting with the simplest LPM scheme, taking into account the 

characteristics of the superstructure sub-system. 

In this paper two LPMs are considered and the relevant effective-

ness in simulating the soil-foundation impedances of the selected case 

studies is analysed, taking into account effects induced by approxima-

tions on the overall response of the superstructures, constituted by 

single bridge piers. In particular, a simple LPM, easy to be imple-

mented in all most widely used structural analysis software, is as-

sumed, as well as a consistent LPM, characterised by a higher versatil-

ity in capturing impedances with one or more resonance peaks in the 

frequency range of interest. The simplified LPM is not able to fit res-

onance peaks of impedance functions, which may be important in 

some cases; on the other hand, the implementation of the consistent 

LPM within commercial structural analysis software could be a hard 

task, in some cases impossible to accomplish. 

To compare the quality of the fitting with the two LPMs, a set of 

different pile group foundations has been considered, for which im-

pedance functions and kinematic interaction factors were calculated 

using the BEM-FEM coupling model developed by Padrón et al. [4]. 

Foundations have been selected in order to have resonance peaks at 

different frequencies. Furthermore, each foundation is coupled with 

four different superstructure systems, constituted by single bridge 

piers with different fundamental frequencies, for which the in-plane 

transverse response is studied. In this way, the quality of the fitting of 

the two LPMs and the relevant effects on the pier response can be re-

lated to the superstructure fundamental natural frequency. 

The seismic input is constituted by seven different real accelero-

grams, selected from European and Italian strong motions databases, 

scaled to get the same pseudo-acceleration of the code spectrum [5] in 

correspondence of the superstructure fundamental natural periods.  

The effectiveness of the adopted LPMs is evaluated comparing results 

obtained from linear applications, in terms of superstructure and foun-

dation displacements, with those resulting from a direct approach in 

the frequency domain. Overall, results of SSI analyses are compared 

with those obtained from the analyses of fixed base systems in order 

to correlate the effectiveness of the LPM model with the actual need 

of including the SSI problem in the seismic analysis of the bridge pier. 
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2. Lumped Parameter Models 

 

LPM was firstly introduced in the field of structural dynamics by 

Wolf and Somaini [6] in 1986, and it was extensively developed in the 

early nineties by Wolf [7, 8] based on the idea of fitting dynamic im-

pedance functions through the concept of polynomial-fraction func-

tion form. Later, Wu and Lee [1, 2] tackled the problem from a more 

systematic point of view, repeating an equivalent LPM scheme allow-

ing a simpler treatment with many constants and hidden degrees of 

freedom.  

Some recent applications of this methodology for SSI problems are 

those of Andersen [9] for the assessment of LPMs in rigid footings, 

Damgaard et al. [10] for the study of real time dynamic responses of 

offshore wind turbines on monopiles and Lesgidis et al. [11] for a 

time-domain seismic analysis of a complete bridge structure using 

commercial FEM software. 

 

2.1. Simplified 

 

The simplified LPM considered in this work is the one already pre-

sented by some of the authors in [3]. Considering the need of captur-

ing the in-plane coupled translational-rotational response of the soil-

foundation systems characterised by a double symmetry, the scheme 

reported in Figure 1-a, characterized by only 9 parameters is derived 

from the spatial model available in [3]. The model is able to simulta-

neously approximate horizontal, rocking and cross coupled impedance 

functions characterised by no peaks of resonance; details about it 

characteristics and implementation can be found in [3].  

 

2.2. Consistent 

 

The consistent model is characterised by a more articulated scheme 

and a higher number of hidden degrees of freedom and parameters 

with respect to the simple one, consistently with the need to well fit 

impedance functions characterised by one or more resonance peaks at 

different frequencies (Figure 1-b). The model is able to fit horizontal, 

rocking and crossed couple impedance functions separately; the fitting 
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process is made in terms of numerator polynomial coefficients and 

poles of a rational filter. Numerator coefficients and poles can be di-

rectly related to masses, dampers and springs of the equivalent scheme 

chosen. In [12] the consistent LPM is extensively and well explained, 

and a high-level summary of it can be found in [13]. 

 

3. Cases studies and analysis approach 
 

The effectiveness of above LPMs and the relevant quality of fitting 

of the soil-foundation impedances is evaluated with reference to case 

studies constituted by single bridge piers supported by different deep 

foundations with vertical piles embedded in homogeneous soil depos-

its. 

Bridge piers are modelled as a rigid body element coupled with end 

rotational viscoelastic element, where the stiffness ( K ) and damping 

( C ) of the pier are concentrated (Figure 2). The pile cap, the bent cap 

and the bridge deck are also assumed to be rigid. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. LPMs schemes: a) simplified [3], b) consistent [13].  
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Figure 2. Cross section of the soil-foundation-superstructure system (left), and sub-

structure model (right) [14]. 
 

In this work, the seismic response in the x direction (transverse di-

rection of the bridge) of the superstructure is considered and the prob-

lem is studied in the xz plane; the degrees of freedom of the super-

structure are thus 3, namely the translation and rotation of the founda-

tion ( Fu , F ) and the relative rotation of the pier with respect to the 

foundation ( S ). In addition, hidden degrees of freedom of the LPMs 

need to be considered. It is worth noting that the vertical degrees of 

freedom are not included assuming that the roto-translational and ver-

tical problems are decoupled for foundations with a double symmetry. 

In Figure 2, dm , cm , pm  and fm  are the masses of the bridge deck, 

relevant to the pier, the pier bent, the pier and the pile cap, respective-

ly; while dI , cI  and fI  are the mass moment of inertia of the deck, 

the pier bent and the pile cap, respectively. Finally, dh , ch , ph  and 

fh  are dimensions necessary to define position of masses centroids. 
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Hereafter, superstructure models incorporating SSI will be labelled 

as CB models, while fixed base systems will be labelled as FB model; 

the structural scheme of the latter is also reported in Figure 2. 

 

3.1. Equations of motion 

 

A set of three equations of motion has been derived for the CB 

models. The three equations are the moment equilibrium of the super-

structure sub-system, horizontal force equilibrium of the superstruc-

ture-foundation system and moment equilibrium of the superstructure-

foundation system, respectively. 

The matrix form of the system of equations is  
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where M, C and K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the 

system, respectively, and M´ is matrix of masses subjected to inertia 

forces. The following expressions hold for above quantities: 
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Actions are constituted by the earthquake accelerations at the piles 

cap ( gu , g ) that are known from soil-foundation kinematic interac-

tion analyses. 

 

3.2. Soil-foundation systems and superstructures 

 

As previously said, a set of different piles group foundations has 

been considered, characterised by resonance peaks at different fre-
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quency ranges. In particular, 2x2 and 3x3 vertical pile groups charac-

terised by different pile spacing-pile diameter ratios ( 3/ ds , 

5/ ds  and 7/ ds ) have been investigated. On the contrary, con-

stant values for the pile length-pile diameter ratio (L/d = 20), pile-soil 

Young’s modulus ratio ( 0.500/ sp EE ), pile-soil density ratio 

( 6.1/ sp  ), soil Poison’s ratio ( 4.0s ), and soil internal damp-

ing coefficient ( 5s %) are assumed. Foundations are assumed to be 

embedded in a soil type D (loose-to-medium cohesionless soil or pre-

dominantly soft-to-firm cohesive soil, according to [5]), with a mean 

shear wave velocity in the first 30 m equal to 1.117sc  m/s [5]. 

Thus, to particularize impedance functions for ground type D, dimen-

sional values of geometric and mechanical pile and soil properties are 

derived considering 0.60sE  MPa, 56.1s  t/m and 0.1d  m. 

Concerning superstructures (Figure 2), four realistic superstructures 

are considered, constituted by bridge piers having the different fun-

damental natural frequencies shown in Table 1. The four bridge piers, 

characterised by natural periods 2.0nT  s, 5.0nT  s, 0.1nT  s and 

5.1nT  s, were combined with the six piles group foundations con-

sidered (i.e. 2x2 3/ ds , 2x2 5/ ds , 2x2 7/ ds , 3x3 3/ ds , 

3x3 5/ ds  and 3x3 7/ ds ) obtaining 24 superstructure-soil foun-

dation systems. Superstructure parameters are summarised in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Superstructure parameters.  

Superstructure 1 2 3 4 

Tn [s] 0.2 0.5 1.0 1.5 

fn [Hz] 5.0 2.0 1.0 0.66 

md [t] 305.8 305.8 305.8 305.8 

Id [t m
2] 2466.6 2466.6 2466.6 2466.6 

hd [m] 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59 

mc [t] 88.3 88.3 88.3 88.3 

Ic [t m
2] 426.6 426.6 426.6 426.6 

hc [m] 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80 

mp [t] 57.6 121.1 196.0 253.6 

hp [m] 5.0 10.5 17.0 22.0 

Kϕ [MN/rad] 23067.6 10984.6 6784.6 5242.6 

Real period [s] 0.2001 0.50082 1.0076 1.4841 
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The elastic flexural spring ( K ) is calibrated to reproduce the fun-

damental period of the system while the damping coefficient ( C ) is 

calibrated to obtain a 5% viscous damping ratio at the fundamental pe-

riod of the pier. Concerning the foundation cap, the dimensional and 

mass properties are shown in Table 2 depending on the foundation 

layout. 

 
Table 2. Pile cap properties depending on foundation layout.  

  2x2   3x3  

 s/d=3 s/d=5 s/d=7 s/d=3 s/d=5 s/d=7 

hf [m] 1.5 2.0 2.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 

mf [t] 93.75 245.00 506.25 320.00 900.00 1920.0 

If [t m
2] 212.89 1082.08 3680.86 1813.33 11268.75 42400.00 

 

3.3. Seismic actions 

 

The seismic action is constituted by a set of 7 real accelerograms 

selected form the European and Italian strong motion databases. The 

selected records are reported in Table 3. Each superstructure-

foundation system is subjected to the selected 7 real records. 

 
Table 3. Selected records (WC: Waveform Code, EC: Earthquake Code).  

Database Earthquake 

WC-EC 

Station ID Date 

[dd/mm/yy] 

Δ 

[km] 

Magnitude 

[Mw] 

PGA 

[m/s2] 

ESD Izmit (aftershock) 
6947-2154 

3270 31/08/1999 39 5.1 0.358 
y-dir 

ESD Izmit (aftershock) 

6967-0473 

0767 13/09/1999 120 5.8 0.391 

x-dir 

ITACA Val Nerina 

138-036 

BVG 19/09/1979 38.0 5.8 0.222 

y-dir 

ITACA Umbria-Marche 1st shock 

363-099 

BVG 26/09/1997 24.9 5.7 0.372 

x-dir 

ITACA Umbria-Marche 2nd shock 

394-100 

RTI 26/09/1997 65.0 6.0 0.184 

y-dir 

ITACA App. Umbro-Marchigiano 
429-111 

BVG 06/10/1997 21.9 5.4 0.349 
x-dir 

ITACA Umbria-Marche 3rd shock 
482-118 

BVG 14/10/1997 23.8 5.6 0.359 
y-dir 

 

For each superstructure, accelerograms have been scaled in order to 

obtain the matching of the pseudo spectral acceleration with the one 
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proposed by the code [5] for a reference PGA of 0.35g (on rock), in 

correspondence of the fundamental period of the fixed base system. 

Results of the scaling procedure relevant to soil type D is depicted in 

Figure 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Response spectrum of the selected real accelerograms after scaling. 
 

4. Definition of LPMs and foundation input motions 

 

The kinematic interaction analysis and the soil-foundation imped-

ances are calculated with the BEM-FEM coupled model [4]. The non-

dimensional impedance functions obtained for the 2x2 and 3x3 verti-

cal piles groups configurations, are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, 

respectively. For a time-harmonic excitation, impedance functions de-

pend on the frequency of excitation  , and are usually written as 

ijijij ciakK 0 , where ijk  and ijc  are the frequency-dependent dy-

namic stiffness and damping coefficients respectively, while 
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scda /0   is the dimensionless frequency. Different colours are 

adopted to plot results from different s/d ratios; as expected, by in-

creasing the s/d ratio, a shift of the resonance peaks towards lower 

frequencies is obtained. Figure 6 shows the kinematic interaction fac-

tors of foundations, necessary to derive accelerations at the pile cap 

( gu , g ). 

 

 
 
Figure 4. Impedance functions of 2x2 vertical pile group foundations with different 

space ratios (s/d). 
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Figure 5. Impedance functions of 3x3 vertical pile group foundations with different 

space ratios (s/d). 

 

To properly compare the different LPMs, the same fitting range of 

0-10 Hz has been chosen for both the simplified and consistent LPMs. 

Furthermore, a third approach has been also considered to optimise 

parameters of the simplified LPM, reducing the fitting range to the 

one in which the best performance of the simple model is expected. 

As an example, Figure 7 shows the impedance functions fitting that 

corresponds to the 2x2 pile group with 7/ ds . In this particular 

case, the curves labelled with “consistent” and “simplified 1” refer to 
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LPMs calibrated to fit impedance functions in the frequency range 0-

10 Hz, while curve labelled with “simplified 2” refers to the simplified 

LPM calibrated to fit impedances in the frequency range 0-5 Hz.  

 

5. Results and discussion 
 

A total number of 672 SSI analyses have been performed consider-

ing the seven real records applied to the selected 24 superstructure-soil 

foundation systems in which both LMPs are adopted to simulate the 

frequency dependent soil-foundation compliance. The superstructure 

response of CB structures is obtained, considering different LPMs 

through the Newmark’s time-stepping integration method. The 

amount of applications includes the FB analysis and the SSI analyses 

performed in the spirit of the direct approach in the frequency domain. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Kinematic interaction factors of vertical pile group foundations with dif-

ferent layouts and space ratios (s/d). 
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Figure 7. Impedance functions fitting by the different LPM approaches, 2x2 

s/d=7 foundation case. 
 

Results of the latter applications are used as benchmark to assess 

the effectiveness of the LPMs and the significance of the SSI problem. 

As an example, Figure 8 shows, with reference to superstructure 3 

(with fundamental frequency 0.1nf  Hz) on the 2x2 pile group with 

7/ ds , typical results of the performed applications, namely the 

time history of the superstructure and foundation displacements.  
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Figure 8. Time history of superstructure 3 (fn=1.0 Hz) with 2x2 s/d=7 foundation 

case. 

 

For the sake of brevity, derived quantities such as piers stress re-

sultants, are not shown. The time history of the input accelerations al-

so shown for completeness (Figure 9). It can be observed, in agree-

ment with the fitting quality of impedance functions around the super-

structure fundamental frequency, that consistent and simplified 2 

models give much better results than the simplified 1 model. The de-
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pendence of the quality of the fitting in the frequency range close to 

the natural frequency of each superstructure will be shown in the se-

quel. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Time history of earthquake acceleration (top), and input accelerations at 

pile cap derived from soil-foundation kinematic interaction analysis. 

 

In order to quantify the effectiveness of the different LPMs to fit 

the soil-foundation impedance functions, and to guarantee a reliable 

prediction of the superstructure response, results of applications have 
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been post-processed to evaluate percentage errors of the superstructure 

and foundation displacements, assuming results obtained from anal-

yses performed in the spirit of the direct method (i.e. considering the 

real frequency-dependency of soil foundation impedances) as bench-

mark. 

 

5.1. Error measurement 

 

For each earthquake, the overall error evaluated over the entire 

earthquake duration is computed for each superstructure implementing 

the consistent and simplified LPMs, calibrated according to method-

ologies explained in the previous section (consistent, simplified 1 and 

simplified 2). The overall errors are evaluated according to the follow-

ing expressions: 
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(6) 

 

where j varies between the three LPM approaches (consistent, simpli-

fied 1, simplified 2), and N represents the number of time steps. 

The mean overall errors (i.e. resulting from the application of the 

seven earthquakes) are finally computed with reference to the three 

degrees of freedom of the system. 
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In order to compare the suitability of the two LPMs, calibrated ac-

cording to the three methodologies, Figure 10 shows the mean overall 

errors grouped in terms of superstructure natural periods, while Figure 

11 compares the same data in terms of foundation layouts. For a quick 

graphic comprehension of numerical data, a box-and-whisker diagram 

has been used. 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Error of the three LPMs approaches grouped in terms of superstructure 

natural periods. 

 

Despite consistent LPM was expected to perform better than the 

simplified 1 for all study cases, for some foundation layouts the sim-

plified LPM performs better. Concerning the simplified 2 LPM, de-

spite the model fits impedance functions in a narrower frequency 

range (Figure 7), this LPM has proven to be the one that gives smaller 

error values in all cases, even in foundations with higher values of s/d 

ratios characterized by resonance frequency ranges following at low 

frequency ranges.  
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Figure 11. Error of the three LPMs approaches grouped in terms of foundation lay-

outs. 
 

In tight foundation cases, i.e. lower values of s/d ratios of 2x2, the 

simplified 1 model gives a lower value of the error than consistent 

one. This can be explained by looking at the impedance functions rel-

evant to 3/ ds , shown in Figure 4 for the 0-10 Hz frequency range; 

since the shape of these functions is a straight line, the larger number 

of unneeded constants and hidden degrees of freedom requested by the 

fitting with the consistent LPM can be responsible for numerical noise 

alongside with a mathematical complication in the solving process of 

the system. 

As the foundations becomes wider (i.e. the s/d ratio increases), the 

rocking component of the impedance matrix increases significantly 

and two aspects occur whose effects may be overlapping: 

 all constants and internal degrees of freedom of the con-

sistent model becomes more important in the fitting process 

because the resonance frequency range enters more and 
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more in the 0-10 Hz fitting range. In this way, there is no 

unneeded constants in the system.  

 SSI becomes less significant (i.e. the system behaviour ap-

proaches the one of the fixed base system) and therefore the 

differences in the impedance functions of the foundation 

begin to be less relevant. This can be observed from Figure 

12 that shows the contribution of the three degrees of free-

dom of the superstructure to the maximum lateral displace-

ment of the bridge deck Du  considering all configurations. 

In the legend of Figure 12, pcdS hhhh   and 

fpcdF hhhhh  . By increasing the stiffness and 

damping of soil-foundation system, the contribution of the 

pile cap degrees of freedom to the bridge deck response is 

smaller so that the LPM capability of capturing the soil-

foundation impedance becomes less important. 

 

6. Conclusions 
 

In the framework of the substructure approach to solve SSI prob-

lems in the time domain, effects on the superstructure response result-

ing from the use of different LPMs to approximate the frequency-

dependent behaviour of the soil-foundation compliance, have been in-

vestigated in this paper. Consistent and simplified LPMs are consid-

ered and the linear response of single bridge piers founded on differ-

ent pile foundations is investigated evaluating the effectiveness of se-

lected LPMs in reproducing the actual response of the superstructure, 

evaluated through a direct approach in the frequency domain.  

The simplified LPM, calibrated to fit impedances in the range 0-10 

Hz, provides a reliable behaviour of bridge piers in cases with low s/d 

ratios. As this ratio increases, the simplified scheme shows its defi-

ciencies in capturing impedances trend within the whole frequency 

range. The simplified model is not able to capture resonance peaks of 

foundation impedances that, for higher values of s/d ratio, shift toward 

lower frequency. However, effectiveness of the simplified model im-

proves significantly if the fitting is done in the smaller frequency 
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range 0-4 Hz (i.e. within the frequency in which the best performance 

of the simple model is expected, considering trends of impedances). 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Contribution of the superstructure degrees of freedom to the maximum 

lateral displacement of the bridge deck uD. 
 

Results demonstrate that the most suited LPM depends on the prob-

lem to be solved. For the particular cases tackled in this work, single 

bridge piers with piles group foundations, the simplified LPM reveals 

sufficient to fit impedance functions and to obtain a reliable prediction 

of the superstructure response. For superstructures characterized by 

fundamental frequencies higher than 5 Hz, or in problems in which 

higher natural modes would be important, the simplified LPM might 

not be enough, especially for soil-foundation systems characterised by 
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impedance functions with articulated trends at low frequencies due to 

resonances.  
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MEASUREMENT OF THE FUNDAMENTAL PERIOD 

OF VIBRATION OF BUILDINGS THROUGH  

ENVIRONMENTAL MICROTREMORS ANALYSIS 

Francesco Stragapede 1 e Giovanni Leonasi 2 

 

 

Abstract 

The paper concerns the tests for the determination of the fundamen-

tal period of building structures for the evaluation of the risk of reso-

nance with the site frequencies and for the validation and evaluation 

of the planning of seismic improvement / adaptation works developed 

in the professional activities. 

The evaluation of the actual behaviour of the buildings, through the 

knowledge of its modal vibration characteristics, has a particular utili-

ty in the validation of quantitative models for the characterization of 

the dynamic behaviour of structures, the evaluation of performance 

under extreme dynamic conditions (seismic stresses) or local persis-

tent dynamic stress (vehicular traffic), detection of critical condition 

for start-up phase (ground / structure resonance), and detection of 

buildings damage. 

The surveys, developed with a specific protocol, are developed 

with direct reference to the academic experiences and are intended to 

overcome the limitations of experimental formulas, numerous in the 

bibliography, which have not been applied to the historical-

archaeological, ancient or not recently buildings. 

The use of surveys by recording environmental noise and effect on 

the buildings structure excludes the use of specific induced forces and 

avoids invasive operations or potential criticisms of the survey build-

ings. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The evaluation of the actual behavior of a building structure, 

through the knowledge of its modal vibration characteristics, has a 

particular utility in the validation of quantitative models for the char-

acterization of the dynamic behavior, the evaluation of performance 

under extreme dynamic conditions (seismic stresses) or local persis-

tent dynamic stress (vehicular traffic), detection of criticality condi-

tions for the start-up phase (site resonance), and of the presence of 

structural damage. 

Experiences carried out in the professional activities have support-

ed the resonance risk assessment with site frequency for residential 

buildings and structures relevant to civil protection, and the validation 

and / or verification of structural models for improvement and / or 

seismic adjustment. 

The demand for the determination of the fundamental period of vi-

bration of buildings relevant to civil protection activities, which is 

subject to seismic adaptation / improvement, is due to the established 

presence of structural damage that could be attributed to resonance ef-

fects and which were unexpected for the particular difference in the 

structural period compared to the site's own frequency. 

Often, the structural model for historical or ancient buildings calcu-

lates own periods that do not correspond to those determined by sim-

plified regulatory or bibliographical formulations: specific tests dy-

namic monitoring is therefore a necessary tool for calibrating and val-

idating the structural model of the system. 

The dynamic investigation and monitoring procedures carried out 

according to the quick tests, to determine the fundamental period of 

vibration of building structures, arises from the need to arrive to 

knowledge of some dynamic parameters identifying the structure, 

where there is the impossibility of interrupting the normal operational 

capabilities of many buildings and, in many cases, of the impossibility 

of diverting residents or guests. 

The experiences carried out according to the fast tests implemented 

find a positive response to the fundamental modal frequency, corre-

sponding to that of the largest period of the main modes of vibration 

of a more freestanding structure; in structurally less complex and taller 

buildings, a condition that allows the fast monitoring to several 
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quotes, information is also available on other vibrational vibrational 

modes, both torsional and rotational. 

 

2. Limitations of the bibliography formulations 

 

The fundamental period of vibration of a structure, on which the 

elastic response spectrum is based on the formulation 3.2.4 of the 

NTC2008, in the bibliographic references is mainly assessed by the 

approximate formulation contained in the same technical document in 

§ 7.3.5, which resumes the expression referenced in ATC3-06/78, 

 

 
 

where  H is the height of the study structure expressed in meters  

 is a coefficient that depends on the structural typology  

Ct is calibrated on vibration periods of the earthquake  

 

 and which is simplified in the formulation 

 

 
 

where  H is the height of the study structure expressed in meters,  

C1 depends on the structural typology and is valid 0.075 for frame 

buildings 

 

Dynamic stresses acting on a structure such as earthquake, wind, 

impact, cyclic loads, traveling in close proximity and any other direct 

action on the structure or transmitted to the foundation give rise to re-

sponses modeling requires more detail analysis, due to the deformabil-

ity and the applied stress; the fundamental period of vibration decreas-

es in the presence of tensile stress, increasing structural constraints 

and increasing the force of the forcing force and increases in the pres-

ence of compression stress and the growth of inertial masses. 

Using approximate formulas that allow to analyse with different 

perspective the determination of the very period of vibration of build-

ing structures becomes a first but not exhaustive need in the analysis 

of unknown systems, in the absence of different measurement tech-

niques. 
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Among the formulations found in the literature, the following are 

referred to: 

 

1) formula USCGS - proposed formulation based on the geometry 

of the building, reported for structures framed in DM LLPP 24.01.86 

 

 
 
where  H is the height of the building in meters, 

B is the length of the structure expressed in meters 

 

2) monography ASCE (American Society of Civil Engineers) 

providing correlated value between period, seismic coefficient height 

and length of building 

 

3) Circ.LLPP formulations no.22631-82, which relate to the height 

and maximum length of the building, differentiated according to type / 

structural behavior  

 

Masonry buildings      

 

buildings with backs in c.a.   

 

framed buildings     

 

steel-framed buildings    
 

 

where  H is the height of the building in meters 

B is the length of the structure expressed in meters 

 

4) Arias-Musid formula - Proposed formulation based on the rela-

tionship between height of the building and wall density  
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where  H is the height of the building in meters 

 

5) G.W.Housner's formula, proposed formulation based on the 

number of plans of the study structure 

 

 
 

where  N is the number of floors in the building 

 

6) formula OPCM 20.03.03 and NCT2008, proposed formulation 

for buildings of height less than m 40, with mass regularly distributed 

in height, where the structural response of the building is taken into 

account through a coefficient C1 

 

 
 

where  H is the height of the building in meters 

 

7) formulations of Crowley et al and Ricci et al. - such formula-

tions are determined as a regression of distinct experimental data for 

elastic behavior and plastic behavior of buffered structures 

 

 
(Crowley's formulations) 

 
(formulations by Ricci et al.) 
 

where  H is the height of the building in meters 

  N is the floor plan number of the study structure 
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8) formulation from Lunedei et al - 2014; The formulation is pro-

posed on the basis of an experimental collection of measurements on 

the towers of San Gimignano (SI), conducted by recording of envi-

ronmental vibrations, correlated with results obtained for "slim struc-

tures" of other buildings characterized by different construction tech-

niques and different epochs 

 

 
 

where  h is the height of the building in meters 

  CT is experimentally determined at sec/m 0.0144 

 

9) Goel and Chopra proposed formulation based on experimental 

collection of measurements on high-rise buildings (1997) 

 

 
 

where  H is the height of the building in meters 

 

10) Hong and Hwang, proposed formulation based on experimental 

collection of measurements carried out at seismic events of medium 

intensity  

 
 

where  H is the height of the building in meters 

 

11) Di Tommaso et al. proposed wording based on analysis on 

structures of different types subject to different levels of damage on 

observations carried out in response to the earthquake de L'Aquila 

2009 (2009) 

 

 
 

where  H is the height expressed in meters  

 is a parameter proportional to the level of damage reached and 

varies between 0.016 and 0.028 
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12) Castellana and Faccioli formulations proposed on the basis of 

the structural typology of the building and in relation to its height and 

planimetric dimensions (2000) 

 

 
for reinforced concrete structures 

 

 
for masonry structures 

 
where  H is the height of the structure expressed in meters  

  B is the width of the structure expressed in meters 

  C2 e C3 are coefficients of form  

 

A numerical application of such reports on a residential refer-

ence building, with adequate structural regularity and used as a test, 

of height m 9 (planes 3) and quadrangular plant with side m 20, 

calculates a characteristic period with a very low data confidence. 
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Figure 1. Determination of the foundamental frequency of the referebce struc-

ture through the formulas indicated for the type of test building 

 

Such data dispersion is presumed to be dependent on the con-

dition of analysis that does not fully reflect the contribution of the 

constraints caused by the tampons and the consequent stiffening of 

the structural behavior of the building, which shift the characteristic 
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period to lower values; for existing buildings and more ancient 

costruction, the introduction of exemplifying parameters resulting 

from the intrinsic limits of the characterization and dynamic behavior 

of the masonry generally lead to overestimating the period of the 

buildings themselves and thus to undertake seismic improvements in-

adequate to the performance required for the structure. 

The experimental relationships that are meant to take into account 

the structural typology, such as those proposed in an article by 

M.Ercolino et al. 

 

For "bare structures" depending on their height 

 

 
 

where  H is the height of the structure expressed in meters  

 

For “buffered structures” depending on their height and size in the 

plant only lend themselves to structurally regular buildings. 

 

 
 

where  H is the height of the structure expressed in meters  

  L is the size of the structure expressed in meters 

 

The observations made on the compliance of the experimental for-

mulations with the effective evaluation of the structural dynamic re-

sponse of a building therefore have a low "tout court" application of 

the formulations, often pointing to an overestimation of the exact pe-

riod of the structures compared to the one specifically measured, and 

in any case an inadequacy to define the exact period of structures with 

sufficient reliability. 

 

3. Explanatory requirements of simplified and fast tests 

 

In presence of well-defined measurement protocols in the sector 

studies, which examine the building's spectral signature through syn-

chronous measurements in the presence of specific forwards with pro-

grammable frequency, the choice to proceed with simplified and 
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quickly methodologies was necessary for the numerous operational 

constraints. 

The simplified and fast methodologies sought to measure the own 

period of the structures, renouncing the possibility of acquiring data 

on the modal shapes of vibration of buildings, arise from the need to 

acquire information on manufactured for which it was not possible to 

proceed with measurements that they needed specific forts, for which 

it was not possible to move away from operators, guests or residents 

and where it was necessary to proceed in relatively short time, in spe-

cific time windows, not to cause interruption or conditioning of activi-

ties implemented in buildings, and for which the use of experimental 

relationships was in fact ineffective. 

The buildings for which the fundamental vibration period was 

measured were consisted of school, municipal buildings and hospitals 

for which information was needed for seismic improvement / seismic 

improvements and verification of possible resonance condition with 

the frequency of site. 

For the implementation problems of the acquisition, a simplified 

and fast measurement procedure was prepared which provided for pa-

rameter analysis with the following operating specifications: 

- use of natural environmental forces in the context of the dy-

namic excitation of the structure, avoiding the access and the size of 

machines and instrumentation (e.g. vibrating machine); 

- recording effects on non-interconnected discrete points, thus 

avoid interrupting areas of the building or affecting internal activities 

with synchronization links or cables; 

- determination of time windows for recording the dynamic re-

sponse of the structure to ordinary stresses that would minimize the 

activity in the building and exclude the need for conditioning on local 

activities. 

In the absence of an concrete and effective possibility of recording 

synchronization, either because of the impossibility of connecting the 

various measurement positions with tangible connection elements or 

the use of wireline systems or access to GPS systems, often not reach-

able by the internal measurement, it is envisaged the exclusive use of 

a procedure with asynchronous recordings. 
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4. Simplified and fast test vibration procedure 

 

The methodology for measuring the dynamic behavior of structures 

for determining the fundamental period of the building, despite lack-

ing information on modal vibration shapes, involves checking the re-

sponse by recording the construction behavior at external dynamic 

stresses transmitted in the foundation. 

The mode of measurement takes into account that the study geome-

try and structural system, even if it is solicited by a single-frequency 

forcing, will exhibit a behavior that takes into account all the modes of 

vibration, which makes it possible to exploit any type of stress dynam-

ical to study, through vibrometric recording, the behavior of the struc-

ture as a whole. 

To highlight the structural behavior and the effect of amplification 

of the vibration induced in the foundation, which is determined in cor-

respondence of the resonance frequencies and in relation to the char-

acteristics of foundations of the building, are carried out: 

a) measurements on the same vertical on the different skyscrapers 

of the structure, to be identified at the nodes of the building 

b) measurements on different verticals, in relation to the structural 

complexity of the building and its planimetry 

c) measurements on the three directions of the space, the horizontal 

ones aligned with the axis of the study structure 

d) measurement at "foundation plan" or outside the building, with 

which to relate readings to other locations 

Dynamic characterization recordings are conducted by analyzing 

environmental vibrations and microtremors and those induced on con-

struction by ordinary stresses, in conjunction with the activities nor-

mally performed in the building. 

In the cases treated, preliminary verification of the structural com-

plexity of the building was carried out and, in some cases, two differ-

ent verticals were identified for the positioning of the recording 

equipment; the positioning of a further top-down point in the center of 

the structure (center of the masses that has been exemplified locally at 

the geometric center of the building) allows to evaluate rotational fre-

quencies. 

The acquisitions were conducted using the GEOBOX of Sara Elec-

tronic Instruments - Perugia, equipped with a 24-bit capture system 

with the following technical features, with the following characteris-
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tics and a speed sensors oriented at a frequency of 2.0 Hz, with the 

following characteristics connected to a portable PC through which 

the capture specifications were set up and the data saved. 

The recordings were conducted in asynchronous mode, a condition 

that allows to obtain information on modal torsion frequencies and, in 

some acquisition configurations, of rotational ones, giving up the pos-

sibility of determining modal vibration forms that would have led to 

more measurements complex and limiting use of the building. 

 
Figure 2.a Simplified chart of detection positions taken in study buildings 

 

Table 1. GEOBOX technical data sheet - Sara Electronic Instruments - Perugia 

and the specifications of the DIGITALIZER SR04 system used in the reliefs. 
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The length of the recordings was determined in relation to the na-

ture and persistence of natural forcing, the accessible position of the 

measures, while maintaining the regular usability of the building. 

The data analysis was done by processing the data with opensource 

Geopsy software and examining the spectral amplitude of the various 

vibrational components in relation to the different recording locations. 

The analysis of the increase in the amplitude of the vibrational 

components from the lowest measuring stations to the higher ones and 

the onset of displacements on the perimeter of the structure and not 

visible in the center, thus allow to recognize the principal torsional 

and rotating vibrational modes of the study structures, also evaluated 

by relative amplitude variation with asynchronous measurements. 

The comparison between the typical average frequency of the main 

torsional mode of the building with site frequency also allows to veri-

fy the possible occurrence of potential resonance conditions between a 

transient in the soil and the structural response of the building. 

 
Table 2. GEOBOX datasheet - Sara Electronic Instruments – Perugia 

specifications of the SS20 speed sensors used in the reliefs 

 

 
 

5. Tests of determining the foundamental frequencies of the  

buildings 

 

The proposed dynamic characterization cases are related to struc-

turally different constructions, buildings of different typology and use 

destination and complex variables. 
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5.1. Residential building 

 

This building, regular in plan, develops on 3 floors with raised 

ground floor and attic floor, for a total height of m 12; the structure 

was realized in the 60s and 70s, with subsequent reinforced concrete 

and masonry support; no.3 units are arranged on separate floors and 

connected by a central staircase to the structure; has quadrangular 

plant of dimension of m 11 x m 15. 

The reliefs were made on a single vertical, on each floor at the edg-

es of the building accessible to the measurements (in relation to the 

location of the furniture and the non-removable appliances), to the top 

center and to the outside, for registering the site's own frequency, by 

which to normalize the homologous components acquired on the 

building. 

The vibrational components on the "X" direction, normal to one of 

the prospects, and the components on the Y-conjugated direction, 

show the structure's own frequency as the peak value of the normal-

ized component to that of the ground (or the lower plane), which has a 

progressive increase in amplitude with the recording quota. 

 

  
Figure 3. Detection of instrument positions on the aerial photo and on the 

prospect 
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Figure 4. Photos of some instrumental station. 
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Figure 5.vibration components to the different standardized recording plans 

with ground acquisition recording on conjugated horizontal directions 

  

The fundamental period of the structure, as a reciprocal value of the 

frequency, is determined in 0.18 ± 0.10 sec, a value very different 

from that determined by the simplified relations proposed by the 

NTC2008, which for this structure propose a value between 0.30 sec 

and 0.40 sec. This observation detects a structural performance of the 

building at extreme dynamic stresses (earthquake), inadequate to the 

one required at the structural design stage, where is calculated for the 

period of time calculated by the experimental formulation. 

The vibrational recording carried out at the center of the building's 

height, relative to that carried at the edge of the same plane, allows to 

evaluate the first rotational component of the building at the time of 

0.11 ± 0.15 sec. 
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Figure 6. Vibrating components at the top center of the building normalized with 

corresponding to the edge of the same plane recording on the conjugated directions 

 

5.2. School building 

 

This building, irregular in plant, is placed in the urban historical 

urban fabric and is composed by different structures with different ge-

ometry and edifying times, somewhat discriminating in two distinct 

complexes; it develops on n.3 floors, beyond the ground floor, and is 
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partially affected by seismic improvement interventions, which are 

expected to be completed for some portions not affected by any reno-

vation works.  

Tests operations are required at the stage of use of the building, and 

therefore in conjunction with didactic activities, which do not provide 

for interruption; the presence of permanent guests in the facility ex-

cludes the possibility of surveys with specific protocols even at night 

hours. 

The surveys were carried out on two vertical, on each floor at the 

edges of the building accessible to the measurements (in relation to 

the location of the furniture and the unmovable services), and to the 

central top of the building; the recording used to standardize the am-

plitude of the vibrational components was performed, with no other 

possibility, at the level of the ground floor in the same building. 

The vibrational components on the "X" direction, normal to one of 

the prospects, and the components on the Y-conjugated direction, 

highlight separate frequencies for the same building, on the different 

structural types of the building: 

 

  
Figure 7. Detection of instrument positioning positions - plan floor plan and 

main floor plan of the building 
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Vertical n.1                                              Vertical n.2 

Figure 8. Vibration components to the different horizontal adjustment planes 

“X” normalized with ground level acquisition – vertical n.1 and n.2 of detection. 
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Vertical n.1                                              Vertical n.2 

Figure 9. vibration components to the different horizontal adjustment planes 

“Y” normalized with ground level acquisition – vertical n.1 and n.2 of detection 

 

The spikes in the amplitude of the vibrational components, which 

increase with the height of the recording station, are easily detectable 

even if the building is intertwined in an urban historical fabric, in 

which contiguous buildings have structural constraints with the study 

of not always definite nature and efficiency.  

 

5.3."Tower" civil building 

 

     
Figure 10. location of instrumental location 
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Figure 11. Vibrational at the different recording levels normalized with the ac-

quisition of the spatial recording on the conjugated horizontal directions 

 

This building is a 13-storey structure, overlaid with raised floors, 

built in 80's, with planimetric dimensions of m 10 x m 10, to which 

the condom scale is tied and bound.  
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The reliefs were carried out at the base and top, on the same verti-

cal; the recording used to standardize the magnitude of the vibrational 

components on the horizontal directions was performed on the ground 

at a distance of about m 50 from the foundation of the building. 

The vibrational components on the direction "X", normal to one of 

the prospects, and the components on the conjugated direction "Y", 

show their own frequencies consistent with each other, as expected, 

with a second peak to correlate to the presence of the stair ramp asso-

ciated with the structure. 

The amplitude of the vibrational component normalized to the 

summit, in order to be able to compare it graphically with that relative 

to the recording on the raised floor, was reduced by two orders of 

magnitude, and registers fundamental characteristic periods of values 

0.78± 0.10 sec and 0.59± 0.10 sec. 

 

5.4. “Tower of Barbarossa” 

 

This building consists of one of the towers of the Castle of Ser-

ravalle Pistoiese (PT) and in particular of that longobard tower called 

"of Barbarossa", of the overall height of m 42, which has three floors, 

of which one by one more than m 7 in height from the foundation base 

and the further to the top, with a free height of more than m 30 and a 

quadrangular plant of dimension m 7 x m 7 

The tests were carried out on the raised floor and on the top, on the 

same vertical; the recording used to standardize the amplitude of the 

vibrational components in the horizontal directions was performed at 

the ground at the tower foundation.  

 

  
Figure 12. Detection of instrument location on aerial photo and general 

picture the city’s capital. 
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The vibrational components on the direction “X ", normal to one of 

the prospects, and the components on the conjugated direction " Y ", 

show their own frequencies consistent with each other.  

The fundamental characteristic period the tower structure is 0.63 ± 

0.10 sec, and in this case excludes potential resonance conditions with 

that of site. 
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Figure 13. Vibrational components to the different recording planes normalized 

with the acquisition of the spatial recording on the horizontal directions conjugated. 
 

6. Conclusions   

 

The professional experiences for the definition of elastic properties 

of structures, with particular reference to the determination of the 

fudamental period of buildings vibration, and aimed at verifying the 

characterization interventions to support seismic improvement / adap-

tation, the resilience assessment of persistent dynamic stresses, and 

the detection of criticality conditions for site resonance resonance ver-

ify that the use of the experimental formulations proposed in the lit-

erature does not allow sufficiently reliable determinations.  

Direct measurement, also by simplified and fast procedures such as 

those illustrated, still allows the identification of the fundamental vi-

bration period of the study structure, with adequate detail that needed 

for assessments on the performance response of the building to the de-

sign requirements.  

The direct determination and measurement of the fundamental vi-

bration period of buildings allows the use of experimental biblio-

graphic reports for which it is possible to validate the use for addition-

al information that simplified direct relief does not allow access.  

Tests with simplified and fast methodology, while presenting ex-

tensive limitations on tough structures or structural complexity and al-

lowing for the acquisition of information content related to the vibra-

tional impression of structures limited to fundamental vibration behav-
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ior, certainly have an unquestionable preliminary characterization tool, 

which has limited executive commitments and performance conditions 

that are compatible even with buildings of non-easy conditioning. 
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OF VIBRATION OF BUILDINGS THROUGH  

ENVIRONMENTAL MICROTREMORS ANALYSIS 
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Abstract 

The paper concerns the tests for the determination of the fundamen-

tal period of building structures for the evaluation of the risk of reso-

nance with the site frequencies and for the validation and evaluation 

of the planning of seismic improvement / adaptation works developed 

in the professional activities. 

The evaluation of the actual behaviour of the buildings, through the 

knowledge of its modal vibration characteristics, has a particular utili-

ty in the validation of quantitative models for the characterization of 

the dynamic behaviour of structures, the evaluation of performance 

under extreme dynamic conditions (seismic stresses) or local persis-

tent dynamic stress (vehicular traffic), detection of critical condition 

for start-up phase (ground / structure resonance), and detection of 

buildings damage. 

The surveys, developed with a specific protocol, are developed 

with direct reference to the academic experiences and are intended to 

overcome the limitations of experimental formulas, numerous in the 

bibliography, which have not been applied to the historical-

archaeological, ancient or not recently buildings. 

The use of surveys by recording environmental noise and effect on 

the buildings structure excludes the use of specific induced forces and 

avoids invasive operations or potential criticisms of the survey build-

ings. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The evaluation of the actual behavior of a building structure, 

through the knowledge of its modal vibration characteristics, has a 

particular utility in the validation of quantitative models for the char-

acterization of the dynamic behavior, the evaluation of performance 

under extreme dynamic conditions (seismic stresses) or local persis-

tent dynamic stress (vehicular traffic), detection of criticality condi-

tions for the start-up phase (site resonance), and of the presence of 

structural damage. 

Experiences carried out in the professional activities have support-

ed the resonance risk assessment with site frequency for residential 

buildings and structures relevant to civil protection, and the validation 

and / or verification of structural models for improvement and / or 

seismic adjustment. 

The demand for the determination of the fundamental period of vi-

bration of buildings relevant to civil protection activities, which is 

subject to seismic adaptation / improvement, is due to the established 

presence of structural damage that could be attributed to resonance ef-

fects and which were unexpected for the particular difference in the 

structural period compared to the site's own frequency. 

Often, the structural model for historical or ancient buildings calcu-

lates own periods that do not correspond to those determined by sim-

plified regulatory or bibliographical formulations: specific tests dy-

namic monitoring is therefore a necessary tool for calibrating and val-

idating the structural model of the system. 

The dynamic investigation and monitoring procedures carried out 

according to the quick tests, to determine the fundamental period of 

vibration of building structures, arises from the need to arrive to 

knowledge of some dynamic parameters identifying the structure, 

where there is the impossibility of interrupting the normal operational 

capabilities of many buildings and, in many cases, of the impossibility 

of diverting residents or guests. 

The experiences carried out according to the fast tests implemented 

find a positive response to the fundamental modal frequency, corre-

sponding to that of the largest period of the main modes of vibration 

of a more freestanding structure; in structurally less complex and taller 

buildings, a condition that allows the fast monitoring to several 
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quotes, information is also available on other vibrational vibrational 

modes, both torsional and rotational. 

 

2. Limitations of the bibliography formulations 

 

The fundamental period of vibration of a structure, on which the 

elastic response spectrum is based on the formulation 3.2.4 of the 

NTC2008, in the bibliographic references is mainly assessed by the 

approximate formulation contained in the same technical document in 

§ 7.3.5, which resumes the expression referenced in ATC3-06/78, 

 

 
 

where  H is the height of the study structure expressed in meters  

 is a coefficient that depends on the structural typology  

Ct is calibrated on vibration periods of the earthquake  

 

 and which is simplified in the formulation 

 

 
 

where  H is the height of the study structure expressed in meters,  

C1 depends on the structural typology and is valid 0.075 for frame 

buildings 

 

Dynamic stresses acting on a structure such as earthquake, wind, 

impact, cyclic loads, traveling in close proximity and any other direct 

action on the structure or transmitted to the foundation give rise to re-

sponses modeling requires more detail analysis, due to the deformabil-

ity and the applied stress; the fundamental period of vibration decreas-

es in the presence of tensile stress, increasing structural constraints 

and increasing the force of the forcing force and increases in the pres-

ence of compression stress and the growth of inertial masses. 

Using approximate formulas that allow to analyse with different 

perspective the determination of the very period of vibration of build-

ing structures becomes a first but not exhaustive need in the analysis 

of unknown systems, in the absence of different measurement tech-

niques. 
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Among the formulations found in the literature, the following are 

referred to: 

 

1) formula USCGS - proposed formulation based on the geometry 

of the building, reported for structures framed in DM LLPP 24.01.86 

 

 
 
where  H is the height of the building in meters, 

B is the length of the structure expressed in meters 

 

2) monography ASCE (American Society of Civil Engineers) 

providing correlated value between period, seismic coefficient height 

and length of building 

 

3) Circ.LLPP formulations no.22631-82, which relate to the height 

and maximum length of the building, differentiated according to type / 

structural behavior  

 

Masonry buildings      

 

buildings with backs in c.a.   

 

framed buildings     

 

steel-framed buildings    
 

 

where  H is the height of the building in meters 

B is the length of the structure expressed in meters 

 

4) Arias-Musid formula - Proposed formulation based on the rela-

tionship between height of the building and wall density  
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where  H is the height of the building in meters 

 

5) G.W.Housner's formula, proposed formulation based on the 

number of plans of the study structure 

 

 
 

where  N is the number of floors in the building 

 

6) formula OPCM 20.03.03 and NCT2008, proposed formulation 

for buildings of height less than m 40, with mass regularly distributed 

in height, where the structural response of the building is taken into 

account through a coefficient C1 

 

 
 

where  H is the height of the building in meters 

 

7) formulations of Crowley et al and Ricci et al. - such formula-

tions are determined as a regression of distinct experimental data for 

elastic behavior and plastic behavior of buffered structures 

 

 
(Crowley's formulations) 

 
(formulations by Ricci et al.) 
 

where  H is the height of the building in meters 

  N is the floor plan number of the study structure 
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8) formulation from Lunedei et al - 2014; The formulation is pro-

posed on the basis of an experimental collection of measurements on 

the towers of San Gimignano (SI), conducted by recording of envi-

ronmental vibrations, correlated with results obtained for "slim struc-

tures" of other buildings characterized by different construction tech-

niques and different epochs 

 

 
 

where  h is the height of the building in meters 

  CT is experimentally determined at sec/m 0.0144 

 

9) Goel and Chopra proposed formulation based on experimental 

collection of measurements on high-rise buildings (1997) 

 

 
 

where  H is the height of the building in meters 

 

10) Hong and Hwang, proposed formulation based on experimental 

collection of measurements carried out at seismic events of medium 

intensity  

 
 

where  H is the height of the building in meters 

 

11) Di Tommaso et al. proposed wording based on analysis on 

structures of different types subject to different levels of damage on 

observations carried out in response to the earthquake de L'Aquila 

2009 (2009) 

 

 
 

where  H is the height expressed in meters  

 is a parameter proportional to the level of damage reached and 

varies between 0.016 and 0.028 
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12) Castellana and Faccioli formulations proposed on the basis of 

the structural typology of the building and in relation to its height and 

planimetric dimensions (2000) 

 

 
for reinforced concrete structures 

 

 
for masonry structures 

 
where  H is the height of the structure expressed in meters  

  B is the width of the structure expressed in meters 

  C2 e C3 are coefficients of form  

 

A numerical application of such reports on a residential refer-

ence building, with adequate structural regularity and used as a test, 

of height m 9 (planes 3) and quadrangular plant with side m 20, 

calculates a characteristic period with a very low data confidence. 
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Figure 1. Determination of the foundamental frequency of the referebce struc-

ture through the formulas indicated for the type of test building 

 

Such data dispersion is presumed to be dependent on the con-

dition of analysis that does not fully reflect the contribution of the 

constraints caused by the tampons and the consequent stiffening of 

the structural behavior of the building, which shift the characteristic 
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period to lower values; for existing buildings and more ancient 

costruction, the introduction of exemplifying parameters resulting 

from the intrinsic limits of the characterization and dynamic behavior 

of the masonry generally lead to overestimating the period of the 

buildings themselves and thus to undertake seismic improvements in-

adequate to the performance required for the structure. 

The experimental relationships that are meant to take into account 

the structural typology, such as those proposed in an article by 

M.Ercolino et al. 

 

For "bare structures" depending on their height 

 

 
 

where  H is the height of the structure expressed in meters  

 

For “buffered structures” depending on their height and size in the 

plant only lend themselves to structurally regular buildings. 

 

 
 

where  H is the height of the structure expressed in meters  

  L is the size of the structure expressed in meters 

 

The observations made on the compliance of the experimental for-

mulations with the effective evaluation of the structural dynamic re-

sponse of a building therefore have a low "tout court" application of 

the formulations, often pointing to an overestimation of the exact pe-

riod of the structures compared to the one specifically measured, and 

in any case an inadequacy to define the exact period of structures with 

sufficient reliability. 

 

3. Explanatory requirements of simplified and fast tests 

 

In presence of well-defined measurement protocols in the sector 

studies, which examine the building's spectral signature through syn-

chronous measurements in the presence of specific forwards with pro-

grammable frequency, the choice to proceed with simplified and 
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quickly methodologies was necessary for the numerous operational 

constraints. 

The simplified and fast methodologies sought to measure the own 

period of the structures, renouncing the possibility of acquiring data 

on the modal shapes of vibration of buildings, arise from the need to 

acquire information on manufactured for which it was not possible to 

proceed with measurements that they needed specific forts, for which 

it was not possible to move away from operators, guests or residents 

and where it was necessary to proceed in relatively short time, in spe-

cific time windows, not to cause interruption or conditioning of activi-

ties implemented in buildings, and for which the use of experimental 

relationships was in fact ineffective. 

The buildings for which the fundamental vibration period was 

measured were consisted of school, municipal buildings and hospitals 

for which information was needed for seismic improvement / seismic 

improvements and verification of possible resonance condition with 

the frequency of site. 

For the implementation problems of the acquisition, a simplified 

and fast measurement procedure was prepared which provided for pa-

rameter analysis with the following operating specifications: 

- use of natural environmental forces in the context of the dy-

namic excitation of the structure, avoiding the access and the size of 

machines and instrumentation (e.g. vibrating machine); 

- recording effects on non-interconnected discrete points, thus 

avoid interrupting areas of the building or affecting internal activities 

with synchronization links or cables; 

- determination of time windows for recording the dynamic re-

sponse of the structure to ordinary stresses that would minimize the 

activity in the building and exclude the need for conditioning on local 

activities. 

In the absence of an concrete and effective possibility of recording 

synchronization, either because of the impossibility of connecting the 

various measurement positions with tangible connection elements or 

the use of wireline systems or access to GPS systems, often not reach-

able by the internal measurement, it is envisaged the exclusive use of 

a procedure with asynchronous recordings. 
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4. Simplified and fast test vibration procedure 

 

The methodology for measuring the dynamic behavior of structures 

for determining the fundamental period of the building, despite lack-

ing information on modal vibration shapes, involves checking the re-

sponse by recording the construction behavior at external dynamic 

stresses transmitted in the foundation. 

The mode of measurement takes into account that the study geome-

try and structural system, even if it is solicited by a single-frequency 

forcing, will exhibit a behavior that takes into account all the modes of 

vibration, which makes it possible to exploit any type of stress dynam-

ical to study, through vibrometric recording, the behavior of the struc-

ture as a whole. 

To highlight the structural behavior and the effect of amplification 

of the vibration induced in the foundation, which is determined in cor-

respondence of the resonance frequencies and in relation to the char-

acteristics of foundations of the building, are carried out: 

a) measurements on the same vertical on the different skyscrapers 

of the structure, to be identified at the nodes of the building 

b) measurements on different verticals, in relation to the structural 

complexity of the building and its planimetry 

c) measurements on the three directions of the space, the horizontal 

ones aligned with the axis of the study structure 

d) measurement at "foundation plan" or outside the building, with 

which to relate readings to other locations 

Dynamic characterization recordings are conducted by analyzing 

environmental vibrations and microtremors and those induced on con-

struction by ordinary stresses, in conjunction with the activities nor-

mally performed in the building. 

In the cases treated, preliminary verification of the structural com-

plexity of the building was carried out and, in some cases, two differ-

ent verticals were identified for the positioning of the recording 

equipment; the positioning of a further top-down point in the center of 

the structure (center of the masses that has been exemplified locally at 

the geometric center of the building) allows to evaluate rotational fre-

quencies. 

The acquisitions were conducted using the GEOBOX of Sara Elec-

tronic Instruments - Perugia, equipped with a 24-bit capture system 

with the following technical features, with the following characteris-
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tics and a speed sensors oriented at a frequency of 2.0 Hz, with the 

following characteristics connected to a portable PC through which 

the capture specifications were set up and the data saved. 

The recordings were conducted in asynchronous mode, a condition 

that allows to obtain information on modal torsion frequencies and, in 

some acquisition configurations, of rotational ones, giving up the pos-

sibility of determining modal vibration forms that would have led to 

more measurements complex and limiting use of the building. 

 
Figure 2.a Simplified chart of detection positions taken in study buildings 

 

Table 1. GEOBOX technical data sheet - Sara Electronic Instruments - Perugia 

and the specifications of the DIGITALIZER SR04 system used in the reliefs. 
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The length of the recordings was determined in relation to the na-

ture and persistence of natural forcing, the accessible position of the 

measures, while maintaining the regular usability of the building. 

The data analysis was done by processing the data with opensource 

Geopsy software and examining the spectral amplitude of the various 

vibrational components in relation to the different recording locations. 

The analysis of the increase in the amplitude of the vibrational 

components from the lowest measuring stations to the higher ones and 

the onset of displacements on the perimeter of the structure and not 

visible in the center, thus allow to recognize the principal torsional 

and rotating vibrational modes of the study structures, also evaluated 

by relative amplitude variation with asynchronous measurements. 

The comparison between the typical average frequency of the main 

torsional mode of the building with site frequency also allows to veri-

fy the possible occurrence of potential resonance conditions between a 

transient in the soil and the structural response of the building. 

 
Table 2. GEOBOX datasheet - Sara Electronic Instruments – Perugia 

specifications of the SS20 speed sensors used in the reliefs 

 

 
 

5. Tests of determining the foundamental frequencies of the  

buildings 

 

The proposed dynamic characterization cases are related to struc-

turally different constructions, buildings of different typology and use 

destination and complex variables. 
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5.1. Residential building 

 

This building, regular in plan, develops on 3 floors with raised 

ground floor and attic floor, for a total height of m 12; the structure 

was realized in the 60s and 70s, with subsequent reinforced concrete 

and masonry support; no.3 units are arranged on separate floors and 

connected by a central staircase to the structure; has quadrangular 

plant of dimension of m 11 x m 15. 

The reliefs were made on a single vertical, on each floor at the edg-

es of the building accessible to the measurements (in relation to the 

location of the furniture and the non-removable appliances), to the top 

center and to the outside, for registering the site's own frequency, by 

which to normalize the homologous components acquired on the 

building. 

The vibrational components on the "X" direction, normal to one of 

the prospects, and the components on the Y-conjugated direction, 

show the structure's own frequency as the peak value of the normal-

ized component to that of the ground (or the lower plane), which has a 

progressive increase in amplitude with the recording quota. 

 

  
Figure 3. Detection of instrument positions on the aerial photo and on the 

prospect 
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Figure 4. Photos of some instrumental station. 
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Figure 5.vibration components to the different standardized recording plans 

with ground acquisition recording on conjugated horizontal directions 

  

The fundamental period of the structure, as a reciprocal value of the 

frequency, is determined in 0.18 ± 0.10 sec, a value very different 

from that determined by the simplified relations proposed by the 

NTC2008, which for this structure propose a value between 0.30 sec 

and 0.40 sec. This observation detects a structural performance of the 

building at extreme dynamic stresses (earthquake), inadequate to the 

one required at the structural design stage, where is calculated for the 

period of time calculated by the experimental formulation. 

The vibrational recording carried out at the center of the building's 

height, relative to that carried at the edge of the same plane, allows to 

evaluate the first rotational component of the building at the time of 

0.11 ± 0.15 sec. 
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Figure 6. Vibrating components at the top center of the building normalized with 

corresponding to the edge of the same plane recording on the conjugated directions 

 

5.2. School building 

 

This building, irregular in plant, is placed in the urban historical 

urban fabric and is composed by different structures with different ge-

ometry and edifying times, somewhat discriminating in two distinct 

complexes; it develops on n.3 floors, beyond the ground floor, and is 
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partially affected by seismic improvement interventions, which are 

expected to be completed for some portions not affected by any reno-

vation works.  

Tests operations are required at the stage of use of the building, and 

therefore in conjunction with didactic activities, which do not provide 

for interruption; the presence of permanent guests in the facility ex-

cludes the possibility of surveys with specific protocols even at night 

hours. 

The surveys were carried out on two vertical, on each floor at the 

edges of the building accessible to the measurements (in relation to 

the location of the furniture and the unmovable services), and to the 

central top of the building; the recording used to standardize the am-

plitude of the vibrational components was performed, with no other 

possibility, at the level of the ground floor in the same building. 

The vibrational components on the "X" direction, normal to one of 

the prospects, and the components on the Y-conjugated direction, 

highlight separate frequencies for the same building, on the different 

structural types of the building: 

 

  
Figure 7. Detection of instrument positioning positions - plan floor plan and 

main floor plan of the building 
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Vertical n.1                                              Vertical n.2 

Figure 8. Vibration components to the different horizontal adjustment planes 

“X” normalized with ground level acquisition – vertical n.1 and n.2 of detection. 
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Vertical n.1                                              Vertical n.2 

Figure 9. vibration components to the different horizontal adjustment planes 

“Y” normalized with ground level acquisition – vertical n.1 and n.2 of detection 

 

The spikes in the amplitude of the vibrational components, which 

increase with the height of the recording station, are easily detectable 

even if the building is intertwined in an urban historical fabric, in 

which contiguous buildings have structural constraints with the study 

of not always definite nature and efficiency.  

 

5.3."Tower" civil building 

 

     
Figure 10. location of instrumental location 
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Figure 11. Vibrational at the different recording levels normalized with the ac-

quisition of the spatial recording on the conjugated horizontal directions 

 

This building is a 13-storey structure, overlaid with raised floors, 

built in 80's, with planimetric dimensions of m 10 x m 10, to which 

the condom scale is tied and bound.  
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The reliefs were carried out at the base and top, on the same verti-

cal; the recording used to standardize the magnitude of the vibrational 

components on the horizontal directions was performed on the ground 

at a distance of about m 50 from the foundation of the building. 

The vibrational components on the direction "X", normal to one of 

the prospects, and the components on the conjugated direction "Y", 

show their own frequencies consistent with each other, as expected, 

with a second peak to correlate to the presence of the stair ramp asso-

ciated with the structure. 

The amplitude of the vibrational component normalized to the 

summit, in order to be able to compare it graphically with that relative 

to the recording on the raised floor, was reduced by two orders of 

magnitude, and registers fundamental characteristic periods of values 

0.78± 0.10 sec and 0.59± 0.10 sec. 

 

5.4. “Tower of Barbarossa” 

 

This building consists of one of the towers of the Castle of Ser-

ravalle Pistoiese (PT) and in particular of that longobard tower called 

"of Barbarossa", of the overall height of m 42, which has three floors, 

of which one by one more than m 7 in height from the foundation base 

and the further to the top, with a free height of more than m 30 and a 

quadrangular plant of dimension m 7 x m 7 

The tests were carried out on the raised floor and on the top, on the 

same vertical; the recording used to standardize the amplitude of the 

vibrational components in the horizontal directions was performed at 

the ground at the tower foundation.  

 

  
Figure 12. Detection of instrument location on aerial photo and general 

picture the city’s capital. 
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The vibrational components on the direction “X ", normal to one of 

the prospects, and the components on the conjugated direction " Y ", 

show their own frequencies consistent with each other.  

The fundamental characteristic period the tower structure is 0.63 ± 

0.10 sec, and in this case excludes potential resonance conditions with 

that of site. 
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Figure 13. Vibrational components to the different recording planes normalized 

with the acquisition of the spatial recording on the horizontal directions conjugated. 
 

6. Conclusions   

 

The professional experiences for the definition of elastic properties 

of structures, with particular reference to the determination of the 

fudamental period of buildings vibration, and aimed at verifying the 

characterization interventions to support seismic improvement / adap-

tation, the resilience assessment of persistent dynamic stresses, and 

the detection of criticality conditions for site resonance resonance ver-

ify that the use of the experimental formulations proposed in the lit-

erature does not allow sufficiently reliable determinations.  

Direct measurement, also by simplified and fast procedures such as 

those illustrated, still allows the identification of the fundamental vi-

bration period of the study structure, with adequate detail that needed 

for assessments on the performance response of the building to the de-

sign requirements.  

The direct determination and measurement of the fundamental vi-

bration period of buildings allows the use of experimental biblio-

graphic reports for which it is possible to validate the use for addition-

al information that simplified direct relief does not allow access.  

Tests with simplified and fast methodology, while presenting ex-

tensive limitations on tough structures or structural complexity and al-

lowing for the acquisition of information content related to the vibra-

tional impression of structures limited to fundamental vibration behav-
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ior, certainly have an unquestionable preliminary characterization tool, 

which has limited executive commitments and performance conditions 

that are compatible even with buildings of non-easy conditioning. 
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L’incremento in capacità negli edifici esistenti. 

Una tecnologia di intervento: il Sistema CAM® 
Marianna Leonori1, Alessandro Vari1 

 

 

Abstract 

The use of an isolation system is a valid method to protect an exi- 

Sting building form seismic action, particularly for the protection of 

the property, which will not be damaged even after a seismic event. 

However, this technique is not always possible in existing buildings in 

historical centers or built-up areas. 

The other possible action is to increase the capacity of the structure. 

This must aim at obtaining the best possible structural behavior 

minimizing the invasiveness of interventions. 

To achieve this, it is important the determination of all the steps of 

intervention, in order to reach the best possible result. 

Four steps can be defined: first, eliminate local instabilities,  second, 

get to the connect behaviour of the structure, next, eliminate fragile 

mechanisms of collapse, finally, improve ductile mechanisms of 

collapse. 

The CAM® System can be a valid solution. It is a technology based on 

the structural use of pre-tensioned stainless steel. 
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1. Introduzione 

 

Esistono due principali approcci al problema dell’adeguamento o 

miglioramento sismico degli edifici esistenti. 

L’uno legato all’abbattimento della domanda sismica alla struttura, e 

quindi si è nel campo dei sistemi di isolamento e dissipativi, l’altro 

legato all’aumento della capacità resistente degli elementi strutturali, e 

quindi a tutta la vasta famiglia dei sistemi di consolidamento 

strutturale. 

Non è detto che questi due approcci non possano coesistere; è il caso 

ad esempio di isolamento sismico posto su strutture che presentino già 

carenze per i soli carichi statici o di rinforzi locali in corrispondenza 

delle porzioni adibite al posizionamento dei dispositivi.  

  La tecnica dell’isolamento in retrofitting è sicuramente una delle 

più efficaci per salvaguardare le strutture, in quanto è l’unica che 

permette di avere danneggiamento nullo a valle di un evento sismico. 

Tuttavia tale tecnologia risulta di difficile applicazione nel caso di 

fabbricati inseriti in contesti edilizi complessi. 

  Il secondo approccio, generalmente sempre applicabile, riguarda 

l’incremento in capacità, raggiungibile applicando differenti tecniche 

di consolidamento sulle strutture in CA e in muratura. 

È di fondamentale importanza, indipendentemente dall’approccio 

scelto e dalla/e tecniche di consolidamento impiegate per il 

raggiungimento dell’obiettivo, affrontare in maniera dettagliata lo 

studio della struttura, al fine di raggiungere il massimo livello 

conoscitivo in termini di materiali, geometria e dettagli costruttivi. 

Le informazioni preliminari ricavate da questo studio sono utili per 

ipotizzare il comportamento d’insieme del fabbricato in esame e 

individuare la presenza o meno delle “tipiche” carenze strutturali 

anche in relazione all’epoca costruttiva. 

  Raggiunta tale conoscenza, il difficile compito consiste nel 

ricercare quelle soluzioni che permettono di portare il comportamento 

della struttura esistente a quello dell’analoga idealmente ben 

progettata in origine per resistere ai carichi statici e sismici. 

  Un buon comportamento nei confronti delle azioni orizzontali 

possiamo definirlo come un comportamento “duttile” a livello globale, 

ovvero in cui il massimo numero di elementi sono chiamati a 

sopportare insieme l’azione esterna. Vanno quindi ostacolati i 
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meccanismi fragili di collasso sia locali che globali. Nei fabbricati 

intelaiati in CA questo corrisponde all’eliminazione delle carenze di 

armatura trasversale in travi, pilastri e nodi che ne determina la 

prematura rottura a taglio, mentre a livello globale si deve attuare una 

strategia di consolidamento volta al massimo sfruttamento delle 

iperstaticità del sistema strutturale. Tale strategia altro non è che il 

riproporre la progettazione ‘in gerarchia’ nel problema del 

consolidamento. 

  Se le strutture in CA nascono come sistemi continui e connessi, le 

strutture murarie presentano molto spesso più che un comportamento 

di insieme, un insieme di comportamenti locali che non concorrono ad 

un assorbimento efficiente dell’energia trasmessa dal sisma. Questo è 

dovuto alla diffusa mancanza di scatolarità di comportamento per via 

di carenze di connessione tra i singoli corpi murari e tra questi e gli 

orizzontamenti. Tali discontinuità nei fabbricati murari portano a 

collassi prematuri che pertanto possono essere considerati come fragili 

primari. 

  La problematica della continuità strutturale sugli edifici in muratura 

non solo si evidenzia tra macroelementi ma arriva fino alla 

costituzione del singolo elemento o maschio murario. La 

disgregazione della parete muraria per effetto della dislocazione degli 

elementi lapidei è una mancanza di continuità che si osserva a livello 

locale (di tessitura) mentre il collasso per ribaltamento di singole 

porzioni o pareti è assenza di continuità tra macroelementi (tra pareti o 

tra pareti e orizzontamenti). Nei manufatti in muratura, quindi, il 

meccanismo fragile è determinato dall’attivazione di un meccanismo 

resistente “in serie” piuttosto che “in parallelo” in cui gli elementi 

(microelementi lapidei, macroelementi le singole pareti e i solai) 

collassano singolarmente senza capacità di ridistribuzione delle azioni 

esterne. 

  Un manufatto ben legato, in cui il comportamento è “scatolare”, 

permette l’attivazione dei meccanismi resistenti più energivori 

(resistenza nel piano di tutti i pannelli).  

Solo intervenendo scongiurando i fenomeni appena descritti, 

attraverso una serie di rinforzi localizzati, il fabbricato può essere 

caratterizzato sismicamente dal suo comportamento globale, dove i 

solai consentono una corretta ripartizione delle masse (quindi azioni) 

di piano tra i maschi murari e questi collaborano (tutti) nell’assorbire 

le azioni sismiche. 
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  Ovviamente quest’ultimo funzionamento (pareti in parallelo) si 

raggiunge non solo attraverso il ripristino dei vincoli, ma attraverso 

un’ulteriore fase di intervento, capace di incrementare la duttilità nel 

piano, cioè aumentare la capacità di mantenere una certa resistenza 

post-fessurazione con spostamenti di interpiano (drift) elevati. Il 

funzionamento “in parallelo” consente l’attivazione della resistenza 

del numero massimo di elementi, aumentando la capacità massima del 

fabbricato sia in termini di resistenza alle azioni che in termini di 

dissipazione dell’energia sismica. 

Stante questa panoramica l’incremento capacitivo della struttura può 

essere raggiunto per step successivi al variare delle carenze strutturali, 

riproposte nel grafico di seguito. 
 

 
Figura 1.  Andamento della curva di capacità funzione delle migliorie ottenibili da 

interventi specifici 

 

  In ordinata è riportata la capacità in resistenza normalizzata rispetto 

allo stato iniziale della struttura, in ascissa la capacità in spostamento 

normalizzato. 

 In tale grafico sono rappresentati qualitativamente due andamenti: 

 l’ordine corretto con cui eseguire e conseguire miglioramenti di 

comportamento che siano questi applicati a strutture murarie, 

CA o prefabbricate; 

 le modalità con cui ogni tipologia di intervento contribuisca 

all’incremento di capacità in termini di resistenza e in termini di 

spostamento (duttilità). 

  Il primo step, ad esempio (valido per strutture murarie) consiste 

nell’eliminazione dei meccanismi di instabilità relativi alla tessitura 
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muraria disconnessa il cui collasso è per sgretolamento. Questo step di 

intervento corrisponde ad incrementi capacitivi resistenti significativi 

ma a ridotti incrementi di capacità in spostamento. 

  Lo scopo quindi è quello di trasformare il comportamento della 

muratura da singoli elementi lapidei “accatastati” gli uni sugli altri la 

cui resistenza nei confronti delle azioni orizzontali è comandata 

dall’interazione per attrito e scarsa coesione, al comportamento di un 

materiale omogeneo. 

  Se vale questa ipotesi di comportamento, anche nei fabbricati 

murari possono individuarsi macroelementi, il cui comportamento nei 

confronti dell’azione esterna dipende dallo schema di vincolo. 

Eliminare le discontinuità esistenti e realizzare un funzionamento 

connesso tra macroelementi è l’obiettivo da raggiungere nel secondo 

step, grazie al quale si ottengono notevoli incrementi in termini di 

capacità resistente della struttura. Ad esempio la realizzazione del 

cosiddetto “effetto scatola” nei fabbricati murari il collasso dei 

macroelementi murari passa dall’essere limitato alla resistenza fuori 

piano dei pannelli all’attivazione della resistenza nel piano “forte” dei 

medesimi.  

  La carenza di vincolo tra macroelementi è anche responsabile del 

collasso prematuro delle strutture prefabbricate come evidenziato dai 

pericolosi crolli a valle del sisma del 2012 in Emilia. 

Raggiunto il funzionamento connesso, il fabbricato si comporta come 

una struttura tridimensionale. Il successivo step di intervento sarà 

volto all’eliminazione delle rotture fragili sui singoli componenti 

strutturali a favore delle duttili. Ad un buon incremento capacitivo in 

termini di resistenza corrisponderanno anche elevate capacità in 

termini di duttilità del sistema e quindi in termini di spostamento, 

come si nota nella curva in corrispondenza del terzo step. 

Nei fabbricati in muratura ciò consiste nell’eliminazione della crisi per 

schiacciamento o per taglio dei pannelli; analogamente nei fabbricati 

in CA si interviene incrementando le armature trasversali in travi, 

pilastri, pareti e nodi. 

  Il successivo step che permette infine di incrementare notevolmente 

la capacità in spostamento della struttura consiste nel miglioramento 

dei meccanismi duttili. Esso si raggiunge incrementando la resistenza, 

ma soprattutto attraverso l’incremento in capacità rotazionale della 

sezione realizzato attraverso interventi in confinamento. Ovviamente 

tali incrementi sono da leggere nell’ambito globale della struttura, 
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massimizzando il funzionamento in parallelo dei componenti 

resistenti. 

Il Sistema di Cuciture Attive dei Manufatti (acronimo e marchio 

CAM®) è una tecnica di intervento che permette l’incremento capaci-

tivo delle strutture esistenti in CA e in muratura. Nel particolare si 

presenterà come attraverso questa tecnologia sia possibile intervenire 

secondo gli step di intervento necessari presentati in precedenza. 

 

2. Il Sistema delle Cuciture Attive dei Manufatti 

 

  La necessità di ricompattare la massa muraria, spesso caratterizzata 

da tessitura disordinata o a doppio paramento, con scarse o nulle 

connessioni trasversali, suggerisce l’idea di utilizzare un ideale 

sistema diffuso e tridimensionale di cuciture, capace di 

“impacchettare” la muratura, fornendo, eventualmente, anche un 

benefico stato di precompressione triassiale.  

  Il concetto di “impacchettamento” prende spunto dall’idea 

ispiratrice alla base dell’ideazione del metodo, frutto dell’osservazione 

delle buone capacità portanti che hanno i “gabbioni”, comunemente 

usati per realizzare pareti di contenimento. La combinazione vincente 

risiede nella specializzazione delle funzioni: alla pietra il compito di 

trasferire gli sforzi di compressione, all’acciaio quello di mantenere in 

posizione gli inerti attraverso il contenimento, per trazione, della rete. 

  La possibilità di immaginare uno stato di pretensione nella “rete” fa 

presupporre una maggiore efficacia nella stabilizzazione degli 

elementi lapidei, con conseguente incremento della capacità portante 

del sistema. 

  L’insieme di cuciture realizzate attraverso l’impiego del nastro 

genera un reticolo tridimensionale che consente di ottenere una 

condizione finale di coazione triassiale (fig. 2), in grado di conferire 

maggior resistenza a compressione al volume murario per effetto del 

confinamento indotto e costituendo armatura diffusa (capacità 

portante a trazione) senza incremento di massa. 
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Figura 2. Il reticolo tridimensionale del Sistema di Cuciture Attive 

 

2.1 Principi base 

 

  Il Sistema di Cuciture Attive si basa sulla realizzazione di anelli 

realizzati attraverso l’impiego strutturale di un nastro in acciaio 

inossidabile ad alte prestazioni di dimensioni 19x0.90 mm che 

singolarmente cerchia delle porzioni limitate di struttura. 

Ciascun anello è chiuso su se stesso attraverso l’impiego di un sigillo 

e di un’apposita macchina in grado di imprimere al nastro una 

pretensione all’atto del crimpaggio (chiusura per via meccanica). 

  
Figura 3. Schema statico elementare di riferimento 

 

  Nei componenti travi e pilastri tali anelli sono posti a cerchiare la 

sezione in posizione trasversale rispetto all’asse longitudinale 

dell’elemento, nelle pareti in muratura l’anello attraversa lo spessore 

murario e ripetendosi in posizione orizzontale e verticale forma un 

reticolo tridimensionale. 
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I componenti impiegati sono molto semplici: 

 il nastro metallico utilizzato per realizzare ogni singola maglia; 

 l’elemento metallico di chiusura della maglia (sigillo); 

 il piatto metallico imbutito da posizionare in corrispondenza 

delle forature per accompagnare il nastro nella curva; 

 l’angolare metallico con stesso ruolo della piastra imbutita da 

porre in corrispondenza degli spigoli. 

 

2.2 I materiali 

 

  Il materiale impiegato per la componente strutturale nastri è per 

entrambe le tipologie di applicazione (muratura e CA) acciaio 

inossidabile, ciò a garantire la massima durabilità dell’intervento e la 

compatibilità con qualsiasi tipologia di intonaco. 

  L’applicazione su CA prevede l’impiego di angolari pressopiegati 

in acciaio zincato di classe S355 con lavorazione interna mandorlata. 
 

    
Figura 4. I componenti del Sistema: nastro, sigillo, angolare, piastra imbutita 

 

  Tutti i materiali sono marcati CE. Nella tabella 1 e 2 sono 

riepilogati i materiali impiegati per ogni componente e per tipologia di 

applicazione. 
Tabella 1 - Materiali impiegati sulla muratura 

 
DIMENSIONE 

(mm) 
NORMATIVA SIGLA 

ftk   

(MPa) 

fyk   

(MPa) 

A80   

(%) 

Nastro 19x0.90 UNI EN 10088-4 1.4318 ≥ 650 ≥ 350 35 

Piatto imbutito 125x125x4 UNI EN 10088-4 1.4301  1.4307 ≥ 520 ≥ 220 45 

Angolare ripartitore 125x62.5x4 UNI EN 10088-4 1.4301 1.4307 ≥ 520 ≥ 220 45 

Sigillo 45x55x1 (0.90) UNI EN 10088-4 1.4301  1.4307 ≥ 520 ≥ 220 45 

 

Tabella 2 - Materiali impiegati su CA 

 
DIMENSIONE 

(mm) 
NORMATIVA SIGLA 

ftk  

(MPa) 

fyk   

(MPa) 

A80   

(%) 

Nastro 19x0.90 UNI EN 10088-4 1.4318 2H-C1000 ≥1000 ≥ 700 15 

Piatto imbutito 125x125x4 UNI EN 10025-2 S235 ≥ 360 ≥ 235 24 

Angolare continuo ≠ 6/8/10 UNI EN 10025-2 S355 ≥ 470 ≥ 355 20 

Sigillo 45x55x1 (0.90) UNI EN 10088-4 1.4301 o 1.4307 ≥ 520 ≥ 220 45 

 

  Per effetto dell’intaglio la sezione resistente del nastro è ridotta, 

pertanto non possono essere usati i valori nominali di resistenza del 
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nastro, ma vanno calcolati i parametri resistenti di calcolo del nastro 

giuntato. 

La resistenza di calcolo a trazione Nt,Rd  è assunta pari al minore fra i 

due valori: 

 Npl,Rd  resistenza plastica della sezione corrente A alla tensione 

caratteristica di snervamento; 

 Nu,Rd  resistenza a rottura della sezione ridotta Anet  in 

corrispondenza della giunzione, per la quale è garantita una 

resistenza minima pari al 70% della resistenza del nastro 

integro. 

In termini di tensione di calcolo e con riferimento alla sezione corrente 

del nastro, ciò può essere espresso come segue: 

  
Dove:  

γM0 = 1,10  coefficiente di sicurezza sul materiale; 

γM2 = 1,25 coefficiente parziale di sicurezza sui collegamenti. 

 

3. Step 1 – Eliminazione delle instabilità locali 

 

  Il primo meccanismo di collasso che va evitato negli edifici in 

muratura è la rottura per dislocazione dei singoli elementi lapidei.  

Tale meccanismo si manifesta per assenza di vincolo a livello locale. 

È il caso di murature disordinate con legante di scarse caratteristiche o 

addirittura assente oppure di murature a doppio paramento e nucleo 

interno spingente. 

  La resistenza alle azioni orizzontali è fornita unicamente dall’attrito 

esistente tra componenti lapidei, pertanto la muratura si comporta 

come un insieme di elementi semplicemente appoggiati e non è lecito 

considerarla come un materiale omogeneo; tale ipotesi risulta 

fondamentale per qualsiasi considerazione strutturale, quindi la rottura 

per disgregazione della massa muraria è il meccanismo fragile 

primario. 
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Figura 5. La rottura per disgregazione dell’apparecchio murario 

 
  L’insieme di nastri che attraversano lo spessore murario realizzano 

un diatono meccanico di collegamento che ha non solo la capacità di 

assorbire la spinta derivante dal nucleo ma, per effetto della 

pretensione imposta ai nastri, rappresenta una risorsa immediatamente 

fruibile, prima dell’attivazione del meccanismo di spanciamento. 
 

 

(a)                                                   (b)                                           (c) 

Figura 6.  (a) Effetto del CAM® sulla muratura a doppio paramento. 

(b) Verifica al ribaltamento: schema statico per doppio paramento. 

(c) Verifica al ribaltamento: schema statico per doppio paramento solidarizzato 
 

   

La cucitura diffusa comporta come immediata conseguenza quella di 

passare da un meccanismo proprio del doppio paramento a quello di 

muratura a tutto spessore (monolitica), ovvero ad una situazione 

intermedia in cui la cucitura fornirà un vincolo cedevole allo 
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scorrimento tra i paramenti ma non tale da poter essere considerato 

fisso. Nella configurazione di parete monolitica le forze verticali 

corrispondenti a quelle reagenti dei nastri offrono un contributo 

stabilizzante, nonché un incremento della capacità rotazionale e il 

conseguente innalzamento degli spostamenti ammissibili dal 

cinematismo.  

  Laddove la muratura abbia caratteristiche particolarmente scadenti 

e quindi ad esempio in presenza di elementi lapidei piccoli e 

tondeggianti si consiglia l’applicazione, al di sotto del reticolo di 

nastri, di una rete porta-intonaco. Tale configurazione di rinforzo 

sperimentata nel corso del progetto di ricerca condotto nel 2013 in 

collaborazione con l’università di Messina [13], non implica una 

valenza “strutturale” della rete in matrice polimerica, ma ha 

unicamente il compito di trattenere in posizione il singolo elemento 

lapideo evitando di realizzare maglie eccessivamente strette. 
 

Figura 7.  Esempio di applicazione della maglia  

in abbinamento alla rete in matrice polimerica 

 

4. Step 2 – Conferimento del funzionamento “connesso” 

 
Se l’apparecchio murario è reso compatto e omogeneo nel proprio 
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comportamento meccanico sarà possibile “leggere” la struttura in 

muratura come un insieme di corpi quali macroelementi di parete e 

solai.  

  È l’assenza di connessione tra tali macroelementi che comporta la 

formazione dei successivi meccanismi fragili di collasso quali 

ribaltamento di facciate o di porzioni di fabbricato. 
 

 
  I più comuni meccanismi locali sono quelli delle singole pareti sia 

per flessione orizzontale che verticale. La casistica della tipologia di 

meccanismi locali è estremamente ricca e frutto della combinazione 

dei meccanismi base. L’attivazione di un cinematismo di collasso 

rispetto ad un altro dipende ovviamente dalla sua energia e quindi dal 

grado di vincolo che esiste tra macroelementi. 

  L’assenza o la carenza di vincolo tra macroelementi (tra parete e 

parete e/o tra pareti e solaio) può essere ripristinata totalmente o 

parzialmente dall’applicazione del Sistema di Cuciture Attive. 

  La prima soluzione relativa ai cinematismi fuori piano da attuarsi è 

la realizzazione di incatenamenti.  

Il Sistema di Cuciture Attive a marchio CAM® nasce come una serie 

diffusa di catene. La maglia, inoltre, proprio per come va a essere 

posta in opera in corrispondenza delle angolate e degli incroci murari, 

rappresenta un presidio per tutti quei cinematismi locali derivanti 

dall’assenza di vincolo tra pareti ortogonali. 

  Producendo uno schema connesso, la cinematica dei blocchi rigidi 

porta a schemi a più elevata energia di attivazione. 
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Figura 8.  Classico cinematismo di ribaltamento di facciata per mancanza di 

ammorsamento d’angolo e soluzione mediante Cuciture Attive. 

 

A livello di orizzontamenti si può realizzare un cordolo in muratura 

armata alla base dei solai senza praticare scassi e perturbare la 

struttura originaria, così da rendere maggiormente compatta la massa 

muraria su cui il solaio scarica e legare insieme le murature ortogonali 

che devono sopportare insieme l’azione orizzontale da esso trasmessa 

in fase sismica (capacità del cordolo in muratura di funzionare come 

trave armata). 
 

 

   
Figura 9.  Realizzazione di cordoli in corrispondenza del solaio 
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Un presidio allo sfilamento del solaio può invece essere realizzato 

tramite un sistema di legature che consentono la connessione del 

singolo travetto alla muratura su cui è appoggiato. In tal modo oltre 

alla realizzazione del vincolo, ciascun elemento portante del solaio 

sarà una catena di contenimento per la parete su cui si innesta. 
 

 

  
Figura 10.  Intervento CAM® di arpionatura dei travetti di solaio 

 

L’insieme di interventi di cucitura diffusa permettono l’incremento dei 

vincoli preesistenti e quindi il funzionamento della “scatola” muraria, 

attivando meccanismi globali di collasso e resistenze nel piano delle 

pareti, come confermato dalle evidenze sperimentali riscontrate nel 

corso del progetto Trema nel 2006 testando fabbricati su tavola 

vibrante.  

  La problematica dell’assenza di vincolo non si limita ad interessare 

i soli fabbricati in muratura, ma risulta essere la responsabile dei 

collassi prematuri anche dei fabbricati di tipo industriale in cui le 

connessioni tra macroelementi pilastro-trave-tegolo-pannelli spesso 

sono insufficienti. 
 

 

Figura 11.  Evidenza dei cinematismi in strutture sconnesse 
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Figura 12.  Evidenza dei cinematismi di collasso nei fabbricati industriali 

 

Realizzare tale vincolo attraverso un sistema di legature a marchio 

CAM® opportunamente dimensionate è possibile, impiegando ele-

menti di contrasto (tipo scatolati) e nastri con inclinazione variabile in 

numero tale da assorbire l’azione di sfilamento delle travi. 

Un esempio esemplificativo è negli schemi di seguito. 
 

   

  

  

  

 

 
Figura 13.   Interventi di vincolo trave-pilastro 
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  Il principale vantaggio della realizzazione di tali vincoli risiede 

nella versatilità del sistema che permette di superare in maniera 

agevole impianti e macchinari spesso presenti in tali fabbricati. 

  Il solo foro che è necessario realizzare è sulla trave nella posizione 

più agevole in cui si possono bypassare tubazioni, impianti o 

macchinari e soprattutto le armature della trave, allontanandosi dalla 

zona di appoggio in cui la presenza di trefoli o armatura lenta rende 

spesso impossibile l’inghisaggio delle connessioni previste nel metodo 

tradizionale di collegamento dell’elemento trave e pilastro. 

Su quest’ultimo non sono realizzate forature e l’elemento di contrasto 

(se presente) è posto in sola adiacenza alla superficie che individua 

l’angolo tra trave e pilastro. 

 

5. Step 3 – Incrementi prestazionali nei confronti delle rotture 

fragili 

 

  Conseguito il funzionamento connesso del fabbricato, il successivo 

intervento riguarda l’incremento resistente da fornire ai singoli 

elementi nei confronti delle rotture di tipo fragile, con conseguente 

spostamento del collasso a meccanismi duttili. 

Tale step di intervento comporta elevati incrementi resistenti ma si 

innalza notevolmente anche la capacità in spostamento. 

  La maglia CAM® applicata alla struttura in muratura, oltre ad 

essere un sistema di cuciture diffuse con cui realizzare il cambio dello 

schema di vincolo è a tutti gli effetti dell’armatura posta in posizione 

discreta per il pannello murario. 

  Nel caso di pilastri in muratura, anche circolari, il sistema si 

specializza attraverso una serie di cerchiature che, per effetto del 

confinamento, ne incrementano la capacità portante e deformativa, 

scongiurando i meccanismi fragili per schiacciamento della sezione. 

  Nel caso in cui la carenza del pannello sia per il raggiungimento 

della crisi a taglio, sia essa per meccanismo di scorrimento o per 

fessurazione diagonale, la maglia si modula avvicinando i ricorsi 

orizzontali e incrementando quindi l’armatura disposta 

orizzontalmente. 
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Figura 14.   Interventi mirati allo scongiurare meccanismi fragili  

per schiacciamento e taglio su strutture in muratura  

 

Nei confronti dei fabbricati in CA è immediato leggere le legature a 

marchio CAM® disposte come armature trasversali, quindi staffe, ma 

aggiunte a posteriori e poste in coazione. In primis pertanto 

l’incamiciatura realizzata con i nastri di acciaio presollecitati permette 

lo scongiurarsi di fenomeni fragili di collasso per sforzo assiale 

eccessivo, permettendo l’instaurarsi di meccanismi duttili per effetto del 

confinamento indotto. 

La sperimentazione svolta nel 2004 [6] comparativa tra il Sistema di 

Cuciture Attive e altre tecniche di incamiciatura ha evidenziato come 

il pretensionamento dei nastri fornisca un contributo non trascurabile 

nel comportamento globale. La pretensione rende il rinforzo applicato 

di tipo “attivo”.  
 

 
Figura 15. Curve carico spostamento nelle prove condotte da UNIBAS nel 2004  
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Per effetto Poisson le legature imprimono una tensione radiale e 

quindi un allungamento dell’elemento cerchiato proporzionale al 

carico assiale che sarà necessario applicare per riportarlo in 

configurazione indeformata. 

Tale incremento leggibile nella prosecuzione invariata del tratto 

iniziale elastico (anche superata la resistenza del solo conglomerato 

cementizio) della curva carico spostamento di prova (in fucsia provino 

con rinforzato con nastri metallici pretesi) implica un comportamento 

“rinforzato” dell’elemento già per i carichi preesistenti (fase 

d’esercizio della struttura). 

  In maniera implicita, inoltre, il limite di collasso per rottura a taglio 

in travi e pilastri viene innalzato, in quanto il contributo dei nastri a 

marchio CAM® si somma a quello delle staffe preesistenti. 

Analogamente ad una incamiciatura in acciaio “tradizionale” affinché 

siano congruenti le deformazioni della staffa (annegata nel getto) e del 

rinforzo (posto perimetralmente sulla sezione) il contributo è preso al 

50% come indicato nella formula C8A.7.2.1 della Circolare [18]. 
 

    

 

 

 

 
Figura 16.  Interventi di Cuciture Attive mirati allo scongiurare meccanismi fragili  

per schiacciamento e taglio su pilastri e travi in CA 
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  Le legature possono proseguire a cerchiare il pilastro anche in 

corrispondenza dell’intersezione con le travi. In tal modo si realizza 

un rinforzo nei confronti del meccanismo fragile di rottura per taglio 

del pannello nodale. La crisi del nodo è la primaria causa di collasso 

fragile in quanto è impedita la trasmissione degli sforzi tra trave e 

pilastro. 

  Attraverso il questo Sistema si dispongono legature realizzate con 

più nastri sovrapposti a realizzare un’armatura trasversale confinante 

il nucleo di calcestruzzo che, nella maggior parte delle strutture 

esistenti, nasce come priva del dettaglio costruttivo di staffe che 

proseguono nel pilastro in corrispondenza dell’intersezione con le 

travi. 
 

 
Figura 17. Interventi su nodi trave-pilastro 

 

  Siamo abituati ad elencare e catalogare i meccanismi fragili di 

rottura con i meccanismi di rottura fragile dei singoli elementi (crisi a 

taglio di travi, pilastri e nodi – crisi a taglio di pannelli murari). 

Guardando all’intera struttura ci si accorge che i meccanismi fragili 

sono tutti quei meccanismi che producono una tipologia di rottura di 

tipo “imminente” in cui il preavviso che la struttura o l’elemento 

fornisce è ridotto sia in termini visivi sia in termini di tempo. 

  Ma si può dire di più; un meccanismo di rottura fragile è anche 

quel meccanismo che porta non solo alla rottura di un elemento ma 

produce anche la perdita repentina di resistenza dell’intero fabbricato 

come evidenziato nelle figure seguenti. 
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Figura 18.   Influenza della rottura fragile dei pilastri a livello globale 

 

 
Figura 19.   Influenza della rottura fragile delle travi a livello globale 

   

Nel primo caso il collasso per meccanismo fragile a taglio del pilastro 

implica la contemporaneità del collasso per tutti i pilastri del 

medesimo piano, qualora di simile rapporto rigidezza/resistenza, e 

quindi il collasso “senza avviso” dell’intera struttura con l’intera 

caduta dei piani superiori. Nella seconda figura il collasso fragile per 

taglio delle travi, separa la trave dal pilastro e provoca anche il 

collasso dell’intero solaio. 

Analogo discorso può riproporsi per i fabbricati in muratura. 

  Risulta quindi necessario scongiurare i meccanismi fragili a livello 

locale anche in conseguenza al collasso poco dissipativo a livello 

globale dell’intera struttura. 

 

6. Step 4 – Incrementi prestazionali nei confronti delle rotture 

duttili 

 

  L’ultimo step di incremento capacitivo della struttura lo si ottiene 

attraverso interventi sui meccanismi di collasso già duttili. 

  Nelle strutture in muratura tale incremento può ottenersi attraverso 

il Sistema di Cuciture Attive in quanto i ricorsi verticali di nastro sono 

armatura discreta e quindi il comportamento del maschio murario è 

quello di una sezione in muratura “armata”. L’incremento resistente a 

flessione offerto dalla maglia normalmente disposta sul pannello è un 
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contributo ridotto e fortemente dipendente dallo stato di sollecitazione 

assiale gravante sul maschio murario. Il contributo resistente 

dell’armatura descrive una curva nel dominio resistente del maschio 

murario rinforzato che si amplia maggiormente nel caso di sforzi 

assiali piccoli, mentre tende ad essere nullo per sforzi assiali notevoli. 

Il maggior contributo lo si ha per effetto del confinamento indotto, in 

quanto aumenta notevolmente la capacità rotazionale della sezione. 

 

   
Figura 20.   Schema di calcolo e applicazione del rinforzo a pressoflessione  

 

  Il contributo in termini di spostamento è però notevole e assunto 

pari a 1.5 volte quello relativo al maschio murario privo di armatura. 

La sperimentazione [12] svolta su una parete ad arco soggetta a spinta 

orizzontale ha mostrato incrementi in termini di spostamento notevoli 

e superiori a tale limite normativo. Successive campagne di indagini 

saranno volte a correlare tale incremento con i differenti layout di 

rinforzo applicabile. 

  Nelle strutture in CA il miglioramento dei meccanismi di collasso 

già duttili può risolversi secondo due differenti approcci: 

 incremento di capacità rotazionale della sezione per effetto del 

confinamento 

 incremento dell’armatura longitudinale esistente. 
Il primo contributo è sempre presente negli elementi rinforzati con Si-

stema Cuciture Attive in quanto le legature trasversali sono staffe che 

cerchiano la sezione. Il solo contributo della resistenza a compressione 

aumentata per effetto del confinamento è spesso insufficiente nel co-

prire la sollecitazione agente a flessione, tuttavia comporta capacità in 

spostamento notevoli. Il secondo contributo può essere ottenuto lad-

dove l’angolare disposto sugli spigoli dell’elemento sia reso aderente 
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al supporto e sia in grado di assorbire gli sforzi gravanti sulla sezione 

in CA. 

È il caso dei pressopiegati disposti inferiormente in una trave inflessa 

in cui le legature trasversali siano opportunamente dimensionate per il 

trasferimento delle azioni. Nel rinforzo dei pilastri generalmente la 

massima flessione si ha alle estremità dell’elemento, ovvero laddove 

l’angolare si interrompe. In tal caso si realizza la continuità d’armatura 

attraverso la solidarizzazione di una barra all’angolare e l’inghisaggio 

della stessa all’interno del nucleo di calcestruzzo in fondazione oppure 

connettendola al profilato disposto sul pilastro superiore se anch’esso 

è trattato. 
 

  
Figura 21.   La sperimentazione svolta [14] sulle travi in CA  

e l’intervento di continuità d’armatura nei pilastri 

 

  Tuttavia, a livello globale, ci sono casi in cui il susseguirsi di 

collassi duttili produca globalmente un collasso di tipo “fragile”. 
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Figura 22.   Influenza delle rotture duttili dei pilastri a livello globale 

 
  È questo il caso del collasso per piano soffice come evidenziato 

nella figura precedente. Tale esempio vale ovviamente sia che si parli 

di muratura che di strutture intelaiate. Il meccanismo globale generato 

dalla rottura per cernierizzazione dei pilastri di piano genera il 

collasso di tutta la porzione di fabbricato superiore, tale meccanismo 
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sebbene generato da plasticizzazioni duttili corrisponde a tutti gli 

effetti ad un meccanismo di collasso fragile. 

  È chiaro dunque che, leggendo oltre le definizioni “classiche” di 

meccanismi fragili, fragili primari e duttili, il loro effetto sul 

meccanismo globale evidenzi comportamenti anche più disastrosi di 

quanto si possa immaginare. Pertanto il miglioramento prestazionale 

sui meccanismi definiti duttili si differenzia in maniera sostanziale 

qualora si adotti sugli elementi portanti verticali (pilastri, pareti) od 

orizzontali (travi, fasce di piano). 
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Figura 23.   Influenza delle rotture duttili delle travi a livello globale 

 

  La cernierizzazione delle travi comporta a livello globale una 

maggior capacità dissipativa alla struttura, come riportato nella figura 

precedente. 

Tale meccanismo evidenzia che qualora i pilastri garantiscano il 

costante trasferimento dei carichi verticali a terra, con le travi 

generanti cerniere plastiche dissipative, venga a prodursi un 

meccanismo globale capace di un funzionamento non “disastroso” e 

fortemente dissipativo. 

  Senza doverlo definire esplicitamente, tale percorso ha portato ad 

evidenziare come il susseguirsi degli step di intervento, nel tentativo 

di aumentare le capacità in resistenza ed in dissipazione globale della 

struttura, è andato nel verso di una costante ricerca di imposizione di 

gerarchie di rottura. 

  Gerarchia di rottura tra tipologie di meccanismi fragili primari-

duttili (step da 1 a 3) e gerarchia di rottura tra elementi verticali ed 

orizzontali (step 4). 

  In sintesi si potrebbe dire che l’unico meccanismo globale 

veramente duttile è solo quello ottenibile dall’imposizione o dal 

conseguimento di tutte le gerarchie di rottura. 
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7. Conclusioni 

 

  The strengthening of reinforced concrete and masonry structure 

must be obtained through a constant search for the imposition of 

breaking hierarchies. In other words, it can be defined steps of 

intervention, each one propedeutic to the next (following one?), first 

aimed to guarantee the connect behaviour of the structure and, after 

designed, to ductile global behavoiur in which as many elements as 

possible responde working togheter to the external action, taking 

advantage of the hyperstaticity of the structure. 

  In masonry structure there is a primary problem that cause brittle 

collapse: the lack of constraint (in stone weaving and between 

macroelements wall-wall and wall-slab) prevents the activation of 

strength characteristics. 

This brittle behaviour can be solved through CAM® technology, 

which uses a stainless steel strip to create a continuous and three-

dimensional stitching system. 

  Achieved connected behavoiur (in masonry or in CA structure), 

other steps of interventions can be reached by maximizing the 

dissipative capacity of the structure, increasing its resistance to shear 

and then to bending mechanisms. 

In framed building for example, brittle break in beam, column and 

joint can be solved using CAM® tie that realizes post-placed but pre-

stressed stirrup. 

  A good retrofitting design aimed at guaranteeing the globally 

ductile mechanism is well matched with the strengthening that can be 

realized with the CAM® technology which stands out for its 

characteristics of excellent resistant performance, reduced thickness 

and application flexibility. 
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the buildings at L’Aquila downtown of the 2016 Central 
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Abstract 

  The historical center of L’Aquila was founded on a terrace that 

raises about 50 meters above the Aterno riverbed and is formed by al-

luvial Quaternary breccias consisting of limestone clasts in a marly 

matrix. The breccias are over imposed to a 200 meters thick lacustrine 

sediments formed mainly of silty and sandy layers and minor gravel 

beds, which lie over calcareous bedrock 300 – 400 meters deep. This 

geological context deeply affects the dynamic behavior of the for-

mations and the local seismic response on the surface. The microzon-

ing studies, indeed, evidenced the presence of low frequency (about 

0.4 – 0.6 Hz) amplification widespread in the historical center. The 

presence of this particular site effects, produce local amplification in 

the range of fundamental frequencies of tall buildings and seismic iso-

lated structures. In the historical center of L’Aquila, most of the build-

ings are two or three storey high and only few building in the southern 

part of the downtown (XX Settembre street ) rise over six/ seven sto-

rey. Conversely, after the earthquake which struck the town April, 6 

2009 and the reconstruction phase which followed and still ongoing, 

seismic isolation system was adopted in many new public (C.A.S.E. 

project, ANAS headquarter etc…) and private buildings or to retrofit 

existing structures. In the historic center of L'Aquila, many seismic 

isolation works have been carried out, also on historical masonry 

buildings. The paper analyzes the effects of the August, 24 and Octo-

ber, 30 2016 recent earthquakes on long fundamental period buildings 

located in L'Aquila downtown, in particular seismic isolated buildings, 

focusing on the proper assessment of the seismic action to adopt in 

low frequency amplification site, also with reference to the NTC 2008 

provisions. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The seismic series that involved Central Italy between August 2016 

and January 2017, culminating with the Mw 6.5 event on 30/10/2016, 

and which is still on going, albeit with minor events, strongly affected 

also the area of the City of L' Aquila, with an estimated V MCS inten-

sity for the October, 30 mainshock [1]. Major events also resulted in 

damage to several buildings, mostly limited to non-structural compo-

nents (including those repaired and strengthened after the earthquake 

of 6 April 2009). The characteristics of seismic motion  in different 

areas of the city induced the activation of seismic isolation devices for 

several buildings retrofitted or rebuilt with the use of this technique; 

for some buildings the movements, documented also by CCTV re-

cordings, have been relevant. During the events, there was also the 

collapse of a multi-story RC building, which already suffered consid-

erable damage to the infills and major damage to the RC structure due 

to the 2009 earthquake, but had not been made subject to any type of 

shoring. The distribution of damages, as well as the accelerometric re-

cordings of the stations present in the area, show a great variability in 

the characteristics of the shaking, which confirm the results of many 

previous studies, also conducted in view of the seismic microzonation 

of the L' Aquila area and which highlight the remarkable effects of 

stratigraphic and topographical amplification in particular areas of the 

municipal territory. It may be useful to make a brief analysis of the 

accelerometric records available for the events of 24/08/2016 (Mw: 

6.0) and 30/10/2016 (Mw: 6.5) and available on the ITACA portal 

[2,3], which groups together data from the accelerometric recordings 

of the ISMD archive [4] and the national accelerometric network RAN 

[5]. Through this service it is possible to find the data recorded by dif-

ferent accelerometric stations located near the historical centre of the 

city (Aquila Park - AQK and Castle - AQU) and in the west area, 

along a NE-SW alignment that involves the Peripheral areas of Pettino 

and Coppito, with an accelerometer located in the top of Mount Petti-

no (AQP) and other placed on the edge of the Aterno valley (AQP); 

(AQF - L' Aquila Ferriera) and inside the valley itself (AQA - L' Aq-

uila Fiume Aterno; AQV - L' Aquila Centro Valle). 
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Figure 1. Locations of the RAN and INGV network accelerometric stations in the 

urban area of L' Aquila. 

 

 Examination of the signals recorded at 24 august and 30 october 

mainshocks shows a marked difference in spectral forms, confirming 

the different effects of the propagation process of seismic waves in the 

surface layers that characterize various areas of the city. 

Figure 2 shows the spectral forms in acceleration for the AQG, AQU 

and AQK accelerometric stations relating to the event of 30 October 

2016 and for comparison the spectrum recorded in AQK during the 

mainshock of 6 April 2009 at 3.32 and the NTC 2008 spectrum at 

SLV for soil B type. As can be seen from the figure, although the var-

ious stations have recorded peak ground accelerations of a comparable 

magnitude and in any case between 30 and 55 cm/s2, the same have 

spectral accelerations with peaks reaching up to 280 cm/s2 in corre-

spondence, however, with frequencies very distant from each other. 

In particular, for the AQG station (which can be considered localized 

on the carbonate outcrop) there is a consistent amplification, even if 

for a narrow frequency range between 3 and 6 Hz, while the record-

ings of the AQK station have a marked acceleration peak between 0.4 

and 0.6 Hz, higher, in this range, also at the spectral acceleration lev-

els foreseen by the NTC spectrum at SLV for the site under examina-

tion (soil). 
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Figure 2. Acceleration spectra relative to accelerograms recorded by stations AQK, 

AQG and AQU and NTC 2008 spectrum for L’Aquila.. 
 

This circumstance is in line with what  emerged from previous studies 

conducted also for the purposes of seismic microzonation [6] and is 

due to the geological peculiarities that characterize the stratigraphy of 

the site on which the AQK accelerometric station and more generally 

the historic centre of L' Aquila. The consistent energy content in the 

low frequencies range could also be partly produced by the effect of 

the considerable epicentral distance that, as is well known from litera-

ture, tends to filter the high frequencies of the original seismic signal 

[7]. This situation strongly influences the characteristics of seismic 

shaking on the surface and the behaviour of the buildings present in 

the area, in particular those with vibrational characteristics close to the 

frequency range typical of the deposit (double resonance). 
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2.  Subsoil model and seismic site characterisation 

 

The subsoil model of the historic centre of L' Aquila, summarized by 

the geological section of Fig. 3, taken from [9], has been reconstructed 

with extreme detail on the basis of more than 600 surveys, some of 

which are also 200-300 m deep, carried out following the 2009 earth-

quake for reconstruction and in the context of specific site characteri-

zation projects and seismic Hazard. The geological formations of the 

area belong to a Quaternary debris sequence that is part of the conti-

nental sedimentary basins of the Valle dell' Aterno, leaning on the 

carbonate formations and representing the geological substratum Me-

so-Cenozoic of the area. 

 
 

 
   
Figure 3. A) Geological section of the historical centre of L' Aquila. TRS: Red Col-

luvium (Upper Pleistocene); CMA: Brecce dell' Aquila Auct. (Medium Pleistocene; 

FGS and MDS: alluvial pelites and sands (lower to medium Pleistocene); CRP and 

SLB: carbonate formations (Meso-Cenozoic) (modified by Nocentini et al. 2017). B) 

Microtremore HVSR spectrum measured at Piazza Duomo [10] 

 

The geological section of Figure 3 highlights, under the historic cen-

tre, the presence of the continuation to SE of a fault associated with 

that, considered active and capable, of Monte Pettino which, with the 

fault bordering Monteluco, delimit a graben (i. e. a "tectonic pit delim-

ited by two distensive faults) which is located by the Forte Spagnolo 

to Porta Napoli and is occupied by the quaternary debris sequence. 

This is composed, from top to bottom, of "red colludes", 2-20 m thick 

of the upper Pleistocene; of calcareous plaques of the middle Pleisto-

cene, 20-100 m thick, representing the terraced hill on which the his-

torical centre stands (Brecce dell' Aquila Auct).); from alluvial' peel-
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ites and sands' of the middle-lower Pleistocene at least 200 m thick, 

which, in turn, are supported by the carbonate formations. To the 

north of the Pettino fault, the stratigraphy is very different from that of 

the southern zone and therefore also the seismic characterisation of the 

site because it consists of 20-30 m of Brecce dell' Aquila supported by 

the carbonate formations. 

Measurements of microtremore through passive arrays and more than 

300 single-station acquisitions made in the historical centre (i. e. in the 

graben) have also allowed a characterization from the seismic point of 

view [10,11]. Generally two resonance frequencies are identified: f0 

(0.4-0.7 Hz) and f1 (4-9 Hz). Numerical 1D and 2D simulations show 

that f0 and f1 are caused by two seismic impedance contrasts that take 

into account the stratigraphy described above [12,13,14,15]. The fre-

quency f0 is due to the overlapping of "peelites and sands" on the car-

bonate substrate at a depth of 200-300 m. The frequency f1 is instead 

caused by the irregular and discontinuous support of the "red soils" on 

the Brecce dell' Aquila. 

 

 

3.  Effects of site amplification on the dynamic response of base 

isolated buildings during the seismic series of central italy 

 

The considerations made in the previous paragraphs call for a reflec-

tion on the performance that buildings located in the area of the histor-

ic centre of L' Aquila, with particular reference to those buildings with 

a period of fundamental vibration falling within the range of site am-

plifications, had during the seismic events in Central Italy. As already 

highlighted above, in fact, the main events of 24 August and 30 Octo-

ber 2016 represented the first significant opportunity in which the ac-

tual operating seismic isolation systems installed on various buildings 

repaired or rebuilt following the L' Aquila earthquake in 2009 could 

be detected. The effects on these structures, in some cases, have been 

very important. The movement of isolated systems has also been doc-

umented by video clips from CCTV active at the time of shocks. 

These 15- 20 cm movements, have, in some cases, caused damage to 

the joint covers installed between the insulated structure and the fixed 

structures (metal casings, etc...). Comparison of the PGA levels rec-

orded during the above mentioned events (below 72 cm/s2 for all sta-

tions in the city of L' Aquila) and the demand in terms of acceleration 
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foreseen by the standards, shows that the events of 2016/2017 show a 

statistical recurrence in terms of return time of less than 30 years (The 

PGA of demand normally for TR=30 years for the site under examina-

tion is equal to 92 cm/s2). These are therefore events that can be de-

fined as ordinary events for the area of the city of L' Aquila, which 

highlight even more the amplifying effect around the frequencies of 

0.4÷0.6 Hz produced by the stratigraphy of the area. In the last 30 

years, apart from the seismic sequence of 2009, there have been two 

seismic sequences that produced comparable accelerations: the 1997 

sequence in Umbria-Marche and the 2016/2017 sequence. 

For the area under investigation, a preliminary analysis of the type of 

seismic isolation systems, also on the basis of the commercial prod-

ucts available in Italy, allows to narrow the field of buildings that may 

have been affected (or will be affected in the future) by phenomena re-

lated to site amplification, to those with an seismic isolation system 

with elastomeric devices with a fundamental period close to 2.0 s. 

With regard to systems equipped with FPS devices, it should be noted 

that the geometric characteristics of the commercial devices available 

on the Italian market make it easy to realize isolated systems with 

fundamental periods of vibration beyond 3 s and therefore outside the 

range of frequencies amplified by deposits that characterize the stra-

tigraphy of the site under examination. This observation is confirmed 

by the results of an investigation, even if partial, on some buildings 

located in the immediate vicinity of the area under investigation and 

equipped with FPS systems, for which the conditions for the activa-

tion of the system did not even occur. On the other hand, a qualitative 

examination, carried out on a series of buildings isolated with FPS and 

elastomeric devices located in other areas of the city, did not reveal 

any evidence of significant movements, so this leads one to think that 

they were zero or of the order of a few cm. 

 

4. Case Study 

 

In order to give generality to the origin of the phenomena observed on 

the above-mentioned isolated buildings in the historic centre of the 

city of L' Aquila, some numerical analyses were carried out on an iso-

lated reference building. The deviation between the maximum dis-

placements of the seismic isolation system subject to seismic action 

resulting from the NTC spectrum, defined according to the simplified 
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methodology of § 3.2.2, and those obtained from seismic actions re-

sulting from the use of accelerograms recorded by the AQK accelero-

metric station during the event of 30 October 2016, was assessed. This 

provided indirect confirmation that the response of real buildings to 

the 2016 seismic events was not affected by factors independent of the 

effects of site amplification, such as particular boundary conditions or 

assumptions made in device design. 

The structural type of the building examined can be considered repre-

sentative of the type of RC building most widespread in the city of L' 

Aquila. The analyzed building is used as a civil house, with rectangu-

lar plan, 5 elevations and 3.0 meters interstory height. 

 

 
   

Figure 4. Structural FEM Model 

 

The design of a seismic isolation system capable to shift the funda-

mental period of the structure to 2.0 s through the use of LRB elasto-

meric devices were carried out.  A series of dynamic linear analyses 

were carried out with step-by-step integration through the use of SAP 

2000 software [16] in order to evaluate the maximum displacement, in 

correspondence with the isolated system, of the structure subjected to 

the set of accelerograms. 
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In line with the provisions of the regulations in § 7.3.4.2, a selection 

of NTC compatible spectrum accelerograms (in the range of periods 1 

÷ 2.5 s) was used to define the design displacement, obtained using 

the REXEL software [17] from which 7 pairs of signals acquired from 

the European Strong Motion Database were extrapolated (Figure 5). 

  
Figure 5. Selection of the NTC spectrum compatible accelerograms 

 

The SLV design displacement, obtained by averaging the maximum 

displacements for each pair of accelerograms, suitably scaled accord-

ing to the provisions of §7.3.5 of NTC 2008, is shown in the previous 

Table 1.  
Table 1. Results of the analysis 

Event date Mw Displ. [cm]

Adana 27/06/1998 6.3 11.88

Kefallinia 23/03/1983 6.2 12.27

South Iceland 21/06/2000 6.4 12.69

Friuli 15/09/1976 6 13.11

South Iceland 6.4 15.86

Montenegro 24/05/1979 6.2 21.38

Erzincan 13/03/1992 6.6 30.04

Average 16.75

RS NTC08 B 16.83

LDA AQ K 30/10/2016 21.88  
 

The same table also shows the maximum displacement values ob-

tained in the linear analysis with response spectrum (RS) and the 
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analysis conducted using the pair of accelerograms recorded by the 

AQK station during the event of 30/10/2016 (LDA). The comparison 

shows that the LDA AQK displacement is clearly higher than the av-

erage of the maximum displacements obtained from analyses conduct-

ed with the set of NTC compatible spectrum accelerograms. Further-

more, considering that the devices used allow a maximum displace-

ment of 250 mm, it can be seen that, on the occasion of the October 

30th event, this displacement has almost been reached, despite the fact 

that the event in question has a low return time of less than 30 years. 

Therefore, it is possible to affirm that the assessment of the maximum 

displacements to the SLV carried out using NTC spectrum and the 

simplified approach for defining the subsoil category, leads to a clear 

and dangerous underestimation of their magnitude and thus to an un-

der-dimensioning of the seismic isolation system. 

It should also be considered that the underestimation of the effects is 

not limited to an improper assessment of the maximum displacement 

of the devices, but also to an incorrect evaluation of the actions trans-

ferred to the super-structure. 

 

5. Conclusions 

 

This article has illustrated the effects that the seismic series that af-

fected central Italy during 2016 produced on some seismic isolated 

buildings located in the historic centre of L' Aquila. The interest has 

been oriented on this specific area and typology of buildings because 

of the fact that the particular stratigraphic and topographical condi-

tions that characterize the morphological terrace on which the histori-

cal center of the city is located, produce an important amplification 

phenomenon in the operative frequencies of this type of buildings. 

The presence of numerous buildings equipped with this seismic pro-

tection system, built following the earthquake in 2009, made it possi-

ble to observe for the first time in Italy, the effect of site amplification 

on the behaviour of this particular type of structure. 

On the occasion of the main seismic events of 2016 and 2017, in fact, 

despite the considerable distance from the epicentral zones in relation 

to the intensity of the occurrences, some structures equipped with an 

isolation system at the base, showed important displacements, close to 

those determined by evaluating the seismic action with the use of the 
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simplified method proposed in § 3.2.2 of the Ministerial Decree. 

14/01/2008.  

Performing specific numerical simulations made it possible to demon-

strate that the assessment of seismic action carried out using the sim-

plified method proposed in § 3.2.2 of DM 18/01/2008 for the evalua-

tion of stratigraphic and topographic amplification, does not allow, in 

cases such as the one in question, to obtain plausible, or at least pre-

cautionary, assesment of possible amplification factors. Given that the 

current regulatory approach does not explicitly forbid the use of the 

simplified approach in cases where stratigraphic conditions and prop-

erties of soils are not clearly attributable to one of the categories de-

fined by the standard, a design referring to the parameters obtained us-

ing this methodology leads to a dangerous underestimation of the real 

actions to which the building is actually subjected. In the revision of 

the Technical Italian Standards for Construction currently under final 

approval, the limits of the simplified methodology for the determina-

tion of seismic action are better highlighted, but it may still be insuffi-

cient, especially in the absence of adequate seismic microzonation 

studies, which are believed to have to be developed in order to be-

come an important support for design and urban planning activities. 
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Abstract 

  This paper presents the field measurements of ambient vibrations in 

 an unreinforced masonry building dating back to about a century ago. 

The construction is made of tuff masonry, most of the floors are made 

of reinforced concrete, and the spandrels above openings are unrein-

forced flat arches. The ambient vibrations are measured with a porta-

ble triaxial velocimeter both on the ground and at selected points at 

different floors. Measurements are interpreted in terms of standard 

spectral ratios, according to a peak-picking technique. A numerical 

model is implemented and its elastic modulii are updated based on pe-

riods measured values. Modulii updated values are more than double 

code recommended values, provided that the model presents spandrels 

as surveyed even if consisting of unreinforced elements. Hence, ambi-

ent vibration measurements can lead to a more robust seismic assess-

ment without requiring more expensive and invasive tests such as 

double flat jacks. 
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1.  Introduction 
 

  Unreinforced masonry buildings represent more than half of the 

Italian built portfolio [1], and they usually show a more pronounced  

seismic vulnerability compared to reinforced-concrete constructions 

[2–4]. Therefore, there is the need to assess the earthquake fragility of 

a large population of buildings, especially if they are of significant 

size thus hosting a potentially ample number of persons, or if they 

accommodate critical functions. Such assessment requires the imple- 

mentation of numerical models whose results can be robust only if the 

there is a reliable estimation of mechanical parameters. Among these 

parameter is Young’s modulus, usually measured on site through the 

well known double-flat-jacks test [5]. However, such test protocol im- 

plies interruption of use for the room where the test is performed due 

to resort to circular saw and water for wet cutting, involves a certain 

degree of damage to structural and non-structural components, is  

rather expensive (both for the test in itself, its preparation and later  

repair).  

A feasible alternative for Young’s modulus estimation consists in  

ambient vibration testing and subsequent modal updating of a numeri- 

cal model [6]. Hereinafter, is presented the case study of an early 20th 

century unreinforced masonry building, highlighting advantages and 

pitfalls of this approach. 

 

2. Case study 

 

The building under consideration, located in Rome, has an “E” plan 

layout and three stories above ground (Figure 1). Vertical structures 

are made of unreinforced tuff masonry, with fired clay brick courses 

(Figure 2a), horizontal structures are mostly reinforced concrete dia- 

phragms (Figure 2b), as frequent at that time [7], and barrel vaults in a 

few instances only. The building belongs to a former hospital complex 

comprising more than thirty constructions, dating back to 1909-1914  

[8]. Photos of the complex at the time of construction show that flat 

arches are present above the openings of the buildings (Figure 3), as 

confirmed from visual inspection, magnetometry, and thermography. 

Such construction detail is relevant for seismic assessment but also for 

modal updating as discussed in the following. 
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Figure 1. Front view of the case study building. 

 

 

a)   b) 

 
Figure 2. Vertical (a) and horizontal (b) structures. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Construction of a pavilion of the hospital to which the investigated build-

ing belongs [9]. 
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3. Ambient vibration measurements 

 

Ambient vibrations have been measured by means of a portable triaxi-

al velocimeter [10], positioned according to two vertical arrays 

(Figure 4a), each at three different heights (Figure 4b). Acquisition 

lasted 16-32 min at a frequency of 128 Hz. Fast Fourier Transform 

have been performed on the records and standard spectral ratios (SSR) 

have been computed for each frequency f as suggested in [11, 12], ac-

cording to the following equation: 

 
 

 fS

fS
fSSR

input

output


 
(1) 

where S is the velocity spectral amplitude, input (output) subscript is 

referred to a instrument location on the ground (on a building floor). 

With reference to Figure 4b input is related to location 1, output to lo-

cations 2 and 3.  

  SSR plots (Figure 5) have been interpreted according to a peak-

picking procedure [13]. Both spectral ratios in each plot show con-

sistent peaks at the two output locations, with larger amplifications on 

the roof. Peak amplifications for vertical array “a” (Figure 4a, corner 

position) are rather large in both longitudinal and transversal direc-

tions, with the latter particularly substantial. Fundamental period in 

the transversal direction is about 0.24 s, whereas in the longitudinal 

direction is about 0.19 s.  

 

a)   b) 

 
Figure 4. Ambient vibration measurements (a) plan of the roof (b) transversal cross 

section. Arrows indicate the longitudinal direction of the instrument 
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a)  

b)  
 

Figure 5. Standard spectral ratio, ordinates, varying frequency, abscissas, and out-

put location, different lines (Figure 4b). a) Transversal and (b) longitudinal direc-

tions. 

 

  Vertical array “b” (mid façade position) delivers similar although 

not completely matching results, probably as an effect of a torsional 

component. Such torsional coupling is probably related to the stiff 

floors, which also prevent an out of plane response [14, 15]. Records 

have been interpreted also in terms of Horizontal to Vertical Spectral 

Ratios [16], but are not presented here for the sake of brevity. 

 

4. Model updating 

 

Ambient vibration (AV) fundamental periods were compared to those 

of a numerical model (Figure 6). This model was implemented using 

the 3Muri software, commercial version of the research program [17]. 
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Despite the code recommendations of neglecting in seismic assess-

ment unreinforced spandrels above opening [18], such elements were 

introduced in the model in order to properly estimate its fundamental 

period of vibration. The mean elastic modulii recommended in the 

Commentary to the Italian building code [19] have been assumed as 

initial values (IVs). Related initial value fundamental periods are 

equal to 0.36 and 0.27 s in the transversal and longitudinal directions, 

hence presenting the same trend but substantially higher values com-

pared to ambient vibrations. Therefore, Young’s modulus, E, was up-

dated as a function of the ratio of fundamental periods, T: 

 

(

1

) 

 

  
 

Figure 6. Numerical model of the building with full spandrels. 

 

  Two estimations can be made, one per plan direction, and the ratios 

EAV / EIV are equal to 2.30 and 1.95, respectively. Average value 2.12 

is too large to be explained through the small amplitude of vibrations, 
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and the elastic modulus assumed in the seismic assessment should be 

based on experimental results rather than on code recommended val-

ues. Young’s modulus result can be explained considering the good 

tuff and mortar quality [20, 21].  

  Once Young’s modulus was estimated, shear modulus was com-

puted assuming the same ratio to Young’s modulus as in the code. Fi-

nally, it is worth mentioning that if spandrels were neglected already 

in the model updating phase the much larger ratio EAV / EIV = 3.01 

would have been obtained. 

 

5. Conclusions 

 

This paper presented the field measurements of ambient vibrations in 

an unreinforced masonry building dating back to the beginning of the 

20th century. The construction is made of tuff masonry with brick 

courses and most of the floors are made of reinforced concrete slabs. 

The spandrels above openings are unreinforced flat arches and, ac-

cording to the Italian building code should be neglected in a seismic 

assessment. The ambient vibrations are measured with a portable tri-

axial velocimeter both on the ground and at selected points at different 

floors for about 16-32 min at 128 Hz. Measurements are interpreted in 

terms of standard spectral ratios, ratio of spectral amplitudes at a given 

floor and on the ground. Peaks can then be recognised in the plots and 

fundamental periods identified.  

  A numerical model is implemented, according to an equivalent 

frame approach, and its elastic modulii are updated based on periods 

measured values. Modulii updated values are more than double code 

recommended values, provided that the model presents spandrels as 

surveyed. Updated model will experience reduced displacement de-

mands and consequently a less severe seismic assessment. Hence, am-

bient vibration measurements can lead to a more robust seismic as-

sessment without requiring more expensive and invasive tests such as 

double flat jacks. 
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Abstract 

The overall earthquake response of Tulous, traditional earth buil- 

dings of the Fujian Province (China) and listed among the UNESCO 

World Heritage buildings, is investigated through non-linear static 

analysis (pushover) by using the equivalent frame approach. Although 

this approach implies some rough approximations, it is suitable to 

model complex masonry structures, like Tulous, because non-linear 

analysis implemented with more rigorous methods (i.e. by finite ele-

ments or by discrete elements) would lead to complex models hard to 

converge and with high computation costs. The earthquake analysis of 

a Tulou prototype was hence performed, and failure modes and over-

all seismic response of such complex earth structures were investigat-

ed. Since this is one of the first studies on the overall earthquake re-

sponse of Tulous, further research is necessary in order to better un-

derstand their seismic behaviour. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Tulous are collective fortresses located in the Fujian Province where 

traditionally Hakka clans live. These constructions are made of a con-

tinuous rammed earth wall, with circular or rectangular plan, and by 

an inner 3D wooden frame system connected to the wall along its pe-

rimeter at storeys and roof levels. They are characterized by large di-

mensions (diameter up to 50m and height up to 20m), with small 

openings mainly concentrated in the highest part of the structure 

(Figure 1). 

Due to their heritage value and outstanding relevance, they are also in-

scribed in the UNESCO World Heritage list. But, limited studies have 

been developed in terms of their structural behaviour and perfor-

mance. The need to deepen the studies in this field is evident consider-

ing that the province of Fujian is an area with a significant seismic 

hazard. Also, the evidence that many Tulou structures have resisted to 

different earthquakes occurred during their long life motivates this 

study. 

While there are only a few specific studies available on Tulous, in re-

cent years the interest on earthen constructions has considerably in-

creased. As a matter of fact, the earthen material was used in many 

historical buildings, and nowadays it is recognised that due to its cha- 

Figure 1. Tulou in the Fujian Province. 
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racteristics of eco-compatibility and energy performance there is an 

enormous potential for its reintroduction in ecological and sustainable 

architecture [1,2]. In fact, earth is still widely used in buildings, as ev-

idenced by the one billion people living in earth constructions [2]. 

New studies have been recently developed to increase the background 

knowledge in this field. Regarding the structural behaviour, a signifi-

cant work have been developed on the mechanical characterization of 

earthen samples and adobe bricks (as can be find, for example in [3–

7]), as well as on adobe wall panels (for example in [8–10]). 

Other authors studied the seismic behaviour of earth structures [11]. In 

this respect, an important starting point is the investigation on the 

damage caused by earthquakes [12–14]. Blondet et al. [15] highly-

ghted the seismic vulnerability of the adobe structures associated to 

the combination of a low tensile strength of the material with its frag-

ile behaviour, especially in fibres’ absence. Evidences of this vulnera-

bility were observed in recent earthquakes, as in El Salvador (2001), 

Iran (2003), Peru (1970, 1996, 2001 and 2007), Pakistan (2005) and 

China (2008 and 2009) [11]. 

Another important tool for investigating the seismic behaviour of 

earthen structures is provided by experimental shaking table tests, 

conducted both on reduced masonry section walls [16–18] and on 

scale models of entire buildings [19,20]. Although these tests provide 

qualitatively valid results, the models’ construction time and costs are 

undoubtedly two hard obstacles that make this approach usually im-

practical. 

From this point of view, it is certainly more advantageous to study 

earthen structures through the numerical modelling techniques that 

have been affirmed in recent years, such as the Finite Element Model-

ling (FEM), the macro-element method with the Equivalent Frame 

Modelling (EFM), and the Distinct Element Modelling (DEM). These 

modelling techniques have been applied with good results to different 

types of masonry, including historical and earth walls. The modern 

FEM techniques can provide accurate results, but non-linear FE anal-

yses of complex earth structures appears to be not applicable due to 

convergence difficulties hard to solve and high computational cost in-

volved. The same applies to DEM method. On the other hand, consid-

erable advantages are obtained if a macro-element approach is used 

through the EFM. Despite introducing some approximations, they al-

low to reduce the computational costs without compromising the va-
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lidity of the results. In macro-element modelling, the masonry is 

schematized as frames made up of non-deformable rigid nodes con-

nected to each other by deformable elements, corresponding to mason-

ry piers and spandrels. Among the different macro-element models, 

considerable diffusion have the codes RAN [21–24], SAM [25,26] 

and TREMURI [27–29]. In particular, in this study, the macro-

elements modelling combined with non-linear static analysis (pusho-

ver) have been performed using TREMURI code. 

The application of these numerical modelling techniques to earth 

structures has not properly been explored yet. A first attempt in this 

field was made by Tarque [30], who compared the results obtained 

from the application of different modelling strategies to the Finite El-

ement Method (FEM) results. Bettini [31] applied the same FEM 

method to portions of earth walls stiffened by wood and steel frames. 

As part of a research project funded by the Region of Sardinia, an Ital-

ian region where a long tradition of earthen constructions still exists, 

the macro-elements method was applied for the first time to the earth-

en structures [32,33]. The validity of the results obtained was first as-

sessed by comparison with the results of simple tuff buildings. In a 

second moment the results of the macro-elements numerical model 

were compared with those of a series of experimental tests carried out 

on small scale models of adobe buildings, subjected to dynamic tests 

on a shaking table within the Getty Seismic Adobe Project (GSAP) 

[20,34]. 

Figure 2. View of a Tulou cluster. 
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In this article, the EFM analysis has been applied to the Tulou 

rammed earth structure. The circular wall, typical of these buildings, 

has been discretized and shaped into a 24-sided polygon. The geomet-

ric characteristics and the mechanical properties of the material have 

been extrapolated from some studies on Huanji Tulou [35–37]. The 

results obtained provide a first significant contribution regarding the 

seismic behaviour of Tulous. 

 

2. Building technology and structure of a Fujian Tulou 

 

The Tulous are located in the mountainous area of west-south of the 

Fujian Province (China), and distributed in small villages developing 

near the waterways (Figure 2) [38]. Typically, they are circular build-

ings of about 50 m in diameter and 20 m in height. The outer wall, 

made of earth and built according to the rammed earth technique, has 

a considerable thickness of about 2 m, which gradually reduces with 

height with a tapered section. The access to the internal courtyard is 

guaranteed by a single door. (Figure 3a). Some small windows are lo-

cated in the highest part of the building, to witness the defensive func-

tion for which these buildings were originally built. Inside, a frame of 

wooden pillars and beams supports the floors that host at different 

levels housing and commercial functions. On the last level, there is a 

two-pitch roof supported by a very particular truss system supported 

by the wooden frame and by the wall (Figure 3b). 

Unlike this architectural features, the knowledge on the mechanical 

properties of the materials and on the structural features of the con-

struction elements is much more limited.  

 

 

Figure 3. Interior view of a Tulou (a). Detail of the roof truss system (b). 

(a) (b) 
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A few technical information is available about the Huanji Tulou, 

largely studied by some authors to investigate the effects of a violent 

earthquake occurred in 1918 in Fujian[35–37]. In fact, the Huanji Tu-

lou presented as single damage a fracture that, although extensive and 

pronounced, did not compromise the stability of the building. After an 

investigation campaign for the characterization of the materials, the 

same authors developed a FEM model to analyse the deformations of 

this crack. Based on the information reported in these studies on 

Huanji Tulou, in the present research a numerical model of a Tulou 

prototype has been implemented and is shown below. 

3. Numerical model of a Tulou prototype 

 

Among the different numerical modelling techniques available for the 

analysis of masonry structures as well as of earthen buildings, in the 

present study the prototype of a Tulou was analysed through the 

Equivalent Frame Method (EFM), based on macro-elements model-

ling. For this aim TREMURI code was used. 

Contrary to techniques such as Finite Element Modelling (FEM), this 

modelling strategy involves rough approximations, but has proved to 

be valid and particularly efficient to model masonry structures 

[23,28,39,40]. Asprone et al. [32] have also applied the same analyses 

method to earth constructions, assessing its capability to capture the 

structure's response. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Tulou numerical model: 3D view (a); detail of the Equivalent Frame (b). 

(a) (b) 
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In accordance with what emerged from the evaluation of post-

earthquake damage and dynamic test data on physical models, the 

EFM approach models each wall as an equivalent frame made of de-

formable macro-elements with non-linear behaviour (piers and span-

drels) connected by non-deformable rigid nodes. The nodes’ dimen-

sion depend on the openings’ position, thus in turn defining also the 

dimension of piers and spandrels. The horizontal floors are modelled 

as membrane elements, whose stiffness depends on the floor type. 

Stiffness and geometry of walls and diaphragms allow to achieve box-

behaviour and structural efficiency of the masonry structure [27–29]. 

TREMURI code model piers and spandrels as deformable elements. In 

detail, deformable elements are modelled as linear elements in which 

three parts can be distinguished: in two thin end ones flexure defor-

mations are addressed through a non-linear constitutive law, while 

shear deformations are addressed in the remaining part of the macro-

element, almost coinciding with the whole masonry panel except for 

the two thin end parts [41]. While the connection of the rigid nodes 

with pier and spandrel form a 2D frame modelling a single wall, the 

connection between the rigid nodes of different frames allows the 

generation of a 3D frame, even if complex, simulating the behaviour 

of real masonry structures [27–29]. 

The application of the EFM to the Tulou’s case requires some prelim-

inary considerations about the structure and the building technology of 

Tulous. In detail, they are made of an external wall, usually of circular 

shape, and by a 3D circular wooden frame that helps increase the out-

of-plane stiffness of the earth wall. The wooden floor system is sup-

ported by the radial beams of the wooden frame and is likely to be on-

ly partially rigid, because the planks are not firmly connected to the 

rafters supported by the radial beams. Similar considerations can be 

done for the two-pitch roof, supported by an A-frame truss system 

which is in turn supported by the wall and the wooden frame system. 
 

Table I. Mechanical properties of earth material 

fc 

[MPa] 

fv0 

[MPa] 

E 

[MPa] 

w 

[kN/m3] 

1.00 0.10 1000 12 
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In order to obtain an Equivalent Frame Model of a circular Tulou 

(Figure 4), the earth wall has been approximated to a 24-side polygo-

nal wall. Assuming a regular distribution of the openings (constant 

horizontal spacing and vertical alignment), a small window has been 

positioned at the two upper levels in each wall side. Furthermore, to 

take into account the low stiffness of wooden floors and roof sections, 

the horizontal diaphragms were appropriately modelled accounting for 

their low rigidity and orthotropic behaviour. Figure 4b shows the 

Equivalent Frame implemented to analyse the Tulou through the 

EFM. 

 
Figure 5. Pushover analyses of the Tulou numerical model for Y loading direction 

of the seismic action. 
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The geometry and dimensions of the structural elements have been ex-

trapolated from the data available in the studies on the Huanji Tulou 

carried out by Stanislawski [35] and Liang et al. [36]. Also, the me-

chanical properties of the construction materials have been defined by 

referring to literature-based data [37]. Table I shows the mechanical 

properties of the earth material assumed in the model of the Tulou 

prototype under consideration 

4. Seismic analysis of a Tulou prototype modelled through the 

EFM 

 

Regarding the analysis methods for the seismic assessment, in the last 

decades, the nonlinear static analyses (pushover) have become more 

and more popular due to the performance-based earthquake engineer-

ing concepts [29,38] [29,42]. In this paper a pushover analysis was 

carried out on Tulou model implemented in TREMURI code by as-

signing mass proportional horizontal forces and monitoring the dis-

placements of an appropriately chosen control node. The capacity 

curve obtained from the pushover non-linear static analysis was com-

pared with the displacement demand, thus allowing to evaluate the 

Tulou safety under the Fujian seismic risk. The displacement demand 

has been obtained from the ADRS spectrum at the Life Safety Limit 

State, considered as an Ultimate limit State, and corresponding to 475 

year return period. The analysis was carried out assuming an accelera-

tion value ag = 1.6g, which corresponds to the peak ground accelera-

tion (PGA) provided by different studies on the seismic risk in the Fu-

jian Province. The ADRS spectrum was drawn according to the Euro-

code 8 rules, and therefore assuming F0 = 2.45 and TC* = 0.32 for ag = 

1.6g. Since the Tulou are constructed in the mountain area of the Fu-

jian Province, and therefore probably on a rocky subsoil, in this first 

study on the Tulou seismic response, the effects related to the strati-

graphic and topographic amplification have been neglected. 

Figure 5 shows the capacity curves obtained assuming the loading di-

rection of the seismic action and control node as reported in the leg-

end. Under ideal conditions, the control node should coincide with the 

centre of mass. However, for the Tulou geometry, with all the masses 

concentrated close to the earth wall, the centre of mass is located in 

the centre of the Tulou court. Considering that in the centre of the Tu-
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lou there are no structural elements, therefore no control node is avail-

able close to the centre of mass. Some preliminary analyses have al-

lowed to understand the sensitivity to the choice of the control node. 

The two pushover capacity curves have been obtained reversing the 

direction of the seismic action. The displacement capacity corresponds 

to the final displacement obtained at ultimate from the pushover 

curve. At this point, failure is considered attained for the sudden loss 

of overall shear resistance at the wall base, equal to at least 20% of the 

maximum value of the base shear recorded during the analysis. Figure 

5 shows the pushover curve and the displacement demand obtained 

from the ADRS response spectrum. Since the displacement demand is 

far lower than the displacement capacity for the design seismic action 

defined through the ADRS response spectrum, the structure appears 

able to resist the Fujian earthquakes without suffering any damages 

that could compromise its stability. 

A more detailed picture of the Tulou seismic response can be provided 

by observing the damage sequence. As an example, Figure 6 reports 

the pushover curve for +X loading direction of the seismic action and 

the related damage sequence of the Tulou wall. 

The status at four points along the curve of Figure 6a is analysed. At 

the first point (Figure 6b) flexural yielding occurs in the wall above 

the Tulou entrance. The loading direction is parallel to the wall. A few 

spandrels also yield in the upper level. In Tremuri, yielding of the 

macro-elements entails that the macro-element has reached its flexural 

capacity but failure is not attained because there is still some ductility 

available in the element. At the second point (Figure 6c), the other 

macro-elements above the opening yield in shear, while flexural-

compression yielding occurs in both piers next to the Tulou entrance. 

Again, these are not failure points, because some small ductility is 

provided not only in flexure but also in shear. At the third point (Fig-

ure 6d) many piers of the first level close to the Tulou entrance yields 

in shear, together with some other elements especially at the opposite 

side of the Tulou, but the overall curve does not drop. Finally, at the 

fourth point (Figure 6e), many piers of the first level close to the Tu-

lou entrance fail in shear, together with other piers at the upper level 

and at the opposite side of the circular wall, thus causing a sudden 

drop of the shear overall load-bearing capacity higher than 20%. Dur-

ing the loading sequence there is also an increasing number of up 
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Figure 7. Sensitivity analyses about the influence of the elastic modulus value. 

Figure 6. Pushover curve (a) and sequence damage at different displacement levels: 0.92cm (b);1.94cm 

(c); 2.67 (d); 3.32 (e). 
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per lintels that yield or even fail. Since the role of the lintels is to con-

nect the vertical load bearing walls, that are the main lateral load car-

rying elements, lintel failure do not induce overall failure of the Tu-

lou, and the pushover curve retains its shape without being practically 

affected by lintel yielding. 

Moreover, sensitivity analysis was carried out to take into account the 

uncertainties on the evaluation of the elastic modulus E of the earthen 

material. Figure 7 shows the pushover curves of this preliminary anal-

yses, carried out by varying the elastic modulus of the earth material 

between 100MPa and 1000MPa. Control node 20 and +X direction of 

the seismic action were considered. The comparison between the dif-

ferent pushover curves obtained for different values of the elastic 

modulus highlights how the progressive reduction of the elastic modu-

lus implies on the one hand an increase in ductility, and on the other 

hand a tendency to an elastic-fragile behaviour for very low values of 

E. Conversely, the failure modes remain unchanged, with the masonry 

piers of the lower levels that collapse due to shear forces. Given these 

results, the subsequent analyses have been conducted assuming an 

elastic modulus of 1000MPa, that appears to be more adherent to the 

nature of the earthen material used in the Tulou construction, and that 

in any case leads to capacity curves very close to those obtained with 

significantly lower values (i.e. 700 MPa) of the elastic modulus. 

Conclusions 

Tulou are earth constructions located in the Fujian Province of China, 

with high architectural value and included in the UNESCO World 

Heritage List. Despite the undoubted valence of these constructions, 

few studies have been conducted on them, particularly regarding their 

structural behaviour. 

The present study attempts to deepen this aspect, analysing the seis-

mic response of the Tulou by macro-elements through the Equivalent 

Frame Method (EFM), one of the numerical modelling techniques that 

in recent years has proved to be particularly efficient and valid for the 

analysis of complex masonry structures. 

Starting from the data available in the scientific literature, the model 

of a Tulou prototype has been implemented in TREMURI code and 

subjected to non-linear static analysis. The circular wall has been ap-

proximated to a polygonal wall, and modelled as a series of consecu-
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tive frames, each one corresponding to a wall side of the polygonal 

wall. The wooden structure has been modelled through linear ele-

ments, while horizontal diaphragms with appropriate stiffness have 

been used to model the flexible wooden floors and roof pitches. 

Based on the results obtained from the Tulou analysis by macro-

elements, the EFM has proved to be a valid approach to simulate the 

in-plane behaviour of the Tulou. Moreover, these structures seem to 

have good earthquake resistance, mostly due to the circular shape of 

the wall that is able to channel the horizontal forces in in-plane inter-

nal forces giving the structure enough displacement capacity.  
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On 24 August 2016, two earthquakes struck the Apennine regions of central Italy, killing 247 
people and causing heavy damage in buildings and monuments in the vast area around the 
epicenter. 
The first 6.2-magnitude quake hit 100 km northeast of Rome at 3:36 a.m. local time, while a 
second 5.4-magnitude quake followed at 4:33 a.m. 
Other earthquakes followed in the months of October 2016 and  January  2017,  in  a  quite  
unusual  sequence  that added damage to the already devastated towns and their cultural 
heritage. 
Amatrice, a small town of about 2,600, was the worst hit by the quake.  
The village of Accumoli and Pescara del Tronto, in the Marches region bordering Umbria, were 
particularly affected as well, due to their closeness to the epicenter. Even  residents  in  Rome,  
some  100  km  away  from  the epicenter, were woken up by the quakes, which were felt in most 
of central Italy. 
These unfortunate events underlined even more the need of devoting targeted studies to our 
cultural heritage that can help us identifying the sources of damage and in some cases also the 
reasons for unexpected collapses. 
These studies play an essential role in developing reliable strategies for managing the structural 
safety of monuments, with the ambitious goal of controlling and reducing the dynamic effects 
that could damage the monuments and their related cultural heritage. 
Since 2000, a DISS group participated by Italian Universities, ENEA, INGV, SSCOL of Rome, 
SDR of Tokyo,   organized   four international   workshops   to promote the sharing of 
knowledge, methodologies and objectives in this field. 
The present 5th edition was organized inside the Roma Tre University with the Universities of 

L’Aquila and Rome “la Sapienza”.  
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